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Mountain Gorilla family takes off  time to relax
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Thirty years ago today, a guerrilla 
movement the National Resistance 
Army, seized the reins of  power 
in Kampala.  Late in the morning 

before, on January 25, 1986, they had ousted 
Lt Gen Tito Okello Lutwa’s six-month military 
government.

Swearing-in at the National Assembly’s steps, 
NRA leader now President Yoweri Museveni, 
pledged to see to a fundamental change to 
Uganda’s governance; he would revolutionise 
the consolidation of  our Independence, a 
process that had started on October 9, 1962. 

Thirty years hence, various changes and 
innovations are in evidence. The guerrillas 
evolved into a disciplined modernized Uganda 
People’s Defense Force, the envy of  other 
forces in the region. With its political wing, the 
resilient National Resistance Movement, both 
are furthering the aims, objectives and ideals of  
a nationalistic founding spirit and advancing the 
cause for national independence. 

Leadership has been democratized to the village 
through appropriate councils; education is 

is at the parish level and governance is devolved 
to the district, hence responsive to community 
development needs.

Nationwide, the rule of  law and enforcement of  
public order are evident through regular direct 
elections to the National Assembly and State 
House and a nationwide peaceful atmosphere 
that is conducive to development is prevalent.

Improvements to agricultural production and 
earnings have been effected through NAADS, 
Operation Wealth Creation and most recently 
Agriculture Cluster Development Project for 
the welfare of  the majority of  the population. 
With the increased energy development, 

large swathes of  the countryside and with it, 
socio-economic development.

Roads infrastructure upgrade and development 
has opened up the country side, enhancing 
national economic growth and because of  
nationwide stability, a remarkable population 
growth is in excess of  3.2 per cent per annum. 

Measures have been brought to bear on 
shortcomings in the transparent administration 

inquiry and committees study institutions’ 
management issues and bring back into line 
those that consistently miss on delivering to 
expectations. 

It is on this basis that President Museveni 
has rededicated himself  to unfettered service 
delivery, whose password is ‘kisanja bila 
mchezo.’ To this, the common man looks to 
relish the spoils of  the not-far-off  Uganda’s 
middle income economic status. 

In highlighting some of  the outcomes of  the 
National Resistance Movement’s leadership in 
this publication, we at the Liberation Magazine, 
along with the progressive Ugandans, are 
appreciative of  the socio-economic changes 
this party has brought about and seeks to 
consolidate. 
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President Yoweri Museveni on January 
26, 2017 presided over the festivities 

bush war into the assumption of  state 
power on January 26, 1986. The president’s 
address to the nation revolved around self-
determination, nation-building and economic 
development. 

He would have preferred the 2017 celebrations 
to be held on February 20th, in remembrance 
of  when, “the National Resistance Army (NRA) 
won Masindi.” He recalled that the people of  this 
area provided soldiers and food stuff  to NRA 
in the period 1982-84, leading to the big victory 
under Gen. Salim Saleh’s leadership in the area. 

The February 20, 1984 attack on Masindi tilted 
the war momentum in the NRA’s favour, setting 
the pace for the ultimate catapulting of  the 
rebels into government. It is largely for this 
consideration that the day’s Masindi festivities 
held under the theme ‘Uganda’s Success Story 
Under NRM leadership, a Shared Victory’, 

“Everyone that contributed to the NRM/
NRA effort before or after February 20, 1984 

pointed out in gratitude for their contribution to 
the National Resistance Movement’s successes. 

True to his economic development mind-set, 
the President revealed that there will be 10 per 
cent budget cuts from Government Ministries 
and agencies in the up-coming (2017–2018) 
budget. This will facilitate the building of  roads 

kick-starting Uganda’s oil and gas extraction and 
processing. 

He therefore directed the Prime Minster to 
control government workers’ foreign trips so as 
to save money, which will instead be invested in 
infrastructure development.

President Museveni explained Uganda 
government’s decision to use the Tanzania oil 
pipeline route rather than the one through Kenya. 

equipment in the east are already in a good state 
whereas the government intended to work on 
those in the south which are not so good, much 
as it was resource constrained. Work will now 
on Lusalira–Kabamba–Makonde and Ntutsi–
Ssembabule Roads to prepare them for use in the 
process of  setting up the pipeline. 

The President further stressed the NRM 
government’s infrastructure development resolve 
focusing on roads, electricity power generation 
and the railways, to enable Uganda’s export of  
her oil and gas, thus creating an independent 
money base, hence ending her circumstance-
imposed begging culture. 

To banish household poverty, the President urged 
Ugandans to embrace Operation Wealth Creation 
(OWC), a programme initiated to ensure food 
security and promote commercial agriculture.

 “The Government launched OWC to enable all 
Ugandans to join commercial agriculture as the 
majority (68%) of  the homesteads is subsistence 
farmers and only 32% are in the money economy. 
By these means, Uganda will transform from 
a predominantly importer to an exporting 
economy,” he observed.

The President stressed the need to eliminate, 
“The shameful importation of  the items Uganda 

can make locally. We earn US$5 billion in goods’ 
and services’ exports but most of  Uganda’s 
imports which we can otherwise make locally, 
inclusive of  textiles and furniture cost US$700 
billion.”  
  
While Ugandans may need to keep buying 
imported goods, the country needs to sell more 
to offset the export-import imbalance. He 
elaborated, “The major aim of  government’s 
injection of  money into the SACCOs and 
the Innovation Fund is to contribute to the 
processing and manufacturing efforts, to increase 
Uganda’s exports.”  

He also called for a government audit to establish 
the number of  Ugandans who are engaged in 
commercial agriculture.

On education, President Museveni noted the gaps 
in the curricula and observed that discussions 
are underway to facilitate the implementation of  
improvements in the approaches to instruction 
along with the students’ assessment methods. 

He said every Parish would have a government 
primary school, every Sub County a secondary 
school, and each Constituency a vocational 
school, “Once we have those, the remaining 
battle will be the building of  accommodation so 
that the teachers’ live near the schools.” 

As part of  the celebrations, 36 individuals 
received Jubilee Medals, 46 were awarded 
Luweero Triangle Medals, while 49 were 
decorated with the Nalubaale Medals and 45 
honoured with Police Medals.  

The President also launched ‘The Public Lens’, 
NRM’s Newspaper.

Close the 
import- 
export  
President Museveni 

gap;
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A
s we celebrate this historic event, the 
Uganda Law Reform Commission takes 
a moment to recognize the tremendous 
Government accomplishments over the 

past 31 years. The Uganda Law Reform Commission 
acknowledges and appreciates His Excellency 
for his resilience and tireless effort to change 
Uganda from a predominantly low income status 
to a competitive middle income status by 2020 as 
embodied in Vision 2040. 

The Uganda Law Reform Commission is 
committed to contributing towards this vision by 
ensuring that the legal and regulatory framework 
in Uganda provides an enabling environment 
for the rule of law, good governance and 
business competitiveness. In order to achieve 
this, the Commission is focused on strengthening 
legislative reforms that enhance, among others, 
the protection of human rights, ease of doing 
business, promotion of investment and access to 
up-to-date laws. 

Congratulatory Message 

The Chairperson, Commissioners and Staff of the Uganda Law Reform 
Commission wish to congratulate His Excellency, Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, 

President of the Republic of Uganda, Cabinet Ministers and all the people of 
Uganda on Uganda’s 31st Liberation anniversary. 

H.E. YOWERI K. MUSEVENI
President of the Republic of 

Uganda

Mr. William 
Byaruhanga

Attorney General

M/s Vastina 
Rukimirana Nsanze 

Chairperson
Minister of Justice and 
Constitutional Affairs
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T
he Board, Management and 
Staff of the Electricity Regulatory 
Authority (ERA) congratulate 
His Excellency the President of 

the Republic of Uganda, Gen. Yoweri 
Kaguta Museveni, and the gallant 

Movement upon celebrating 31 years of 
liberating our motherland Uganda.

Through your able leadership and the 
stable Political and Socio-Economic 

Resistance Movement Government, 
Uganda’s Electricity Supply Industry has 
enjoyed exponential growth during the 
past 31 years. Accordingly, todate ERA 
prides itself in several achievements that 
include the following:

1. Establishment of a favourable and 
enabling regulatory environment 
that has attracted over US$ 2 Billion 
worth of investments into Uganda’s 
Electricity Supply Industry.

2. Growth of Uganda’s electricity 
installed generation capacity from 
30 MW in 1986 (395 MW in 2000 when 
ERA was established) to 874.2 MW to-
date.

3. Commissioning of the 

Connected Solar Photo 
Voltaic power plant in 
East Africa (the 10 MW 
Access Solar Plant in Soroti 
District, Eastern Uganda).

4. Optimization of the 
Authority’s due diligence 
processes for the Permit, 
License and Operational 
phases of power projects, 
which has seen a 
reduction in the licensing 
period from six (6) months 
to three (3) months.

5. Licensing of 17 
(seventeen) projects 
of various technologies 
under the Global Energy 
Transfer for Feed-in-Tariff 
(GET FiT) Program, expected to add 

2018.

6. Restoration of sustainability of the 
Electricity Supply Industry in Uganda 

tariffs.

Electricity Industry as manifested 
through reduction in Energy Losses 
(19.3% in 2016, 31% in 2001), growth 
in Energy Sales (2600 GWh in 
2016, 706 GWh in 2001), growth in 
customer connections from 200,217 
in 2001 to over 850,000 in 2016, 
and introduction of prepayment 
metering technology.

ELECTRICITY REGULATORY 
AUTHORITY

Electricity Regulatory Authority.

BOOSTING EFFICIENCY IN UGANDA’S ELECTRICITY 
SUPPLY INDUSTRY
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8. Enhancement of ERA’s transparency 
and accountability through 
constructive engagement 
and provision of feedback to 
stakeholders.

9.  ERA (and Uganda by extension) has 
been recognized and awarded at 
both local and international level. 
The awards include the following:

a) Uganda in 3rd position for the “big 

Continent (Fieldstone Africa 
Renew- ables, June 2016).

b) Uganda ranked 2nd in Africa and 
7th worldwide among 55 countries 
for boosting the investment 

climate and promoting policies 
for clean energy investments 
(Bloomberg New Energy Finance, 
2016).

c) Financial Reporting Award - 
Public Sector Category (ICPAU, 
November 2016).

d) Best Employer of the Year Award 
– Gold Category (National Social 
Security Fund, October 2016).

e) Best Employer in the Public Sector 
(Federation of Uganda Employers, 
December 2015).

f) Recognized for contribution to 
advancing access to affordable, 
reliable, sustainable and 

modern energy for all (UN-DESA, 
September 2015).

g) Shortlisted for the Regulator of 
the Year Award for Excellence 
(Energy Net, UK, 2015).

h) Recognized for exemplary 
contribution to Environmental 
Management (National 
Environment Management 
Authority, 2015).

The Electricity Regulatory Authority 
reiterates its commitment to maintaining 
Sustainable Electricity Supply as 
Uganda progresses towards attaining 
the “Middle Income Status” and “Vision 
2040”.

Mr. Peter Kimuli, Project Director of the 5 MW Siti I HPP explains the project progress to ERA Board and MPs in Bukwo.

Category awarded to ERA by NSSF.
The recently commissioned 10 MW Access Solar Power Plant in Soroti 

District, Eastern Uganda.
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The NRM government is committed 
to the promotion of  agriculture due 
for its contribution to the country’s 
economic development. 

 
This is reinforced by the fact that the sector 
contributes more than 20 per cent of  Uganda’s 
Growth Domestic Product (GDP) and remains 
the largest source of  Uganda’s export earnings-
averaging 53 per cent. 
 
According to the Minister for Agriculture, 
Animal Industry and Fisheries, Mr Vincent 
Bamulangaki Ssempijja, the favourable 
agricultural policies introduced by the 
government have enabled the sector to grow and 
contribute to the country’s development through 
provision of  employment and increase in the 
Country’s Growth Domestic Product. 
 
He says agriculture remains a predominant 
occupation for a majority Ugandans through the 

private participation of  individual homesteads 
and other investors and the sector is critical in 
provision of  employment, food security, export 
earnings and supply of  raw materials for industry. 
 
“Consequently, this the sector currently 
contributes about 25 per cent to Uganda’s 
GDP. The sector has continued to employ more 
than 70 per cent of  the population despite a 
faster growth of  both the services and industry 
sectors,” he says. 
 

of  the raw materials for the processing and 
manufacturing sectors. About 66 per cent of  the 
country’s working population is engaged in the 
agriculture sector (UNHS 2009/10). 
 
The National Development Plan (NDP), the 
Agriculture Sector Development Strategy and 
Investment Plan (DSIP), among others are the 
basis for the direction the Ministry of  Agriculture 

Animal Industry and Fisheries to achieve its 
mandate.

The government committed itself  to increasing 
investments in several areas contained in the 
agriculture Development Strategy and Investment 
Plan (DSIP) which is aligned to the National 
Development Plan (NDP). 

are Agricultural Research, National Agricultural 
Advisory Services (NAADS), Agricultural 
Commercialisation, Agricultural Finance and 
Insurance, Value Addition and Post-Harvest 
Management, Pest and Disease Control, Farm 
Power and Mechanisation, Water for Agricultural 
Production, Investing in people and Agricultural 
Production Targets. 

Promoting agriculture is 
government’s commitment 

President Museveni embrases commercial farming.

11Liberation Magazine 2017
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Over the years, Mr Ssempijja says the NRM 
government has paid attention to agriculture 
because the sector has a great potential for 
contributing to sustainable and broad-based 
economic development in Uganda.

“The fact that the majority of  Ugandans derive 
their livelihood from agriculture and that 
the country’s foreign exchange earnings are 

importance of  the sector,” he says.

Statistics from the Ministry of  Agriculture, 

agriculture is the most important sector of  the 
Ugandan economy. It contributes up to nearly 
20 per cent of  GDP, accounts for 48 per cent of  
exports and provides a large proportion of  the 
raw materials for industry. Food processing alone 
accounts for 40 per cent of  total manufacturing. 

The sector also employs 73 per cent of  the 
population.

“Over the years, the sector has performed well, 
growing at an average 3.8 per cent.There has 
been an aggressive re-planting of  coffee, which 
has enabled the mitigation of  the effects of  
coffee wilt and increased the country’s coffee 

factories were established, increasing the number 
of  tea factories in the country to 28. Currently, 
Uganda is a net exporter of  sugar; six new 
factories have been set up. Milk production now 
stands at 2.1 billion litres annually, up from 1.5b 
in 2015,” he explains. 
 
Crop sub-sector 
There has been an increase in coffee production, 
attributed to new yields resulting from the 
replanting campaign, especially for Robusta. The 
good performance in agricultural production 

and exports was sustained in volumes and export 
earnings over the years since 2014.

Coffee exports increased from 3.2 million 60 kg 
bags (valued US$442 million) to 3.88 million 60 
kg bags (valued at US$424.9 million).  Cotton 
production  and Cocoa exports have increased 
respectively.

has demonstrated an overall improvement and 

attributed to strong regulations and enforcement 
of  strict guidelines conducted at all lakes and 

namely Ragogi, Mukene and Muziri especially on 
Lakes Victoria and Albert.

Exports to international markets of  Nile 

Apple farmer under Operation Wealth Creation.
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perch products were 18.558mt valued at US$113.933 million 
dollars. This was an increase from 17,332 tonnes valued at US$ 
91.447million. 
 
Given that agriculture is the main source of  livelihood for the 
larger proportion of  the Ugandan population; the trends in 
poverty reduction can be strongly correlated to agriculture [on a 
regional basis- the northern region is predominantly dependent 
on farming as a main source of  economic livelihood registering 
80 per cent, followed by western region 77.6 percent, eastern 
region 76.3 per cent and central region 54.3 per]. 
 
Cotton growing is bearing positive results. Besides the two old 
textile and three cotton wool manufacturing factories, a new 
factory, Fine Spinners, producing yarn, garments and textiles was 
opened. 
 

perform well in terms of  foreign exchange earnings in spite of  

NAADS 
The NAADS programme has been restructured to focus on the 
procurement of  farm inputs and machinery. NAADS is being 
boosted by UPDF under Operation Wealth Creation (OWC), 
where households have been supported with various agricultural 
inputs to enhance household incomes, food security and 
agricultural transformation. 
 
A single spine extension services for more effective agricultural 
extension service has been established with the intention 

issues. 
 
Mr Ssempijja says to further boost agriculture, Mubuku, 
Kibimba, Olweny and Doho irrigation schemes have been 
rehabilitated and over 531 valley dams constructed in the cattle 
corridor districts and Karamoja region using government-owned 
equipment; they provide more than 1,000,000 cubic metres of  
water storage. 
 
Crop farming has been initiated in Karamoja as part of  the 
programme to curb cattle rustling and provide food security 
in the region. “In order to improve agricultural mechanisation, 
value addition and household incomes, we provided to various 
districts the following: mobile milking machines, milk coolers, 
maize mills, honey equipment, juice extractors and coffee 
hullers,” Mr Ssempija adds. 
 
The Uganda Industrial Research Institute has set up some 
processing factories like the fruit factory in Arua and Mpigi, a 
potato processing factory in Kabale and a peanut butter factory 
in Lira. 
 
He, however, says Uganda lost 40 per cent of  its crops including: 
peas, beans and ground nuts in the year 2016.  He says the 
country may experience a shortage of  seeds for planting in the 

to eat all the cereals that they have harvested. 
Expecting a good passion fruit harvest.
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He notes that there was a decrease in food secure 
families in the country from 89 per cent in 
December 2015 to 83 per cent in July 2016 and 
an increase in food security stress from 10 per 
cent to 16 per cent during the same period. 
 
He further says the supply of  cereals, banana, 
and cassava among other crops is low yet the 
demand in Rwanda, Democratic Republic of  
Congo, Burundi and Central African Republic, 
among other countries, is high. On government 
efforts to curb food insecurity, the minister said 
the Government has provided food relief  to the 
affected families as well as carrying out awareness 
campaigns by inter-ministerial teams. 
 
The Director of  crop resources in the Ministry 
of  Agriculture, Dr Okasai Opolot, attributes 
the poor performance of  the two indigenous 
Uganda’s cash crops on the decline in the price 
of  coffee on the international market and also 
the dry’s spells, low soil fertility and limited use 
of  fertilizers to enhance cotton production. He 
says the government managed to implement 
all the proposed activities which were aimed at 
improving the productivity of  the two crops. 
“We are going to promote production based on 
clusters and zones. 

This aims to give the country a strong and 
sustainable base of  supply of  products demanded 
by  the national, regional  and international 
markets. Value addition is a core component of  
our strategy to minimizes post–harvest losses and 
to improve the quality of  agricultural products,” 
he adds.

Operation Wealth Creation (OWC)
Having been established to improve household 
incomes for poverty eradication, wealth creation 
and overall prosperity of  Ugandans through the 
facilitation of  sustainable commercial agricultural 
production, OWC has lived to its billing and is 
registering much success.
According to information on the UPDF website, 
OWC has established effective command, 
control, coordination, and communication (4C), 
with all the agencies in the implementation of  the 
Presidents’ directives.

In a recent interview, Mr Samuel Mugasi, 
NAADS executive director, said many Ugandans 
have positively responded to OWC and are eager 
to participate to improve agricultural production 
for better household incomes. 

“This was in recognition of  the UPDF role in 
spearheading the liberation struggle. As a result 
therefore, the NAADS staff  in local governments 
was relieved of  their duties to pave way for a 
single spine mode of  extension approach to 
be implemented directly under the Ministry 
of  Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries 
(MAAIF),” he said.

While addressing a press conference at the new 
State Lodge in Kawumu village, LuweeroDistrict 
during his on the spot assessment of  the 
production in Luweero District, President 
Museveni said the delivery and progress of  OWC 
was at a good pace.

Mr Museveni said the purpose of  OWC is 
the conversion of  68 per cent of  Ugandan 
homesteads from subsistence agriculture to 
calculative commercialized farming in order to 
increase their wealth. “I am totally against the 
elite island economy where a few rich people 
are surrounded by masses of  under-developed 
people,” he said.

Promotion of  food security.
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Background

A
griculture is among the four key sectors for 
wealth and employment creation. During the 

main building block of our economy and is a 

contribution to the national economy still remains strong. 
Agriculture contributed 23% of the national GDP in  FY 
2015/16 and contributed 53.47% of Uganda’s total exports 
earnings in the same period. 

There has been steady progress in  production of 
agricultural commodities over the past 31 years. 

materials for the processing and manufacturing sectors. 

that close to 80% of the households in the country are 
involved in agriculture. 

As a key strategy to bring the largely subsistence 
households in a market economy, the government 
undertook to implement the “Operation, Wealth Creation 
(OWC)” initiative. Agriculture is one of the lead sectors 
for the Operation Wealth Creation. So far, support for 
this initiative has focused on provision of agricultural 
inputs notably seeds, planting, breeding and stocking 
materials. These are coffee, tea, cocoa, mango, citrus, 
maize, beans, banana, and dairy heifers. Government is 

addressing challenges impending  agriculture production 

and strategies have been put in place to address them, 
these are: 

1. Low commercial agricultural levels; 

2. Lack of linkage between research and farmers; 

3. Low use of fertilizers; 

4. Low coverage of irrigation; 

5. Land fragmentation; 

6. Low level of value addition; 

8. Lack of agricultural machinery; 

9. Vector and diseases; 

10. Poor transport network; 

11. Lack of Farmers organization/co-operatives; 

12. Lack of storage facilities especially at homesteads/
community levels; and  

13. Illegal  Fisheries.

The sector is focusing on these challenges and they are 
well embedded in the sector strategic plan for 2015/16-
2019/20. To overcome these challenges in the sector, 

THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, ANIMAL INDUSTRY 
AND FISHERIES (MAAIF)

H.E. Gen. Yoweri Kaguta 
Museveni

President of the Republic 
of Uganda

Hon. Vincent Ssempiija 
Bamulangaki

Minister of Agriculture

Joy Kabatsi 
Minister of State for 

Animal Industry

Hon. Christopher 
Kibazanga 

State Minister of 
Agriculture

Mr. Pius Wakabi Kasajja 
Permanent Secretary of 
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Animal Industry and 

Fisheries

SECTOR CONTRIBUTION TO THE NRM @31.
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investment will be channeled across 
the entire value chain focusing on: 
research; extension; pest, vector and 
disease control; provision of inputs; 
promoting sustainable land use 
and soil management; post-harvest 
handling; improving markets access 
and infrastructure; and value addition.

Sector analysis over 
the years
 

U
ganda’s exports (Coffee, 
Cotton, Tea and Tobacco) 
fetched approximately  USD 
103 bn in 2015 an increase from 

USD 402.4m in 1986, Coffee exports 
in 1986 stood at 140,800 MT earning 
Uganda USD 394.2m, currently, 
coffee exports are  3.6m- 60kg bags 
(216,000MT) fetching Uganda USD 
402.6m.
 
Tea exports increased from 2800 MT  
fetching USD 3.1m in 1986 to 53,458MT 
fetching USD70m in 2015/16.

Cotton production has contributed 
over Sh. 994 billion to household 
incomes and USD 654 million in lint 
exports over the last 20 years. Currently 
total installed ginning capacity stands 
at over 900,000 bales annually.

Uganda is currently exporting 
commodities including Rice, Fruits, Fish 
and Flowers fetching over USD 168m. 
These were not among the exports 
before. 
Export revenue from agricultural 
commodities currently stands at over 
USD 2bn.

Livestock Subsector

from 4.8 million in 1986 to about 
14 million in 2016. Uganda is 
among the African countries 

with the highest milk production 
growth rate, with a fast annual 
growth rate of 5.7%.

from 410 million litres in 1986 to 
2.22 billion litres in 2016 per year.

increased from 5  with capacity 
of 30,400 litres in 2001 to 243 in 
2016 with a holding capacity of 
1,585,300 litres.

increased from one (1) in 1986 
to 45 in 2016, with processing 
capacity of 30,000 litres and 1.6 
million litres per day respectively.

have increased from 8 in 2001 
to 243 in 2016. This growth has 
improved the quality of milk 
delivered to factories. 

including casein earned the 
country $ 50m. 

Fisheries

Fish exports rose from 6.13MT in 1993 
earning Uganda USD 8.9m to over 
18,052 MT fetching USD 117m  in 2015. 
Uganda is expanding investment in 

currently, aquaculture production is 
estimated at 111,033  tons and the 
target is to increase production  to 
125,000 tons by 2020 translating in UG 
Shs 555.17bn. 

Sector targets/
priorities in the short 
to the medium term:

I
n the medium term, the sector will 
focus on taking advantage of the 
opportunities in the region through 
promoting investments that are 

geared towards increasing production 

Food Security

Increased Exports

Increased Income
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and productivity, improving household food security, 
increasing farmers’ income and increasing exports. 

Over the medium term, the sector targets to increase 
coffee production to 20 million bags by 2020, valued at 
approximately USD 2.4 billion.

Tea production is targeted to increase to 135,308 MT by 2020, 
valued at approximately USD 190 million.

Fish production and export including aquaculture targeted  
to increase to $ 300 million by 2020.

During the same period the sector targets to increase rice 
production to 680,000 valued at approximately USD 376 
million.

The dairy sub-sector targets to produce 3.35 billion liters 
annually by 2020. The sector targets to export dairy and 
dairy products of at least $ 300m by 2020.

With support to buffer stocks and power tariffs, the sector 
targets to increase cotton production, spinning, weaving 
and exports of $ 300m. This arrangement has already started 
to improve the cotton farm gate prices as noted in the just 
concluding cotton buy season. 

Water for production: 
Climate change is now a reality and the Ministry will undertake 
strategic actions to minimize impacts of climate change. 
Construction of valley tanks, in the last two years,262 tanks 
were constructed with capacity of 1,180,815  cubic meters. 
Plans to acquire 5 additional sets of Heavy Earth Moving 
Equipment to increase coverage, operations at  regional 
centers. This plan will enable the sector to create capacity 
for development of 2,500 Valley Tanks of approx 13,000,000 

Rehabilitation of dilapidated Irrigation schemes and 
livestock watering facilities: 

In the last decade, rehabilitated schemes and livestock 
watering facilities include: Agoro, Doho, Mubuku and 
Olweny schemes rehabilitated. Plans are ready to develop; 
Ongom , Atera, Labwor, Kiige and Odina (Soroti).

Pre-feasibilty studies under cluster development project 
and Mpologoma River Basin Integrated agricultural 
Development are planned in Iganga, Bugiri, Tororo, Pallisa, 

Lira and Soroti). The target is to develop15 new irrigation 
schemes. 

Mechanisation: 
Labor is the most expensive single input, accounting for 
more than 50% of the total cost of production. Plans are 
underway to complete the Rehabilitation and refurbishing of 

other regional repair centers, the Ministry target is to acquire  
450 tractors with implements and other post harvesting 
technologies through PPPs, open additional 50,000 Ha of 
land (bush clearing using heavy earth moving equipment), 
open additional 3,700 km of  farm road in the next 5 years in 
addition to the 550 km of farm roads opened in the last two 

implantation guidelines.  

Vectors, pests and disease control: 
The sector will continue to undertake strategic interventions 
in the control of vectors such as ticks. For a start, government 
is importing Acaricides to wipe out the ticks that are now 
resistant to the existing Acaricides. This will start in areas more 
seriously affected and later out scaled to cover other areas.

Agriculture remains a key sector for attainment of the 

a Peasant to a Modern and Prosperous Country within 
30years’.

We call upon every Stakeholder to support the Sector in its 
inspirations.
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Agriculture ministry 
strengthens the extension 
services

Ms. Byarugaba Beatrice- Director ,  
Directorate of  Agriculture Extension Services

The Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries Ministry critically 
contributes to the delivery of  the Government’s socio-economic 
development agenda.  The Ministry over sees services, like the 
innovations that the Agricultural Extension Services pass on 

to the farmers, to increase food production, enhance the Common man’s 
well being and build the nation. The Liberation Magazine sought out the 
Director, Ms Byarugaba Beatrice to highlight the Ministry’s achievements 
under her docket.

The discussion
Please educate the public on what constitutes 
‘agricultural extension’.

Agricultural extension services are the provision of  
information, knowledge and skills to the users. It is 

done at several levels; the Ministry of  Agriculture, Animal 
Resource and Fisheries (MAAIF)’s policy provides for a 
Directorate for Extension Services under MAAIF that 
directs the delivery of  agricultural services country 
wide by public and private sector service providers.

MAAIF technical directorate, the 
directorates of  crops, of  animals and 

actual knowledge and information; the 
Directorate of  Extension provides most 

of  the coordination. 

The main source of  knowledge that the agricultural 
extension services channels through the system 

is derived from research institutes. A major 
source, the National Agricultural Research 

Organisation (NARO) does its work in a 
decentralized manner. 

The NARO secretariat is its 
administrative hub, while the 

National Research Institutes 
undertake research in 

various areas; livestock, 
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resources. Then the ten zonal research institutes do 

that agricultural zone to generate research products 
and technologies that can withstand the conditions; 
the extension service picks it from there. 

This policy has recognized the participation of  the 
private sector; in the past, extension services were a 
preserve of  the government. 

The policy now provides for the private sector, 
role-players like the companies that are developing 
value chains; Mukwano that is developing oil seeds, 
Bidco developing the palm-oil industry with an 
out growers scheme and Nile Breweries partnering 
with farmers to grow sorghum for brewing. They 
provide the right varieties of  seeds suitable for their 

to import appropriate technology. Farmers can be 
given extension services, which Bidco does; that is 
where the private sector comes in.

There are the NGOs too that have been working in 
the country for a long time but had no collaboration 
with MAAIF; some of  them may need to 
coordinate their work with the government and can 
enter through Memoranda of  Understanding with 
the government. 

Other service providers are Community Based 

practice agriculture enabling others to learn from 

Governments to get support and work as extension 
workers along the lines of  farmer-to-farmer 
extension service delivery.

Please mention the service’s focus of  
attention, its relevance to livestock 

the deployment of  the agricultural 
extension workers. 

MAAIF has not only focused on crops, although 
it is a fact that every household practices elements 
of  crop production, hence crops related extension 
services are most widespread. Where livestock 
dominate as the livelihood source, animal related 
extension services predominate.

been introduced. It enables periodic harvesting 
depending on the preferred size for marketing. 

Where there is permanent water on land, farmers 
have for a long time been taught how to prepare 

the extension services in the past, farmers have 

pellets, supplemented by natural feed and many 
farmers are into it. Farmers can also do it on a small 
scale at home in drums and water tanks; extension 
is thus all round including entomology for those 
dealing in honey.

Thus we have a coordinating directorate, extension 
services, the technical directorates of  crops, of  

organizations and universities providing the 
information, technology and innovations. 

What caliber of  service providers is the 
Ministry recruiting? 

There is a department of  production and marketing 
at the district level; it has a district production 

one for crops, one for animals and another for 
entomology and then one for marketing and 
cooperatives. 

These individuals plan, train and build the capacity 
of  the extension workers who operate at the sub-

(specialized in animal productivity) or veterinary 

of  livestock.

There are sub-counties with a high activity of  

holder or a Diploma graduate. Sub-counties with a 
high level of  entomology can hire an entomologist.

The basic extension workers are the ones for 
agriculture and veterinary--every sub-county must 
have the two--people grow food and sell some, 
while households are encouraged to rear some 
animals for subsistence and nutrition and sale, it is 
a mixed enterprise.

The NARO secretariat 
is the administrative 
hub, while the National 
Research Institutes 
undertake research in 
various areas; livestock, 

natural resources.

“
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The Ministry had fallen silent on 
extension services delivery; why are the 
services resuscitation critical now? 

Extension had taken another direction when 
NAADS was developed in 2001. It had been 
assumed that Ugandan farmers had reached a 
level of  leading agricultural development and 
demanding for their preferred type of  extension, 

faltering service providers and also identify their 
preferred technology. 

Thus premised, the programme was launched 
in six districts, but hardly after two years, it was 
rapidly rolled out without any experience and 
lessons learnt to fall back on.

Because it created false exaggerated expectations, 

long, farmers got frustrated and lost interest. A lot 
of  resource had been injected in the programme 
but the knowledge management which ought to 
have been passed on to the farmers was absent.

The provision of  inputs took centre-stage to the 
detriment of  the passing on of  knowledge to 
the farmers. The government eventually decided 
that NAADS specializes in in-put delivery and 
extension services are recommitted to MAAIF 
under a directorate specializing in extension 
services delivery. 

What are the cost implications of  
this undertaking; why should the 
Directorate expect the services, 
executed by young dot.com City-born 
university graduates with no experience 
to fall back on, to succeed? 

Directorate for Extension Services has recruited 
personnel.  The districts using own resources are 
also recruiting 2750, about 50 per cent of  the 
approved structure, of  5200 for local government 
at the district and sub counties have been recruited. 
For 2016-17 UShs22bn has been set aside for more 
recruitment to enable every sub county to at least 
employ two people. The directorate is however yet 
to get money for operations. 

The directorate and MAAIF are organizing 
refresher training in practical skills for recent 
graduates who had not had hands-on experience; 

imparting practical skills.

In addition MAAIF is using ICT platforms to 
connect the extension workers to the farmers 
via smart phone to facilitate knowledge transfer, 
advice and other communication; they use the 
platform to seek advice and get expert remedial 
advice.

Part of  the training MAAIF is carrying out is mind-
set change and instruction in the best approaches 

to engaging the community and local leaders.. The 
extension services providers will be registered and 

they need to appreciate that they are social workers 
and need to cause change. The same training will be 
extended to selected local government employees 
and farmers to enable them to understand and 
appreciate their roles in relation to those of  the 
extension workers.

The directorate will have an operational non-wage 
fund to facilitate its operations. It will initially start 
with projects and progressively get the operation 
fund for the local governments operations at the 
district and sub-county.

 
The government discourages the 
recruitment of  personnel to keep the 
wage bill low as it attends to other 
national needs. How has the Directorate 
navigated around this reality?

The President directed cabinet that the agricultural 
extension services need to be returned to MAAIF 
from NAADS. An effect of  the inadequacy 
of  extension services is the tick problem that is 
ravaging parts of  the country because the ticks are 
now resistant to acaricides.  Malnutrition is on the 
rise and the population is hungry; they have had 
no advice on food production. Even if  we said 
we do not need agricultural extension services, 
experience will prove otherwise as is evident now.

There is a need for a programme to train 
farmers in use of  agricultural equipment use.

20 Liberation Magazine 2017
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MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, ANIMAL 
INDUSTRY AND FISHERIES

Agriculture Cluster Development 
Project (ACDP).
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The Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries 
(MAAIF), has launched a six year Agriculture Cluster 
Development Project (ACDP), which is designed 

Agriculture Sector Strategic Plan (ASSP) 2015/16-19/20.

The three priority areas are the increasing of Agricultural 
Production and Productivity; increasing access to critical farm 
inputs and improving agricultural markets and value addition 
for the 12 prioritized commodities.

The Project Development Objective (PDO) is to raise on-farm 
productivity, production and marketable surpluses of selected 
agricultural commodities (maize, beans, rice, cassava and 

Despite its potential, Uganda’s agricultural productivity 
is relatively low in comparison to neighboring 
countries. This can be attributed to the low input use, 
poor agricultural infrastructure, weak market linkages, 

and very low on-farm mechanization. 

Uganda has hardly applied any of the green revolution 
technologies such as fertilizers, improved seed, mechanization, 
and irrigation. It has the lowest utilization of inorganic fertilizers 
in Africa, at only 1.0 kg per hectare. Only 13 % of the cropped 
area was planted with commercial or improved seeds in 
2008/09, compared to 22% for Sub-Saharan Africa and 80 % 

in Asia. It has 2,500 tractors today compared to 4,200 tractors 
30 years ago, and animal traction is used in only a few parts 
of the country.  

Despite abundant rainfall and vast rivers and lakes, farmers 

delayed rains. 

Agricultural exports represent 55 percent of total exports; 
Uganda’s exports in 2011 were US$2.159b, of which 
US$1.324b went to COMESA. Agricultural exports to 
COMESA are thus estimated at US$727 million, at 34 percent 
of total exports.  

Cluster approach
A commodity cluster is a contiguous area comprising two to 
three districts where a concentration of value chain actors 
(producers, traders, processors, etc.) already exists with 
considerable experience in the commodity, and requisite 
infrastructure, together providing opportunities for success 
in scaling up production and the development of the relevant 
commodity value chains. 

particularly high potential for increased productivity in maize, 

opportunity for special attention to be given to intensifying 
farming operations in climate-smart ways– this will be built 
into and emphasized in training provided to participating farm 

The agriculture cluster development project
A farmer prepares his rice garden at Doho Rice Scheme in Butaleja district.
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households and to other value chain actors. 

Cluster committees will be formed for stakeholders in 
neighboring districts to collectively decide on issues like road 
maintenance and market chain developments that involve 
more than one district.  

Cluster development will facilitate concentrations of related 
agribusinesses to spur: Increased productivity through 
specialized inputs, access to information, synergies, and 
access to public goods; rapid innovation through competition 

expanding the boundaries of the cluster map. 

Selected Clusters and Districts 
for ACDP
Lake Victoria Crescent; Masaka, Mpigi, Rakai. 
Lake Victoria Crescent; (Namutumba-KYOGA Plains) Iganga, 
Bugiri, Namutumba 
Cluster 3. KYOGA Plains-Pallisa, Tororo, Butaleja. 
Cluster 4. KYOGA Plain-Kapchorwa, Bukwo, Mbale 
Cluster 5. KYOGA Plains-Soroti, Serere 
Cluster 6. NW Savannah Grassland and Para Savannah 

Amuru (incl. Nwoya) Gulu 
Cluster 7. KYOGA Plains and II/III. NE/NW Savannah 

Grassland Apac (incl. Kole) Oyam, Lira (incl. 
Dokolo) 

Cluster 8. Western Savannah Grassland-Kabarole, 
Kamwenge , Kasese 

Cluster 9. Western Savannah Grassland-Kyenjojo, 
Kyegegwa, Mubende, 

Cluster 10. West Savannah Grassland and Pastoral 
Grassland-Hoima Masindi, Kiryandongo 

Cluster 11. SW Farmland and X Highland ranges; Ntungamo, 
Kabale, Bushenyi + Isingiro 

Cluster 12. North Western Savannah Grassland; Nebbi, Arua 
(incl. Nyadri), Yumbe.

Project Components 

The support will be in form of: 

(1) A time-bound partial and diminishing matching grant 

on-farm storage; and 

percent in the second year, and 33 percent in the third year. 

Total cost of the e-Vouchers will be around US$90 million 
(matching grant of the project).

ACDP will also support MAAIF to strengthen its capacity to 
collect, analyze, and provide information on agricultural input 

suppliers. 

Agricultural Water Management 
(IDA US$5m)
will involve adoption of irrigated rice varieties grown under 
sustainable wetland management. This will raise cropping 
intensities and mitigate land and water degradation patterns 
in lowland areas that are informally developed. 

The quantity and quality of lowland rice production is 
expected to improve due to the input subsidies under the 
e-Voucher scheme and improved rice marketing under the 
project, but will need long-term commitment to the designing 
and preparation of lowland rice irrigation and associated 
watershed 

An e-voucher is an electronic voucher that can be printed or 
generated real-time. It can then be redeemed by the user via 
a number of channels online or via sms and other avenues. 
It authorises payments and indicates the accounts in which 
these transactions have been rendered. An e-voucher training 
programme will be piloted, reaching 30,000 farm house holds 

MAAIF will review priority lowlands in several clusters, 
undertake pre-feasibility studies for selected schemes, and 
prepare detailed bidding documents for schemes that pass 
economic and environmental criteria over four years

Market linkages, post-harvest handling, storage and value 

The funding will provide technical assistance and matching 
grants to farmers’ associations to improve their capacity for 
marketing and post-harvest handling of farm produce. The 

bottlenecks and trouble spots on rural access roads critical 
for the movement of farm produce to market.  
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These activities will enable the increased production stimulated 

improved market linkages, market access, and provision of 
market intelligence for farmers, producer organizations, and the 
trader network. 

Support and technical assistance will enable farm cooperatives 
and farmers’ associations to strengthen their capacity to 

Enabling Public Infrastructure
enabling of public infrastructure for value chain development 

market infrastructure. 

Support provided by the project will be around US$12 million. 

infrastructure.     

and other value chain actors at the local, district and national 
level, including farmers’ associations, cooperatives, and a 

variety of private sector actors. 

The project will work with approximately 300 Area-based 
Commodity Cooperative Enterprises (ACCEs) representing 
about 3,000 Rural Producer Organizations (RPOs), about 
450,000 farming households, of which 180,000 are producers 
of maize (50 percent of these also produce beans), 95,000 are 
producers of beans, 40,000 are producers of rain-fed upland 
and rain-fed lowland rice, 110,000 are producers of Robusta 

Project Financing
The total cost of the project is US$248m, of which US$150m is 

some project activities. Farm households receiving e-Vouchers 
under Component 1 will, in aggregate, contribute US$70 
million. Farmers’ organizations receiving matching grants under 
Component 3 will contribute, in aggregate, US$28 million.

Project Management (IDA US 
$15m)
The component comprising project management, policy, 
regulatory, and ICT functions of MAAIF will be aimed at: 

24 Liberation Magazine 2017
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(i) ensuring project management and coordination

input and output markets; and  

(III) develop and implement an ICT-based Agricultural Informa-

management of information at every level (and to support 
the implementation of the e-Voucher program). 

 

Sustainability 
Expectations for the success of ACDP are predicated on the 

handling and marketing.  

Enhanced safeguards and Monitoring and Evaluation measures 
will ensure that these success factors are maintained. The 
economic sustainability of project activities will largely depend 
on the degree of ownership and internal management capacity 
of farmers and farmers’ cooperatives, and their capacity to 
manage and build upon the investments made under the 
project. 

Capacity Building of Farmers’ 
Organizations 
At least 3,000 RPOs and other grassroots farmers’ organizations 
and 300 ACCEs with evidence of progressing towards a more 
commercial and market-oriented marketing approach will 
be trained in post-harvest handling, , good governance and 
accountability within cooperative arrangements, marketing, 
recordkeeping, operations, and cost management. 

Agribusiness Agreements and 
Market Linkages
processors involved in the selected value chains and e-Voucher 
scheme for inputs. 

farmers involved in agreements with ACCEs and RPOs will also 

and support to out grower schemes.
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Their involvement will be crucial to ensure, for smallholders, 

how, and markets. 

National apex organizations of cooperatives will assist 
their members to build the required institutional capacity, 
provide bookkeeping services and audits, negotiate business 
agreements, and get access to market information. 

Outcomes/ outputs of the project
With a target of at least 40 % men, 40 % women, and 20 % 
youth each in all its activities and commodity implementation, 

in their participation in farming activities and help them have 
more transparent and equitable access to income received 
from the sale of these commodities. 

1. The increase in production spurred by the inputs will be 
provided through an electronic voucher (e-voucher) system 
to cover 450,000 farm families (about 2,700,000 persons) 
in 42 participating districts by year 3 of the project. The 
use of e-Vouchers will stimulate an incremental rise in 
farm output in project areas valued at US$300m over 
the life of the project. This will have an increase of over 
US$650 per participating farm household over the period 
of its participation in the project. 

2. Participants in ACDP are expected to use at least part of 
the ACDP-generated increases in their incomes to raise 
the level of investment in inputs for each crop cycle on 
additional acres, even beyond the period of e-Voucher 
support. It is further anticipated that Uganda government 
will over time expand the programme to households 
beyond the reach of ACDP, broadening the reach of the 

3. Through the agricultural water management component, 
the project will set the stage for irrigation investments that 

irrigation schemes. It will support about 30 Water Users’ 
Associations (WUAs) in better water management and 
maintenance of their water facilities. 

volume and lower transaction costs. The involvement 
of wholesale buyers, input dealers, rural banks, and 
commercial farmers will be crucial in establishing linkages 

services, technical know-how, and markets. 
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Introduction
Uganda’s vision 2040 recognizes that Uganda has a labour force that is largely 
under employed or unemployed due to un  tting skills and slow labour absorptive 
capacity of the economy. Evidence from UBOS indicates that the unemployment 
rate for young people aged 15-24 in Uganda stands at 83%. 

High levels of unemployment and poverty among the youth has led to many 
youth feeling marginalized and excluded from taking part in the economic 
development and transformation of the country. To tackle these problems, 
the Government of Uganda introduced among other interventions, the Youth 
Livelihood Programme [YLP].

Background
What YLP is about

The Youth Livelihood Programme is a Government of Uganda Rolling 
Programme, targeting the unemployed and poor youth (Persons aged 18-30 
years). The Programme covers all the present 116 districts and 41 municipalities 
(including Kampala City) in the country. The programme is  nanced from 
Government’s own resources. It has an initial budget of 265b for 5 years.

YLP Implementation arrangements

Implementation of YLP was preceded with widespread consultations of the 
youth and several other stakeholders in the country through their leadership. 
Once a position was reached a cabinet approval came in on September 4, 2013 
and within the same month September 13, 2013 the position to set up the fund 
was passed by Parliament and launched by the President the following year on 
January 24, 2014.

The design and implementation of the Programme is based on the Community 
Demand-driven Development (CDD) model.  Under the programme, eligible 
youth organized   through Youth Interest Groups (YIGs) of 10-15 persons and 
provided with Revolving Funds (Soft Loans-with youth friendly terms) including 
the following;

Zero-interest for the repayments made within the  rst twelve months and 
5% per annum for the repayments made after 12 months; 
No physical assets/collateral required; 
Flexible repayment period of 1-3 years, depending on the nature of the project; 
Accessible for both existing and new groups; 
Formal registration of groups not a pre-condition for access; 
No administrative fees levied on any application; and 
Promotes active participation of the youth at all stages of implementation 
through the Youth Council Structures. 

Programme Development Objective: the programme development objective 
of YLP is to empower the target youth to harness their socio-economic potential 
and increase self-employment opportunities and income levels.
Speci  c Objectives:

To provide marketable vocational skills and tool kits for self-
employment and job creation
To provide  nancial support to enable the youth establish Income 
Generating Activities (IGAs). 
To provide entrepreneurship and life skills as an integral part of their 
livelihoods.
To provide relevant information for attitudinal change (positive mind 
set change).

Basic funds access criteria
YLP is accessible to all poor and unemployed youth (persons of 18-30 years) 
who meet the following basic criteria;

Have willingness to work in a group of 10-15 members (at least 30% female)

Have a viable group project 
Bona  de residents of the area where the application is made from/intended 
project location
Ugandan nationals
Priority to youth who have not bene  ted from similar programmes in the 
past 1-2 years
One bene  ciary per household in a single group for purposes of equity.

Achievements todate

UGX. Shs 64,478,558,063 Billion disbursed to the Youth Livelihood 
Programme since 2014

The youth livelihood programme has from its inception todate disbursed over 
UGX. 64 billion to  nance 8,963 youth projects created and approved by the 
district local governments across the country. This is bene  ting 114,471 youth 
countrywide of these 52% (62,637) are male and 45% (51, 834) females.

Though the programme was launched in January, disbursement started in May 
2014. This is because of a number of activities that take place before release 
of funds such as expression of interest by the groups, bene  ciary selection, 
enterprise selection among others. The  rst groups to access the funds did so 
in August 2014. This means no group has utilized YLP funds beyond 3 years. 
Below is the table showing the disbursements to-date.

SUMMARY OF DISBURSEMENT BY CYCLE

DISBURSEMENT CYCLE No. OF
 DISTRICTS

No. OF 
PROJECTS

AMOUNT 
(USHS)

BENEFICIARIES
M F TOTAL

FY 2013-14
1st Disbursement (May 30, 2014) 7 263 1,738,956,627 2,029 1,390 3,419
2nd Disbursement (Jun 11, 2014) 16 522 3,716,646,978 3,778 3,134 6,912
3rd Disbursement (Jun 23, 2014) 16 477 3,494,289,441 3,389 2,776 6,165
4th Disbursement (Jun 30, 2014) 16 301 2,488,054,072 2,038 1,658 3,696

1563 11,437,947,118 11,234 8,958 20,192
FY 2014-15
5th Disbursement (Oct 24, 2014) 19 72 523,479,802 528 412 940
6th Disbursement (Dec 24, 2014) 5 133 897,747,600 1,021 749 1,770
7th Disbursement (Jan 22, 2015) 15 401 2,641,070,379 2,874 2,305 5,179
8th Disbursement (Feb 5, 2015) 15   320 2,121,429,559 2,397 1,896    4,293 
9th Disbursement (Feb 19 ,2015) 16     299 2,003,331,528 2,107 1,663       3,770 
10th Disbursement (Mar 13 ,2015) 30   593 4,111,234,688 4,137 3,674    7,811 
11th Disbursement (Apr 14, 2015) 23   416 2,459,615,261 2,983 2,304    5,287 
12th Disbursement (May 4, 2015) 40 729 5,540,902,357 5,343 4,436 9,779
13th Disbursement (May 29,2015) 45 507 3,756,249,207 3,752 2,918 6,670
14th Disbursement (June 10,2015 35 371 2,658,515,002 2,649 2,207 4,856

15th Disbursement (June 25,2015) 28 103 690,664,423 728 591 1,319

3944 27,404,239,806 28,519 23,155 51,674
FY 2015-16
16th Disbursement (Nov 5, 2015) 8 155 1,035,780,083 995 858 1,853
17th Disbursement (Nov 26, 2015) 13 224 1,590,686,288 1,590 1,225 2,815
18th Disbursement (Dec 7, 2015) 10 133 964,882,553 874 770 1,644
19th Disbursement (Dec 23, 2015) 14 162 1,187,537,611 1,092 998 2,090
20th Disbursement (Feb 5, 2016) 18 244 1,925,920,176 1,621 1,382 3,003
21st Disbursement (May 2016) 41 545 3,918,922,132 3,512 3,101 6,613
22nd Disbursement (May 20, 2016) 31 508 3,731,036,436 3,401 2,902 6,303
23rd  Disbursement (May 30, 2016) 35 409 2,831,760,096 2,780 2,452 5,232
24th Disbursement (June 15, 2016) 14 258 1,816,095,101 1,834 1,525 3,359
25th Disbursement (June 22, 2016) 1 11 87,127,000 91 59 150
26th Disbursement (June 22, 2016) 4 57 500,989,500 392 354 746

2706 19,590,736,976 18,182 15,626 33,808
FY 2016-17
27th Disbursement (Oct , 2016) 27 178 1,402,587,689 1,204 1,092 2,296
28th Disbursement (Dec, 2016) 9 272 2,245,609,974 1,736 1,382 3,118
29th Disbursement (Jan, 2017) 15 300 2,397,436,500 1,762 1,621 3,383

750 6,045,634,163 4,702 4,095 8,797

GRAND-TOTAL 8,963 64,478,558,063 62,637 51,834 114,471
55% 45% 100%

Project  nancing by sector

Small Industry Projects Financed

AMOUNT (UGX) % M F TOTAL
Grain Milling 251                     1,995,523,356            30.2% 1,841        1,434        3,275         
Block/Brick/Pavers/Concrete/Clay Products 257                     1,100,618,468            16.7% 1,846        1,443        3,289         
Metal Fabrication 87                       684,750,228               10.4% 652          440          1,092         
Animal Feeds 87                       684,750,228               10.4% 652          440          1,092         
Bakery/Confectionery 68                       560,580,700               8.5% 435          415          850           
Carpentry & Joinery 47                       378,212,304               5.7% 370          242          612           
Tailoring, Design & Knitting 35                       241,830,244               3.7% 159          272          431           
Honey Processing 35                       241,830,244               3.7% 159          272          431           
Rice Huller 13                       109,517,000               1.7% 97            67            164           
Soap Making 16                       131,606,250               2.0% 93            94            187           
Simsim, Groundnuts & Sunflower 9                         68,360,205                1.0% 62            49            111           
Fruits/Juice 8                         56,603,000                0.9% 61            34            95             
Shoe Making 9                         64,004,500                1.0% 72            62            134           
Art & Crafts 10                       61,116,000                0.9% 71            53            124           
Chalk & Books 7                         52,328,680                0.8% 44            41            85             
Charcoal Briquettes 6                         45,978,691                0.7% 32            38            70             
Fish Processing 4                         31,360,000                0.5% 24            21            45             
Wine Making 9                         61,608,000                0.9% 63            44            107           
Energy Saving Stoves 3                         20,626,000                0.3% 26            20            46             
Sanitary Pads/Nappies 1                         8,520,000                  0.1% 5              10            15             

962                     6,599,724,098            100% 6,764        5,491        12,255       

COMPONENT /SECTOR/TYPE # PROJECTS DISBURSEMENT BENIFICIARIES

YLP bene  ciary categories 

The top bene  ciaries are primary to secondary school drop outs who make up 
38% of those bene  tting from the fund.

They are followed by those who completed primary at 22.6%, those who 
completed O level studies come in at 17.3%, plus single parents stand at 11.8%.

 Those with no formal education make 8.5%, tertiary institute graduates stand at 
6.9%, those who completed A level studies are at 6.7%, persons with disability 
2.8% and people with HIV 2.5%

YOUTH LIVELIHOOD PROGRAMME (YLP)
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COMPONENT / SECTOR/
TYPE

#PROJECTS DISBURSEMENT BENEFICIARIES
AMOUNT (UGX) % N F TOTAL

Agriculture 3,846 27,508,686,536 42.7 27,478 22,217 49,695
Trade 2,616 17,721,761,573 27.5 18,472 15,299 33,771
Services 985 8,383,153,325 13.0 6,437 5,542 11,979
Vocational Skills 492 3,855,551,164 6.0 3,071 3,000 6,071
Industry (Small Scale 
Industry)

554 3,415,092,065 5.3 3,856 3,172 7,028

Agro-Industry (Value 
Addition)

309 2,445,912,180 3.8 2,244 1,737 3,981

Agro-Forestry 95 604,236,361 0.9 638 542 1,180
ICT 56 463,937,735 0.7 364 265 629
Creative Industry 10 80,227,104 0.1 77 60 137

8,963 64,478,558,063 100.0 62,637 51,834 114,471
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Youth Empowerment and provision of employment opportunities 

Field evidence from across the country indicates that majority of the 
groups that got funding have put the money into good use and have as a 
result acquired new skills and are engaged in various income generating 
activities. 
The skills provided through the basic training in  nancial management, 
entrepreneurship, business development, group dynamics and life 
skills, further strengthen the empowerment of the youth involved in the 
Programme.

Enhanced incomes 

Mirambi Youth Passion Fruit growing project in Ibanda district

Mirambi Youth Passion Fruit growing project is one of the 70 projects 
funded under YLP in Ibanda district. The project has 11 members and 
received UGX. 6,322,000. Funded in 2016, the project established a 1 
acre passion fruit plantation.

The journey had a rough start for the project as it was hit by drought. As a 
group, members mobilized some resources to start an irrigation scheme 
for the farm and project got back on course.

The group started harvesting in December 2016 and on average they 
harvest two sacks of passion fruits per week, and sell. Each sells 
UGX.350,000, earning the group 700,000 per week. So far the group 
has repaid UGX. 1,100,000 within a period of 2 months from the time 
they started harvesting. According to the group chairperson, the beauty 
about passion fruits is that they have maturity period of 8 months to 
start harvesting. “Each plant will give you 20 fruits per week and you will 
harvest steadily for six months. After that, they take another three months 
break to wait for another season. The group plans to start production of 
juice for both the local and foreign markets.

Chinia Youth Metal World technology

In Yumbe, Chinia Youth Metal World technology center is a project 
funded to the tune of UGX. 8,265,000. Members of this group have found 
employment opportunities by dedicating themselves to working full time 
in this project. At least 70% of signposts, T-shirts and banners ordered 
by organizations in Yumbe are being made by Chinia Youth Metal World 
Technology Centre. 

The Focal Point Person Yumbe, Mr.Andemani says the group because 
of the conducive business environment are thriving and are already 
paying back money lent to the business start-up by the Youth Livelihood 
Programme. So far the group has paid 18% of the total sum advanced 
to them but are optimistic that they will soon complete payment because 
they have pending payments of up to 20m.

Another success story is of a group of young men who ventured into 
motorcycle business. The Ajujinga Youth Motorcycle Spare parts were 
initially dealing in buying and selling motorcycle parts but the group has 
now expanded into repair services by setting up garages in different 
parts of Yumbe town. 

Andemani says the group has managed to pay back 16% of the money 
lent to them by the Youth Livelihood Programme. In addition to that all 
members have been trained in motor cycle repairs. “The young men are 
now fully occupied with the job and getting daily income something they 
didn’t have before.

Another outstanding group is in Yiba trading center  called Okuranga 
Youth Weaving project in Lodonga sub county Yumbe district. They 
received UGX.9,335,000 the women group is now in the business of 
weaving sweaters and supplying them to schools in the district.

They have managed to pay back UGX.2,700,000 which is 29% of the 
money that was advanced to them by the Youth Livelihood Programme 
to start their business.
 

Financial Inclusion

All the youth supported under the Programme, receive the funds through 
the Commercial Banks. A number of these youth groups had never 
had any dealings with the Banks before, but are now holding savings 
accounts in the Commercial Banks. This is a great achievement in the 
promotion of  nancial inclusion among the vulnerable youth.

Status of recovery of funds
The repayment of the revolving fund has commenced in a number of 
projects. The total amount repayment is UShs. 6,911,337,312 that has 
been made by 4,484 projects [representing 47% of the UShs. 14.8 Billion 
that is due to-date].

Any District or Municipality that will not have recovered at least 50% of 
the amount due by the end of January 2017 will not be entitled for further 
funding for new projects.

The repayment rate is improving every month with an average weekly 
repayment of over UShs.120 Million as shown in the table below;

THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA

MINISTRY OF GENDER, LABOUR AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
YOUTH LIVELIHOOD PROGRAMME (YLP)

Members of Okuranga Youth Weaving project in Lodonga sub county Yumbe district.

SN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY
# PROJECTS AMOUNT [USH]  AMOUNT DUE  # PROJECTS  AMOUNT 

REPAID [USH] 
 % OF DUE 

REPAID 
1 BUSHENYI 105              476,342,990      223,112,970            85                 218,549,700      98%
2  IBANDA 44                342,740,415      150,670,000            43                 144,275,900      96%
3  NWOYA 69                460,925,400      127,229,300            50                 117,878,000      93%
4  ZOMBO  61                384,797,000      140,567,235            52                 129,704,000      92%
5  LYANTONDE 56                283,645,998      81,041,714             34                 72,832,650        90%
6  DOKOLO 55                448,761,000      89,752,200             52                 80,104,200        89%
7  SHEEMA 46                332,714,000      150,000,000            38                 131,676,700      88%
8  OTUKE 53                400,242,900      80,048,580             28                 68,431,400        85%
9 NTUNGAMO MC 3                  29,500,000        8,121,311               3                   6,800,000          84%
10 KIRUHURA 53                528,574,500      230,713,650            38                 191,219,400      83%
11 ENTEBBE MC 7                  38,180,724        15,287,345             2                   12,500,000        82%
12  KABALE 92                469,507,890      120,432,134            52                 98,219,100        82%
13 KISORO 87                480,617,000      160,205,667            69                 130,254,900      81%
14  KYEGEGWA 42                349,445,300      116,481,767            23                 93,516,100        80%
15  MOROTO MC 17                132,631,681      35,846,400             17                 28,661,800        80%
16  KYENJOJO 99                487,860,500      107,572,100            83                 85,296,000        79%
17  MASAKA 48                385,205,995      100,041,199            26                 78,689,000        79%
18  KOTIDO 129              680,265,032      136,053,006            106               106,623,040      78%
19  LIRA MC 23                189,836,000      54,238,857             14                 42,130,000        78%
20 KYANKWANZI 50                400,583,000      133,527,667            26                 102,305,000      77%
21  RUKUNGIRI 60                449,083,900      89,816,780             30                 67,500,000        75%
22  MASINDI MC 20                145,517,318      41,576,377             17                 30,869,600        74%
23  KASESE 113              865,905,750      173,181,150            76                 128,499,000      74%
24  KABERAMAIDO 82                419,539,159      102,907,832            56                 76,165,499        74%
25 KAYUNGA 86                622,415,388      207,471,796            50                       152,482,600 73%
26  NTOROKO 39                309,773,500      87,954,700             29                 64,490,000        73%
27  MITOOMA 55                341,295,500      88,245,780             45                 63,971,200        72%
28  MBARARA MC 16                116,926,600      23,385,320             7                   16,842,300        72%
29  BUHWEJU 65                286,903,400      57,380,680             45                 40,921,300        71%
30  MOROTO 56                560,340,243      160,097,212            35                 112,018,000      70%
31  RUBIRIZI 51                297,353,565      59,470,713             33                 41,524,800        70%
32  BULIISA  37                339,046,000      67,809,200             34                 47,241,800        70%
33  HOIMA MC 22                145,350,000      41,528,571             20                 28,032,300        68%
34 BUSHENYI -ISHAKA MC 5                  30,549,000        12,112,233             1                   8,090,000          67%
35  BUKOMANSIMBI 52                307,616,000      61,523,200             19                 40,772,000        66%
36  BUKEDEA 42                351,040,965      70,208,193             10                 46,320,000        66%
37 LUWERO 102              659,980,291      130,138,834            57                         83,728,996 64%
38  MBARARA 56                557,209,040      111,441,808            46                 70,599,100        63%
39  MUBENDE 108              763,122,303      152,624,461            44                 94,930,000        62%
40  SIRONKO 42                382,289,000      96,457,800             25                 59,990,050        62%
41  KABALE MC 13                95,745,500        19,149,100             13                 11,783,000        62%
42  KIBAALE 109              806,758,039      161,351,608            68                 98,431,900        61%
43 NAKASONGOLA 45                434,497,500      144,832,500            36                 87,657,000        61%
44 MUKONO MC 7                  34,550,000        11,231,566             6                   6,752,000          60%
45  GOMBA 38                363,009,022      72,601,804             14                 42,923,000        59%
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SN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY
# PROJECTS AMOUNT [USH]  AMOUNT DUE  # PROJECTS  AMOUNT 

REPAID [USH] 
 % OF DUE 

REPAID 
46  NAMAYINGO 61                617,756,750      123,551,350            62                 72,974,610        59%
47  KASESE MC 26                154,844,680      44,241,337             15                 25,759,500        58%
48  BUYENDE 101              524,548,000      104,909,600            70                 61,067,602        58%
49 LWENGO 70                404,508,450      134,836,150            45                 78,324,500        58%
50  SOROTI MC 20                151,098,162      40,837,341             17                 23,558,000        58%
51 BUIKWE 29                170,343,000      56,781,000             22                 32,700,000        58%
52  AMOLATAR 52                351,728,200      70,345,640             38                 40,096,700        57%
53  MARACHA 61                404,796,700      80,959,340             26                 45,454,000        56%
54  BUGIRI 77                600,708,000      120,141,600            38                 65,285,005        54%
55  ARUA MC 17                160,282,000      45,794,857             8                   24,200,000        53%
56  MASAKA MC 23                123,228,681      24,645,736             11                 12,840,000        52%
57  AMUDAT 65                555,619,670      111,123,934            37                 57,867,500        52%
58  KIBOGA 32                206,304,000      80,260,800             26                 41,600,000        52%
59  NAKAPIRIPIRIT 71                601,083,399      120,216,680            42                 61,529,000        51%
60  KAMWENGE 63                535,242,000      107,048,400            30                 53,813,000        50%
61 ISINGIRO 44                396,564,519      132,188,173            37                 62,397,000        47%
62  JINJA MC 16                128,384,000      25,676,800             9                   12,030,000        47%
63  SOROTI 57                436,563,018      87,312,604             30                 40,593,000        46%
64  OYAM 71                542,362,000      108,472,400            41                 50,326,000        46%
65 KABAROLE 140              631,472,456      210,490,819            85                 97,252,300        46%
66  RUKUNGIRI MC 20                118,610,700      33,888,771             14                 15,430,000        46%
67  ARUA 114              860,699,650      172,139,930            39                 77,410,500        45%
68 NTUNGAMO 69                557,693,350      185,897,783            40                 83,026,900        45%
69 KAMPALA/KCCA 152              1,541,209,910   513,736,637            109               228,704,050      45%
70  MASINDI 87                620,992,000      124,198,400            25                 54,920,000        44%
71  IGANGA 84                637,245,000      127,449,000            59                 56,110,000        44%
72  MBALE 51                522,249,712      104,449,942            46                 45,284,451        43%
73  AMURIA 124              586,804,304      117,360,861            53                 50,378,704        43%
74  NAPAK 113              735,013,326      147,002,665            47                 62,522,000        43%
75  KOLE 47                316,880,700      63,376,140             24                 25,302,700        40%
76  GULU MC 35                260,211,000      52,042,200             16                 20,463,000        39%
77  HOIMA 74                632,137,625      126,427,525            38                 48,630,700        38%
78  KIRYANDONGO 68                508,672,726      101,734,545            30                 38,671,000        38%
79 KANUNGU 69                458,212,400      152,737,467            47                 57,850,000        38%
80  MBALE MC 18                125,034,681      25,006,936             7                   9,404,445          38%
81  GULU 94                690,832,300      138,166,460            24                 51,097,000        37%
82  SERERE 102              623,768,064      124,753,613            50                 45,823,700        37%
83  IGANGA MC 19                141,070,000      28,214,000             17                 10,320,000        37%
84  LUUKA 54                407,556,500      81,511,300             33                 29,788,000        37%
85  RAKAI 99                672,020,250      134,404,050            37                 48,546,000        36%
86  BUDUDA 33                363,511,074      72,702,215             20                 25,574,500        35%
87  YUMBE 90                631,471,900      126,294,380            43                 44,080,000        35%
88  BULAMBULI 52                312,267,856      62,453,571             13                 21,770,000        35%
89  NAMUTUMBA 79                384,600,000      76,920,000             52                 26,500,000        34%
90 KALUNGU 41                323,150,800      138,948,745            23                 47,627,000        34%

DISBURSEMENTS REPAYMENTS

SN DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY
# PROJECTS AMOUNT [USH]  AMOUNT DUE  # PROJECTS  AMOUNT 

REPAID [USH] 
 % OF DUE 

REPAID 
91  KUMI 56                437,131,654      87,426,331             29                 29,422,000        34%
92  AGAGO 64                543,982,500      108,796,500            28                 36,605,000        34%
93 NEBBI 141              734,003,429      244,667,810            88                 80,815,000        33%
94  MOYO 66                627,750,800      125,550,160            16                 41,467,650        33%
95 MITYANA 68                436,817,207      145,605,736            40                 47,560,000        33%
96  BUTALEJA 57                333,940,957      66,788,191             26                 21,781,334        33%
97  SSEMBABULE 53                335,174,400      67,034,880             20                 21,458,020        32%
98  APAC 72                622,993,900      124,598,780            37                 38,251,800        31%
99  BUNDIBUGYO 81                435,479,000      87,095,800             25                 26,735,300        31%

100  ALEBTONG 58                472,967,500      94,593,500             19                 27,496,500        29%
101  NGORA 51                383,873,532      76,774,706             20                 22,257,000        29%
102  BUDAKA 52                387,225,767      77,445,153             32                 22,281,900        29%
103  KALIRO 67                459,014,600      91,802,920             52                 26,240,000        29%
104  LAMWO 65                459,603,000      91,920,600             13                 26,156,200        28%
105  LIRA 65                520,897,500      104,179,500            36                 28,358,000        27%
106  KIBUKU 65                398,870,939      79,774,188             18                 21,493,000        27%
107  MPIGI 43                354,351,000      70,870,200             12                 18,804,000        27%
108 WAKISO 153              1,220,100,150   293,566,900            36                         73,963,007 25%
109 KOBOKO 60                538,679,858      179,559,953            51                 44,197,000        25%
110  MANAFWA 40                362,125,114      72,425,023             29                 17,640,000        24%
111 BUSIA 71                597,224,347      199,074,782            28                 45,890,000        23%
112  BUKWO 74                321,771,821      64,354,364             19                 14,657,999        23%
113  PADER 65                444,880,900      88,976,180             12                 20,009,000        22%
114  PALLISA 75                582,745,570      116,549,114            24                 25,342,900        22%
115 TORORO 111              915,941,993      305,313,998            81                 65,909,900        22%
116  BUVUMA 57                440,551,980      88,110,396             11                 18,580,000        21%
117  NAKASEKE 52                391,118,080      78,223,616             10                 16,099,000        21%
118  BUTAMBALA 37                289,126,978      57,825,396             8                   11,822,000        20%
119 KALANGALA 75                548,108,000      182,702,667            32                 35,865,000        20%
120 MUKONO 72                623,550,500      207,850,167            31                         39,850,000 19%
121 ABIM 58                558,430,320      186,143,440            27                 35,178,000        19%
122  KAABONG 120              976,613,979      195,322,796            61                 36,248,000        19%
123 BUSIA MC 7                  49,210,305        9,842,061               3                   1,790,000          18%
124  KITGUM 122              682,060,300      136,412,060            26                 24,800,000        18%
125 MAYUGE 111              812,597,545      270,865,848            38                 46,743,000        17%
126 KAMULI 141              874,211,983      291,403,994            69                 49,920,000        17%
127  JINJA 65                473,055,707      94,611,141             33                 16,152,000        17%
128  KWEEN  67                324,625,727      64,925,145             17                 10,550,000        16%
129 ADJUMANI 78                556,854,058      111,370,812            7                   18,000,000        16%
130 KATAKWI 80                680,558,017      226,852,672            42                 35,038,500        15%
131  AMURU 73                555,341,300      111,068,260            13                 15,039,600        14%
132  KAPCHORWA 51                297,191,751      59,438,350             13                 7,765,000          13%
133 FORTPORTAL MC 5                  28,709,800        5,741,960               -                -                    0%
134 TORORO MC 3                  28,500,000        7,863,455               -                -                    0%

8,391           59,835,511,589 14,818,413,522       4,484             6,911,337,312    47%

DISBURSEMENTS REPAYMENTS

A Tri-cycle made by Chinia youth metal world technology centre

A few group members of blessed hands trust innitiative holding some of the
bags they make after having got YLP funds 

in Yumbe town council
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PROJECTS WHICH HAVE COMPLETED MAKING 100% REPAYMENTS AS AT JAN 20, 2017

 SN  DISTRICT  SUBCOUNTY  PROJECT NAME  CODE  AMOUNT 
DISBURSED 

 AMOUNT 
RECOVERED 

 % 
RECOVERY 

1 BUSHENYI Kyeizooba Nyakiboreera Bull Fattening W041090204001 5,320,000    5,329,000     100           
2       BUSHENYI Nyakabirizi Muhire Produce Buying and Selling Project W041110303001 4,500,000    4,500,000     100           
3       BUSHENYI Kyeizooba Rwamukooto Piggery Project W041090604001 3,000,000    3,017,500     101           
4       BUSHENYI Bitooma Rwengwe Youth Firewood Sellers W041010104001 2,200,000    2,200,000     100           
5       BUSHENYI Nyakabirizi Rwenjeru Central Bricklaying Project W041110307001 1,900,000    1,900,000     100           
6       BUSHENYI Central Division Kyabumbeire Pig Slaughtering Project W041100516001 2,000,000    2,000,000     100           
7       BUSHENYI Ibare Nyaruka Brick Making Project W041040105001 3,000,000    3,000,000     100           
8       BUSHENYI Central Division Tank Hill Salon Youth Project W041010502001 7,000,000    7,000,000     100           
9       BUSHENYI Ishaka Division Bwegiragye Youth Poultry Project W042020403001 6,000,000    6,000,000     100           

10      BUSHENYI Nyakabirizi Division Igorora Brick Making Youth Project W041110201001 2,400,000    2,425,000     101           
11      IBANDA Bisheshe Kaihiro I Youth Hulling & Milling Machine Project W061010403001 7,982,500    7,983,000     100           
12      IBANDA Bisheshe Kigando Youth Brick Making Project W061010106001 3,530,000    3,530,000     100           
13      IBANDA Kijongo Rwenkobwa Youth Boda Boda Riders Project W061060402001 7,000,000    7,000,000     100           
14      KABAROLE Rwiimi Kakinga Youth Salon Project W091040104002 2,740,000    3,000,000     109           
15      KABAROLE Kasenda Central Kasenda C Youth Produce buying and Selling W092100202001 4,520,956    4,520,956     100           
16      KABAROLE Busoro Kirere Youth Poultry Project W092020104001 5,458,500    5,458,500     100           
17      KANUNGU Kihihi T/C Karama Youth Piggery Project W111080409001 6,000,000    6,000,000     100           
18      KANUNGU Nyanga Nyanga Youth Piggery Project W111050102001 5,725,000    5,725,000     100           
19      KAYUNGA Kangulumira Kayunga Youth Poultry project C092040507001 7,828,000    7,828,000     100           
20      KAYUNGA Nazigo Nazigo H/Q Coffee Nursery Bed Youth Project C092020112001 5,500,000    5,500,000     100           
21      KAYUNGA Kangulumira Bugiri Mbulakati Youth Motorcycle Enterprise Project C091030111001 7,828,000    7,828,000     100           
22      KAYUNGA Kitimbwa Kitimbwa Town Balugazi Tents & Chairs C091040102001 5,700,000    5,700,000     100           
23      KAYUNGA Kayunga Katikamu Youth Maize Growing Project C092020202001 5,000,000    5,000,000     100           
24      KIRUHURA Nyakashashara Tukwatanise Youth Goat Rearing Group W141050204001 13,000,000  13,000,000    100           
25      KIRUHURA Kazo T/C Nkungu Youth Tukore Bull Fattening W141070105001 12,153,000  12,153,000    100           
26      KIRUHURA Kanoni Kanoni Boda Boda Riders Assoc. W141040309001 10,800,000  10,800,000    100           
27      KIRUHURA Nkungu Kataraza Youth Bull Fattening Group W142060305001 10,614,000  10,614,000    100           
28      KISORO Nyarusiza Nyagihenge Youth Produce Marketing Project W161100208001 5,000,000    5,000,000     100           
29      KISORO Nyakabande Nyakabande Youth Food Producers and Marketing project W161020604001 5,630,000    5,630,000     100           
30      KISORO  Nyarusiza  Nzongera Produce Youth Project  W161140110001 5,000,000    5,000,000     100           
31       KISORO  Nyarusiza  Nzongera Produce Youth Project  W161140110001     5,000,000 5,000,000     100           
32      KYANKWAZI Butemba TC Kagalama Bull Fattening Project C111090102001 8,600,000    8,600,000     100           
33      LUWERO Makulubita Kanyanda Youth  Motorcycle Project C121060402001 11,010,000  11,720,000    106           
34      LYANTONDE Kinuuka Rweera  Youth Bull Fattening Project C141010803001 5,125,000    5,125,000     100           
35      LYANTONDE Mpumudde Bikokora A Youth Produce Buying & Selling Project. C141060207001 5,000,000    5,000,000     100           
36      LYANTONDE Kinuuka Kinuuka Youth Boda Boda Project C141040202001 5,000,000    5,000,000     100           
37      LYANTONDE Lyantonde T/C Kalilo A Youth Brick Laying Project C141020405001 3,491,000    3,491,000     100           
38      NWOYA Purongo Ribbe Aye Teko Youth Community Produce Buying & Selling N18104028001 7,946,000    7,946,000     100           
39      NWOYA Koch Goma Gen Tici Youth Group N18103101001 5,360,000    5,360,000     100           
40      NWOYA Purongo Waribu Cinga Youth Grain Milling Project N181040208001 7,946,000    7,946,000     100           
41      AMURIA Kapelebyong Amaseniko Youth Produce Buying and Selling E032020103001 4,478,000    4,478,000     100           
42      RUKUNGIRI Buhunga Kigango youth General Produce Stores W253020409001 7,350,000    7,350,000     100           
43      DOKOLO Dokolo T /C Akaidebe Prodce Buying and Selling Project N081060703001 11,006,000   11,006,000     100               
44      SHEEMA Bugongi T/C Bugongi Youth Boda Boda Project W261110401001 7,148,000    7,148,000     100           

YOUTH LIVELIHOOD PROGRAMME 
PROJECTS/GROUPS THAT HAVE COMPLETED REPAYMENT AS AT JAN 20, 2017

 SN  DISTRICT  SUBCOUNTY  PROJECT NAME  CODE  AMOUNT 
DISBURSED 

 AMOUNT 
RECOVERED 

 % 
RECOVERY 

45      RUBIRIZI Kyabakara Nyabubare Youth Produce Buying and Selling Project W241060211001 3,600,000      3,600,000        100               
46      KYEGEGWA Mpara Iringa Youth Agro Inputs Project W171050602001 7,000,000      7,000,000        100               
47      KYEGEGWA Kyegegwa Nyaburungi Youth Goats Rearing Project W171040501002 7,150,000      7,150,000        100               
48      KYEGEGWA Rwentuha Ruhangire Youth Bull Fattening Project W171030503001 10,000,000   10,000,000     100               
49      MITOOMA Rurehe Rwanha Youth Transporters Project W211100308001 7,250,000      7,250,000        100               
50      MOROTO Nadunget Lopur Traders Cereal Banker sYouth Group E291020401001 10,000,000   10,000,000     100               
51      SSEMBABULE Rugushuuru Kitahira Kyirumu Youth Bull Fattening Project C232010303001 7,500,000      7,500,000        100               
52      ZOMBO Kango Logo Youth Produce Buying and Selling Project N231030216001 7,670,000      7,670,000        100               
53      ZOMBO Paidha T /C Coramara Youth Brick-laying Project N231050302001 4,000,000      4,000,000        100               
54      ZOMBO Paidha T /C Arutha Youth Piggery Project N231050404001 6,600,000      6,600,000        100               

Results of Process Evaluation of YLP
The  rst process evaluation of the Programme has been concluded by 
independent consultants from the University of California, Los Angeles and 
Makerere University contracted by the Of  ce of the Prime Minister in collaboration 
with the International initiative for Impact Evaluation (3ie) and the Uganda Policy 
Window  nanced by the DFID.

The evaluation revealed that overall; the Programme is on course to achieve its 
intended objectives. The evaluation report indicates that of the projects evaluated 
that had utilized YLP funds for at least 6 months: 51% were rated successful and  
a few were struggling to pick up, 34% reported increased earnings, 43% had 
started making savings in their group accounts, 30% reported positive multiplier 
effects in the social status of the bene  ciaries.

The Process Evaluation concluded that YLP was a bold initiative on the part 
of the Government of Uganda to invest in young people without prior business 
experience and that the Programme had enabled many youth to undertake 
vocational skills for self-employment and start income-generating enterprises”.

It further stated that “there was a general agreement that if the implementers 
of the Programme were facilitated to implement the operational activities as 
planned, the YLP had a potential for success”.  The design of the rigorous Impact 
Evaluation has commenced. The evaluation is expected to start in FY 2016/17. 

Challenges faced
CHALLENGES MITIGATION MEASURES

1. Overwhelming demand for support 
across all districts amidst budgetary 
constraints. 

– Continuous sensitization of the 
– Timely communication of the annual 

indicative planning  gures to the Districts 
and municipalities.

2. Low technical capacity in some Local 
Governments (understaf  ng, slow 
action ….) 

– Rationalization of deployment of the existing 
staff at the Local Gov’ts

– Regular implementation support  to the 
Local Governments by YLP-Technical 
Support Team in the MGLSD

– Recruitment of critical staff in the LGs 
(ongoing)

3. Deliberate violation of Guidelines by 
some stakeholders

– Involvement of Accountability Agencies and 
Enforcement Agencies

–  Invoking sanctions
– Administrative and legal action

4. Misinformation/Negative campaign 
by saboteurs (including some political 
leaders at the district and the national 
level)

– Continuous advocacy/sensitization 
campaigns

5. Inadequate funds to strengthen 
support systems at the LG level (for 
timely follow-up, trainings, mentoring, 
coaching etc…)

– Collaboration with relevant programmes
– Strengthening coordination at national/

LG levels to ensure ef  ciency in resource 
utilization

6. Internal con  icts in some groups
– Continuous sensitization/training in group 

dynamics
– Supporting the development of group 

bye-laws

7. Natural Calamities (droughts, disease 
outbreaks,  oods...). Over 40% of the 
enterprises are in primary production 
in the Agriculture Sector which is very 
prone to natural hazards.

– Rescheduling of repayments
– Re  nancing affected projects

Lessons learnt
The lessons learnt include the following:

i) Effective involvement of youth in matters that concern them enhances their 
ownership and satisfaction with programmes;

ii) Youth investments in the various enterprises should be guided by a clear 
district/national strategic direction informed by local comparative advantage, 
backward and forward linkages (value chain), for greater ripple effect/impact;

iii) Greater success of community development programmes is dependent 
on the effectiveness of the support systems at the local government and 
community levels (administrative & extension services);

iv) Interventions involving youth require closer supervision, monitoring and 
guidance to increase attention span, adoption and sustainability;

v) Entrepreneurship and business development skills are essential elements of 
income generation & job creation; and

vi) Youth preference for agriculture is quite high (44% under YLP). 

Next steps
Government has allocated additional resources for the implementation of YLP. In 
the FY 2016/17, government allocated UShs. 85.25 Billion and it is hoped this 
can continue to increase. 
Priority activities for the coming period include the following; 

KEY ACTIVITIES TIME FRAME

1.   Advocacy, mobilization and sensitization Ongoing

2.   Reviewing and Financing new approved 
projects in all the 116 Districts Ongoing

3.   Monitoring and  Implementation Support 
to the Districts and Youth Groups Ongoing

4. Performance reviews, documentation of 
achievements, challenges, lessons and 
good Practices.

Ongoing

5. Strengthen capacity building for 
sustainability Ongoing 

MINISTRY OF GENDER, LABOUR AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
YOUTH LIVELIHOOD PROGRAMME (YLP)

YLP SUCCESS/PICTORIAL STORIES

        deviecer tcirtsiD awgegeyK ni tcejorP gninettaF lluB laicremmoC htuoY erignahuR fo srebmeM
10 million and have paid 100%

Members of Lwakat Maber Youth Tailoring project in Purongo Sub County Nwoya District. They 
received UGX.7,850,000 and they have paid back 100% of the money advanced to them.

Members of Rurembo youth leather products making belts at their
workstation in Kisoro District

Nyundo subcounty
Members of Migamba BodaBoda group with some of the boda-bodas they bought

using YLP funds in Kyegegwa District
Nsonga LC1
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Introduction

T
oday, social protection is globally recognised as a critical 
component of national development strategies and key 
to achieving inclusive, pro-poor, equitable development.  
Social protection directly reduces poverty, supports 

excluded citizens to access services, provides a foundation 
upon which poor and vulnerable individuals and households 
can build productive livelihoods and enables them to live 
a life of security and dignity. Social protection enables all 

social and economic transformation, and is therefore key to 
achieving the country’s middle income status aspirations.  

Policy are key deliverables and building blocks towards the 
social protection system for the country, stipulated in both 

Agenda 2030 emphasize social protection as a core element 
of development policy.

Policy is critical for achievement of social development 

Background

In June 2010 the Ministry of Gender, Labour & Social 
Development (MGLSD) presented a proposal to Cabinet and 
received approval to implement a pilot Senior Citizens Grant 
(SCG) scheme in Uganda as part of the wider Expanding 
Social Protection (ESP) Programme.

The Expanding Social Protection Programme was designed to 
achieve two objectives: (i) To pilot social grants through the 

Social Assistance Grants for Empowerment (SAGE) scheme, 
and (ii) To draw lessons from the pilot to develop the Uganda 

a social protection system for the country.

The ESP Programme is supported by the British Department for 

provided some support in the initial stages of the Programme.   

The Pilot (ESP Phase I)

Between 2010 and 2015, the Governmentthrough the Ministry 
of Gender, Labour & Social Development (MGLSD), piloted 
the Senior Citizens Grant in 15 districts. These are: Amudat, 
Apac, Kaberamaido, Katakwi, Kiboga, Kole, Kyankwanzi, 

Zombo and Yumbe. The Senior Citizens Grant targeted older 
persons of 65 years and above (but lowered in the case of 
Karamoja to 60 years). 

receive Shs50, 000 every two months. 

from 2011 to date as shown on the table below.

# District Name
Number 

Entitlement 
Amount 

1 AMUDATx 4,671 3,557,874,000 

2 APAC 15,410 10,049,093,600

3 KABERAMAIDO 9,288 8,545,265,200 

4 KATAKWI 10,769 9,759,350,600 

5 KIBOGA 7,649 6,464,137,500 

Social Protection for socio-
economic transformation
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# District Name
Number 

Entitlement 
Amount 

6 KOLE 10,740 8,436,280,400 

7 6,854 5,435,499,800 

8 KYEGEGWA 7,943 6,292,621,400 

9 17,445 14,179,988,500

10 MOROTO 5,349 4,753,727,800 

11 7,646 6,889,135,600 

12 8,913 7,261,612,500 

13 18,203 15,009,290,700 

14 YUMBE 8,774 5,179,775,000 

15 ZOMBO 12,469 9,974,645,200 

 Total 152,123 121,788,297,800 

The ESP Programme has generated impacts and evidence of 
its administrative feasibility and long-term sustainability. These 
include:

Improved the welfare of older people and their families, 
through increased:Food security, frequency, quantity 
and quality of meals, uptake of health services, uptake 

of education services among children living with older 
people, improved ability to deal with economic shocks

through Investment of grants in purchase of livestock, 
farm inputs and the establishment of small businesses, 
use of grant money by older people to hire -labourers 
to open up their hitherto idle agricultural land

Increased savings and investment: Over 15,000 

saving on a weekly or monthly basis and then disbursing 
the accumulated savings on a rotational basis at 
agreed intervals. These savings are used to cover 
emergencies, to support productive investments, 
cultivation and meeting the education and scholastic 
needs of their children/grandchildren.

Boosted local economic activity: Increased purchasing 

increased demand for local goods and services. This 
has resulted in the establishment of new business and 
markets to supply essential commodities such as soap, 

SAGE paydays. 

Increased social inclusion and empowerment: 

improved participation in community affairs, sense of 
self-esteem and empowerment. Older people report 

H.E President Yoweri Museveni 
launches the Senior Citizens Grants in 
Pader district October 1st, 2016.
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feeling less discriminated against in their communities 
and more valued by their families on account of their 
ability to make social contributions to community-
based social support mechanisms which are based on 
reciprocity (funerals, weddings etc).

Strengthened social cohesion, social contract and 
visibility of government to communities: The Senior 

and the general public across the political divide as 

builds social cohesion; and delivers services directly 

This is one of the best government 
programmes that directly reaches out and touches the 
people”. Strong evidence is also emerging that the 

delivery by promoting contact between different levels 
of local government and the community, improving 
coordination of service delivery, accountability and 
the relevance and visibility of government.

Impacts on poverty: Analysis based on the Uganda 

national roll-out of the Senior Citizens Grant would: 
Deliver a basic level of income security to around 1.2 
million older people, lift at least 1.2 million older people 
and household members out of extreme poverty, 
improve economic security for an additional 1.7 million 
people who are highly vulnerable to falling into poverty, 

also:

Put in place Systems: The Programme established 
systems for delivering the service, such as payment 
systems, enrolment system, management information 
systems,  which have capacity to handle a national 
scale expansion of the grants

Developed the National Social Protection Policy: A 

launched by H.E the President, who was represented 
by H.E the Vice President on March 2nd, 2015. 

ESP Phase Two/Roll out Implementation- (2015-2020):

Following the success of the pilot outlined above, and amidst 
countrywide calls for rolling out the grants to all districts, the 

Government in August 2015 announced a phased national 
rollout that will see an additional 40 districts brought onto the 
Programme over a 5 year period. The roll out plan is to add 20 
new districts in Financial Year 2015/16, and subsequently add 
5 new districts every Financial Year until 2019/20, as follows:

FY 2015/16: Kaabong, Abim, Kotido, Koboko, Gulu, 
Pader, Agago, Lamwo, Amolatar, Pallisa, Amuria, Kween, 

Kibaale, Kisoro and Bundibugyo. 

FY 2017/18: Dokolo, Sembabule, Kasese, Sheema and 
Mubende. 

FY2018/19: Alebtong, Adjumani, Otuke, Moyo and Kumi.

In this phase, under the roll out plan, the MGLSD decided that 
with the available funds, Government will:

of the 40 districts 

Fully cover Yumbe district in FY 2015/16 

Provide counterpart funding to enable Government 
takeover payment of grants in 7 of the current 14 pilot 
districts in the next 5 years and the remaining 7 districts in 
the 6th year. 

Exclude older persons with government-funded pensions 
from the SCG since they already draw a pension from the 
consolidated fund

Development partners (UKAID and Irish Aid) will continue to 
provide funding (to the tune of  British Pound 57 million and 
Euro 11 million respectively) that will go to paying grants in 
the 14 pilot districts as well as covering the operational costs 
associated with national roll out in both the new and old 

protect the Government allocated funds (UGX149 billion) for 
Grants from being eaten into by overhead costs of running 

With this roll out plan, the Programme is expected to reach 

reached under the pilot.
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Progress on roll out

# District Name
Number 

 Entitlement Amount 

1 ABIM 515 76,800,000 

2 AGAGO 1,351 203,800,000 

3 AMOLATAR 907 134,800,000 

4 AMURIA 1,289 197,500,000 

5 BUNDIBUGYO 867 135,100,000 

6 GULU 1,042 137,400,000 

7 KAABONG 1,158 173,200,000 

8 KAMULI 882 126,000,000 

9 KAYUNGA 678 101,000,000 

10 KIBAALE 2,579 389,300,000 

11 KISORO 1,234 204,700,000 

12 KOBOKO 581 84,200,000 

13 KOTIDO 504 73,200,000 

14 KWEEN 992 146,700,000 

# District Name
Number 

 Entitlement Amount 

15 LAMWO 915 135,800,000 

16 MAYUGE 900 131,700,000 

17 NAKASONGOLA 848 125,500,000 

18 NAMAYINGO 688 102,600,000 

19 PADER 986 149,100,000 

20 PALLISA 1,615 244,300,000 

 Grand Total 20,531 3,072,700,000 

(b) Implementation of the National Social Protection Policy 

and vulnerability among Ugandans across the life cycle (from 
childhood through adulthood to old age) and based on 
ability or inability to work. The Policy seeks to enhance existing 
interventions (such as the Public Service Pension scheme, 

Workers Compensation). It also proposes new interventions 
like Health Insurance, Public Works Programmes and Social 
Care & Support Services and other emergent ones such as 
Direct Income Support (such as the Senior Citizens Grant).

cow she bought from the grants she received.
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case for:

Strengthening formal social security for workers in formal 
employment: At the moment just over 1 million Ugandans 
are covered by the existing formal social security 

People covered under these schemes are mainly those 
in formal employment.   There is need to strengthen this 
area in terms of reach (to cover more people in formal 
employment), safety and security of savings, regulation 

Authority (URBRA) is already in place as the sector 
regulator.

Social security for the informal sector: A majority of 
Ugandan workers who are either self-employed or 

no social security coverage. People in the informal sector, 
may generate enough savings from their work but on 
irregular basis, but because there are no schemes tailored 
for their type and kind of income patterns, they remain 
uncovered by social security, and highly vulnerable 
to shocks e.g loss of ability to work, death of a bread 

therefore need to widen the coverage of social security 
to the informal sector with social protection interventions

Able-bodied without work: The country’s youthful and 
yet lowly skilled manpower will have many people in the 
population who have no employment, but able to work. 
In this area, the Policy proposes Public Works schemes 
to cater for this category of people. Here able bodied 
people with labour capacity are given opportunity 
to engage in public works from which they derive an 
income, to meet their basic needs, but also offset income 
shocks by having a reliable source of income.

Vulnerable and unable to work: The country’s aspirations 
to middle income country status can only be meaningful if 
no one is left behind. The Vision 2040 recognizes the need 
to provide assistance to people who are vulnerable for 
reasons of age, social class, location, disability, gender, 
disaster or for some other reasons, and are not able to 

Policy seeks to enhance social care service and support 
for Ugandans who fall in this category.

therefore geared towards:

Streamlining of the social security legal and policy 
framework

Revitalization of Public Works schemes

Expansion of social grants such as the Senior Citizens 
Grants

Extending social security to the informal sector

Devising mechanisms to providing social care and 
support to Ugandans who are vulnerable and are not 
able to care of themselves.

Conclusion

Policy are key deliverables and building blocks towards the 
social protection system for the country, stipulated in both 

is critical for achievement of social development objectives 

For more information:
The Expanding Social Protection Programme Management Unit | Ministry of Gender, Labour & Social Development

E-mail: esp@socialprotection.go.ug | Website: www.socialprotection.go.ug | Twitter: @ESPprogramme
Facebook: Facebook.com/expanding-social-protection-programme

The vice president, H.E. Edward Ssekandi launching the National Social 
Protection Policy. He represented H.E President Yoweri Museveni.
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Health Sector
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It is 1pm and Faridah Mugoya is arriving 
at Naguru Health Centre 1V in Kampala 
Central Division. In the company of  two 
ladies, she seems to be in extreme labour 

pains.

Immediately, she joins the queue of  other 
women in the same state, waiting to be led into 
the labour ward. One of  the caretakers, Joy 
Mukisa, would later reveal that Mugoya had 
delayed home because her husband was not 
available to cater for her hospital bills.

“We are her neighbours in Najjanankumbi, on 
Entebbe road. Unfortunately, there are mostly 
private pay-hospitals in our proximity yet she 
does not have money. So, we decided to trek 
kilometers and bring her here,” says the care 
taker. A nearby private hospital, Mukisa says, 
had asked for a commitment fee of  Shs300, 
000 “before they could admit the patient.”

Mugoya’s condition is typical of  expecting 
mothers in Uganda who are usually rescued by 
the government health centres where they are 

delivered free of  charge. Although government 
health centres and hospitals deliver women 
for free, private hospitals in Uganda charge 
between Shs300,000 and Shs800,000 for 
normal deliveries and the price doubles for 
Caesarean-sections.

However, government health facilities have-
for long been faced with the challenge of  drug 

the population opt for private facilities.

Health service 
delivery is improved 

Kiruddu hospital
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The ratio of  health workers to patients in 
Uganda currently stands at 1.50 per 1,000 as 
at 2013 according to the Human Resource for 
Health (HRH) 2015 report.

Yet, according to World Health Organisation 
(WHO), a country with less than 2.28 health 
workers per 1,000 patients is regarded to be in 
severe shortage of  health workers to meet its 
health needs.

Dr Anthony Mbonye, the Acting Director 
General at the Ministry of  Health, says the 
Ministry budget which is projected to remain at 

will focus mostly on addressing the challenges 
in government health facilities.

“We have always done that but this time round; 
we hope to recruit more health workers, 
motivate and even retain the ones already in 
service,” Dr Mbonye says.

Further efforts have been undertaken by the 
government to increase the accessibility of  
health care services to the ordinary citizens 
through the refurbishment of  the national 
referral Hospitals and health centers in 
Kampala.

In 2014, the government embarked on the 
refurbishment of  Mulago National Hospital 
after it secured US$49m (aboutShs175b) 
from the African Development Bank for fully 
equipping and structurally remodelling the 

Dr Baterana Byarugaba, the Mulago Hospital 
Executive Director, states that thus [new]
Mulago will become a super-specialised referral 
hospital only handling referred complicated 
cases rather than handling the cases meant for 
lower facilities.

“Mulago is going back to its original mandate 
of  treating patients referred from lower grade 
hospital whose conditions are complicated. 
Minor issues such as malaria will be handled in 
the lower facilities,” Dr Byarugaba said.

But this could not be possible when the other 
health centers at lower level facilities meant to 
absorb those patients with minor cases had 
been abandoned in favour of  the national 
referral hospital because they were in a sorry 
state.

In the same vein, the government secured 
funding from the African Development 
Bank in 2016 (last year) and completed the 
refurbishment of  three hospitals under 
Kampala Capital City Authority; Kiruddu, 
Kawempe and Naguru Health Centre 1V, 
upgrading them to hospital status.

The rapid urbanisation in Kampala City alone 
is estimated to account for two million people 
at night and swells to an estimated 4million 

business centre. 

As a result, the limited health facilities are 
overwhelmed by the ever increasing population 
by almost a factor of  three of  the 1990s 
population. “The intention was therefore to 
shift the patient burden at Mulago Hospital to 
the other lower facilities,” Dr Baterana notes. 

However, most of  the other 20 regional 
referral hospitals, other than Mulago, that 
were constructed by former president Apollo 
Milton Obote have remained in a sorry state 
characterized by poor accommodation, 
understaffed human resource and drug stock 
outs.

Mulago Women’s Hospital nears completion
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NATIONAL MEDICAL STORES

The Board of  Directors, 
Management and staff  of  National 

Medical Stores (NMS) wish to 
congratulate His Excellence the 

President of  the Republic of  
Uganda General Yoweri Kaguta 
Museveni, the Cabinet and all 
Ugandans on marking the 31st 

anniversary of  NRM.

NMS is committed to effectively 

medicines and medical supplies 
to all public health facilities in 

Uganda.
Dr. Phillip B. Byaruhanga 

Board Chairman
Mr. Moses Kamabare 

General Manager
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The cold storage facility Drugs in storage.

Stacks of medicines

Ready for dispatch
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As we celebrate 31 years of  the NRM, 
National Medical Stores (NMS) joins 
H.E President Yoweri Museveni and the 
Ministry of  Health in appealing to all 

Ugandans to embrace preventive health.

NMS is mandated to ensure that essential medicines 
and medical supplies are delivered to all Government 
Health Facilities nationwide. We would also like to 
encourage all Ugandans to embrace preventive health. 

In Uganda, 75% of  the diseases that we take to Health 
facilities are preventable. This means that out of  every 
100 patients that come to our health facilities, 75 of  us 
would not be there if  we took responsibility for our 
health and did the following;

1. Slept under an Insecticide Treated mosquito net 
every day.

2. Took our children for immunization and ensure 
that they complete all the doses and for all the 
immunizable diseases.

3. Always used helmets when on motor cycles and 
safety belts when travelling in motor vehicles.

4. Washed hands with water and soap after every visit 
to the toilet/latrine and before eating food.

5. Ensured that there is a latrine for every household.

6. Drank boiled clean water.

7. Brushed/cleaned our teeth after every meal.

8. Promoted peaceful co-existence and reduced crime 
that affects health of  the population as assaults, 

9. Ensured healthy eating, regular exercise and 
avoided drugs and Tobacco use.

10. Had regular check-ups and screening for detection 
of  diseases like Diabetes, High Blood Pressure and 

11. Used family planning method of  our choice.

Then, for the 25 people out of  100 who have done all 
the above but still need treatment, the Hospital beds, 
health workers and medicine 
them.

Preparing a dispatch
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New HIV Infections

pregnant women were 
receiving ART by 2015

117,887

Advancement in the fight against 
HIV and AIDS, 2015  

 39%

78%

(’000)
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Introduction
The intensi�ed HIV Response in Uganda from 2011 to 2015 has resulted into increased uptake of Prevention, Treatment and 
Care services leading to a reduction in the number of new infections among adults & children and AIDS realted deaths.

Progress over the past �ve years has been registered as follows

AIDS-related Deaths

Antiretroviral therapy

AIDS related deaths have 
reduced from 63,000 in 2011 to 
56,000 in 2013 and 28,000 in 
2015

There is an increase in the 
number of sites o�ering ART 
from 1,552 in July to 1,664 in 
December 2015.

By the end of 
December 2015, 
834,931 people were 
receiving  
Anti-retroviral 
treatment, up from 
588,039 in 2013

Between July 2014 and June 
2015, 229,704 patients have 
been enrolled on treatment 
which is higher than 83,256 
new infections in the same 
period.

There has been a reduction in the 
number of people getting infected 
with HIV, from 162,000 in 2011 to 
about 137,000 in 2013 and 83,265 
in 2015. This marks a 27% decline 
in new infections.

The number of babies born 
with HIV has reduced from 
about 31,000 in 2011 to 
15,000 in 2013 and to about 
3,246 in 2015.
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The Minister of  Health Hon. Dr. Jane-Ruth 
Aceng, appointed Dr. Bitekyerezo K. Medard 
as Chairperson of  the sixth National Drug 
Authority (NDA) Board. In his acceptance speech 

at the inauguration ceremony on 9th February 2017, Dr. 
Bitekyerezo thanked the Minister of  Health and the Cabinet 
for entrusting him and Authority members with the task 
of  overseeing NDA functionality.

To gain the momentum needed to advance 
the goals of  NDA and remain on the fore 
front of  ensuring a Uganda with safe, 
effective and quality medicines and health 

care products, the Chairperson 
and the Authority members 

pledged to deliver during 
their 3 years of  tenure in 

They pledged to:

 Promote core values to uphold the dignity of  NDA and 
the respect the Chair enjoys throughout the country 
and most importantly the pharmaceutical, veterinary, 
medical fraternity and the end users of  medicines.

affordable prices from excellent quality manufacturers.
Strengthen NDA capacity to detect and minimize 
counterfeits through some porous borders.
Promote the licensing of  competent pharmacies that 
comply with NDA regulations and guidelines.
Support vigilance in drug inspection by active, 
competent and highly professional inspectors in all 

regions of  the country.
Strengthen NDA veterinary section so 

that the present challenge of  tick resistance is 
overcome.

Lobby for the fast tracking and enactment 
of  the National Food and Medicine Authority 

Bill 2017 into Law in close collaboration with the  
Ministry of  Health and Parliament.

He thanked the previous Board under the 
stewardship of  Dr. Sam Zaramba for the job 

done during their tenure. Pledging support 
to the secretariat staff, the Chairperson 
said we have not come to put you under 
tension but to provide maximum support 
so that NDA achieves its main policy of  

and cost effective drugs are available to 
the entire population of  Uganda.

“I look forward to working 
harmoniously with the Authority 
members, and collectively they are an 

incredible cross-section of  knowledge 
and expertise”, said the Chairperson.

Dr. Bitekyerezo K. Medard served as Deputy Chair HIV/
AIDS Committee and later Chaired the Health Committee in 
the ninth parliament of  Uganda. He also practiced medicine 
in the Department of  Internal Medicine, Mbarara University 
of  Science and Technology.

NDA has new Chairperson 
and Authority

Dr. Bitekyerezo K. Medard the Chairperson of  the 
sixth National Drug Authority (NDA) Board
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The following are the 6th Authority members. 

1) Dr. Bitekyerezo K. Medard- Chairman

2) Brig. (Dr) Ambrose K. Musinguzi - 
Chief  of  Medical Services, Ministry of  
Defense

3) Mr. Agaba Raymond - Commissioner 
Internal Trade, Min. of  Trade, Industry & 
Cooperatives

4) Dr. Mbabali Muhammad - Uganda 
Dental Association

5) Dr. Sekagya Yahaya Hills - Uganda 
Herbalists  

6) Dr. Pakoyo Kamba Fadhiru - School of  
Pharmacy

7) Dr. Namaala Hanifa Sengendo - Public 
Representative

8) Mr. Kimbowa Sembatya Yusuf  - Public 
Representative

9) Dr. Christine Ondoa - Uganda AIDS 
Commission

10) Dr. Bildard Baguma - Joint Medical Store

11) Dr. Sylvia Baluka Angubua - Uganda 
Veterinary Association

12) Dr. Edward Kasirye Bainda - Uganda 
Medical Association

13) Mr. Kamabare Moses - National Medical 
Stores

14) Dr. Baterana B. Byarugaba - Mulago 
National Referral Hospital

15) Prof. Anthony Kabanza Mbonye - 
Director General Health Services, Ministry 
of  Health

16) Mr. Morris Seru - Commissioner Health 
Services (Pharmacy) Ministry of  Health

17) Dr. Grace NambatyaKyeyune - Natural 
Chemotherapeutic Research Laboratory

18) Ms. Grace Akullo - Criminal Investigation 
Department

19) Dr. Rose AdemunOkurut - Commissioner 
of  Veterinary Services, MAAIF

The composition of  the Drug Authority 
is prescribed under Section 3(2) of  the 
Act to consist of  the Chairperson and the 
following other persons:

The Director of  Medical Services;

The Commissioner for Veterinary 
Services;

The Commissioner for Trade;

The Director, Criminal Investigation 
Department;

The Chief  of  Medical Services, Ministry 
of  Defence;

The Chief  of  Pharmaceuticals and 
Health Supplies;

The Head of  the Natural 
Chemotherapeutics Laboratory;

The Director, Mulago Hospital;

A representative of  each of  the following: 

The National Medical Stores;

The Uganda Medical Association;

The Pharmaceutical Society of  Uganda;

The Uganda Veterinary Association; 

The Head of  the School of  Pharmacy, 
Makerere University;

The Uganda Herbalists;

The Uganda Dental Association; 

The Joint Medical Store;

The Director General of  the Uganda 
AIDS Commission;

Two other persons appointed from the 
public.

The Minister of  Health Hon. Dr. Jane-Ruth Aceng (c) during the inauguration  
of  the sixth National Drug Authority (NDA) Board.
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Uganda Institute of Allied Health & Management Science (UIAHMS) 
congratulates H.E Yoweri Kaguta Museveni , the President of 

Republic of Uganda, the Cabinet Members of Parliament and all 
gallant Ugandans upon this auspicious occasion as we celebrate 

the 31st We pledge to produce the best students 
to boost the health sector in Uganda.

POST – BASIC PROGRAMMES: 
Specialised Advanced Diplomas

BASIC DIPLOMA

Parasitology

Sciences (in- service)

PROGRAMMES OFFERED:

UGANDA INSTITUTE OF ALLIED HEALTH &
MANAGEMENT SCIENCES (UIAHMS) – MULAGO

P.O.Box 34025 Kampala- Uganda, Tel: +256 414 541180, 540544
Fax: +256 414 541180 Email: paramed@utlonline.co.ug www.uiahms.ac.ug Ministry of Education 

and Sports

The Minister of Education and Sports Mrs. Janet Museveni (Centre) with Mr Alfred Otim  the Principal,  at the graduation ceremony
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H.E. Yoweri Kaguta Museveni  
The President of the Republic of Uganda

UGANDA HEART INSTITUTE

Uganda Heart Institute congratulates H.E Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, the President of Republic of Uganda, 
the Cabinet, Members of Parliament and Gallant Ugandans upon the National celebrations of the 54th 

Independence Anniversary.

We are committed to provide the best health service in cardiology and other disciplines under our mandate.

Dr. Jane Ruth Aceng  Dr. Omagino O.O. John, 

Uspecialized, public, tertiary care medical facility 

component of Mulago national referral hospital, the largest 

professors, cardiologists and cardiothoracic surgeons 

debate and passing by the Parliament.

UHI’s Mandate:

Vision:

Mission statement

diseases and to offer opportunity for research and training 

Objectives
a) 

conditions.
b) To offer medical and surgical treatment and 

rehabilitation of persons affected by heart diseases 
and other related conditions.

c) To carry out research and feasibility studies on 
all aspects of heart diseases and other related 
conditions

d) To train, enlighten and educate medical students, 
graduate doctors, technicians, nurses and other 

conditions
e) To support, co-ordinate, co-operate and subscribe 

with any other organization, public body, institution, 

UHI Core Values

Excellence

Social Responsibility
-

ty’s healthcare needs.

Safety and Environment
-

Communication

Innovation

Professionalism & Accountability
Our staff will always show professionalism while handling 

-
able to our people.

Valuing our Human Capital

Compassion 
We demonstrate respect for our patients, their families 

anticipated care to our patients. 

Services offered 

include clinical, teaching/training, research and generating 
data to guide policy.

and many others

disease treatment, and closure of congenital heart 

both congenital and acquired heart disease surgery 

Professionals.

-

Photographs showing Cardiac Operating theatre and 
Catheterisation Laboratory in action 

Uganda Heart Institute congratulates H.E Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, the President of Republic of 
Uganda, the Cabinet, Members of Parliament and Gallant Ugandans upon the 31st NRM Anniversary.

We are committed to provide the best health service in cardiology and other disciplines under our 
mandate
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Mulago Hospital Complex upgrade 
to a conglomerate of  super 
specialised institutions is nearing 

completion.

The project which is expected to be opened 
in June this year (2017) has cost Uganda 
government UShs98.3b while the equipment 
cost UShs64.4b. The funds were raised 
through the Islamic Development Bank 
loan. 

Kampala project coordinator for the 
improvement of  health services delivery at 
Mulago Hospital, Dr Henry Mwebese says 
once the upgrade is complete, the hospital 
will only attend to specialized cases which 
cannot be handled by other local medical 
facilities and doctors.

Mulago Hospital Complex will have a 100 
bed capacity, a down-size from 1500 beds, 

to facilitate specialized care and application 
of  modern medical equipment. “In 
addition, specialized doctors will attend to 
complicated surgeries inclusive of  kidney 
transplants,” Dr Mwebese says.

 The two hospitals at Naguru and Kawempe 
which were upgraded from Health Centres 
1V are expected to de-congest the national 
referral hospital rather than Mulago 
attending to minor illnesses such as malaria 
and typhoid.

 To further de-congest Mulago, Dr 
Mwebese says, plans are underway for the 
construction of  a national referral hospital 
in Mbarara and Gulu respectively. On the 
other hand, the rest of  the health centres 
will be required to comprehensively attend 
to the minor cases and only refer the ones 
beyond their means and capabilities to 
Mulago.

 As part of  Mulago National Referral 
Hospital, the construction of  a specialized 
women and children hospital is also nearing 
completion. It will cater for children and 
handle maternal-related issues. The 320- 
bed facility will be addressing maternal and 
neonatal issues and complications.

 The UShs81.3b project is funded by the 
Islamic Bank, of  which UShs23.7b is for the 
procurement of  equipment. It will attend 
to fertility related issues including those 

pregnant, among a variety of  cases.

The government has accordingly sponsored 
12 gynaecologists for training in the 
handling of  complicated issues in Egypt. 
The intention is to improve the child and 
maternal health indicators, thus improve the 
chances of  pregnant women’s survival.

NRM improves quality 
health delivery

Moroto Regional Referral Hospital
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In principle, medical care in Uganda is free 
at all public hospitals although patients in 
the private wings are charged a subsidized 
fee, far lower than that paid in the private-

With the operation of  the two general 
hospitals of  Kawempe and Kiruddu, besides 
Mulago National Referral Hospital, the 
common man now has a variety of  choices 
free treatment. 

 Free treatment in public hospitals followed 
President Yoweri Museveni’s ban of  medical 
user-fees in 2001, which patients would pay 
in government-owned hospitals.

However, Mulago National Referral 
Hospital Executive Director, Dr Byarugaba 
Baterana, says the hospital authorities are 
contemplating persuading the Ministry 
of  Health to charge patients a small fee, a 
contribution to the hospitals’ sustenance, 
given the existing funding gaps.

At the lower level, the NRM has 
democratised the provision of  health 
services by setting up health centres at the 
lowest echelons of  society; HCI, HCII, 
HCIII and HCIV.  

The country’s healthcare system works 
on referral basis whereby if  a case fails at 
the lower level, it is referred up to level V, 
general hospital and then onwards to the 
national referral hospital when the need 
arises.

 However, often the low-rank health units 
are faced with challenges ranging from 

and the poor working conditions of  health 
workers inclusive of  delayed or little pay 
leading to money extortion from the 
patients.

 The facilities at different levels perform 
different roles, separate from others; the 
village health teams in this case are the 

of  volunteers; they dispense basic drugs 

for common diseases like malaria in the 
communities.

Established at the parish, Health Centres 11, 
are out-patient clinics staffed by an enrolled 
nurse, a midwife and at least two nursing 
assistants.

Health centres 111, which are at the sub 
counties also operate an outpatient service 
alongside a maternity ward, managed by a 

For their part, health centres 1V are mini-
hospitals in every parliamentary constituency 
headed by a medical doctor, assisted by two 

serve the same purpose as Health 
Centres111 except that they admit patients, 
administer surgeries and are facilitated by 
male, female and children wards.

 Each district is also served by a general 
hospital, which combines all services offered 
at the different health centres, at the top of  
which is Mulago National Referral Hospital.

A view of  Kiryandongo General Hospital
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ABOUT US
Mulago School of  Nursing and Midwifery 
is a public training institution owned by the 
Ugandan Government under the Ministry of  
Education and Sports. It was founded in 1955, 
under the British Colonial Government Policy 
of  training health workers to address and 
promote preventive, rehabilitative as well as 
curative care in Ugandan communities.

MISSION & VISION
Mission: To produce highly competent and 
motivated nurses and midwives with positive 
attitude to deliver quality health care services 
for sustainable socio-economic development.

Vision: A highly reputable training institution 
in nursing and midwifery for professional 
advancement.

MANDATE
Mulago School of  Nursing and Midwifery 
derives its mandate from the Universities and 
other Tertiary Institutions Act 2001, to conduct 
courses or programmes in Diploma Nursing, 
Diploma Midwifery for direct students and 
Diploma Registered Comprehensive Nursing 
for Extensors.

CORE VALUES

Mulago School of  Nursing and Midwifery is 
driven by the following values:

Quality

Competence

Teamwork

Equity and Equality

Transparency

Mulago School of Nursing 
& Midwifery

Ministry of Education 
and Sports

Principal.

The Minister of  State for Higher Education J.C. Muyingo with Mulago 
School of  Nursing & Midwifery New Board of  Directors
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For inquiries Contact:  Tel: +256 712812363, +256 774463085
Email: inquiries@mulagoschoolofnursing.ac.ug, principal@mulagoschoolofnursing.ac.ug
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Academic Programmes

Mulago School of  Nursing and Midwifery offers the 
following courses:

 A) Direct Diploma Programmes

Course Duration

 Diploma in Nursing 3 Years

Diploma in Midwifery 3 Years

Diploma in Paediatrics 3 Years

Diploma in Palliative Care 3 Years

B) Extensor Diploma Programmes  (May intake)

Course Duration

Diploma in Comprehensive 
Nursing 1.5 Years

Diploma in Midwifery 1.5 Years

Diploma in Paediatrics and Child 
Health 1.5 Years

Diploma in Palliative Care 1.5 Years

E-learning extension Diploma in 
Midwifery 2 Years

Nursing students in a computer lab

School transport.
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Conducting exams in a 
harmonious way and 
ensuring that leakages are 
curtailed, remain the key 

concerns for any examination board. 

and effectively conduct Allied Health 
examinations, accredit examination 

Uganda Allied Health Examinations 
Board (UAHEB) has initiated stringent 
measures to ensure quality teaching 
and elimination of examination 
malpractices in the country.

UAHEB has introduced a system to 
ensure examinations are conducted 
centrally and based on prescribed 
curricula. This has enhanced its validity 
and reliability. 

UAHEB was established in 2009 by 
the BTVET Act, 2008. It has lived to its 
mandate, “To streamline, regulate 
and coordinate examinations and 
awards in the Allied Health training 
institutions in Uganda,” according to 
Mr Alexander Kato-Kimoga, the Board 
executive secretary.

“UAHEB has managed to conduct 
semester examinations for the last six 
years and has awarded about 15,922 
Allied Health professionals. These are 
now spread in various areas of the 
country and beyond to deliver quality 
services because they have been 
subjected to quality assessment,” Mr 
Kimoga says. 

He says the Board has started the 

which will save it $4,000 (about 
Shs14m) in monthly rent.

The Board undertook a bold move to 
harmonise standards and guidelines 
through implementing a couple of 
measures.

Mr Joseph Agondua, the UAHEB 
deputy executive secretary, says the 
Board developed semester guidelines 
and regulations that all Allied Health 
training institutions follow, including 
developing guidelines for research 
and teaching and assessment.

“The board supported programmes to 
harmonise curricula and examinations 
are now based on them. It worked 
with institutions to develop logbooks 
to complement that competency 
based curricula,” says Mr Agondua.

“The Board developed guidelines for 
inspection of examination centres, 
accredit centres that meet the basic 
minimum requirements, and ensures 
that there is no transfer of students 
from one centre to another for 
examination purpose. It has also set 
ceiling for admission to the various 
Allied Health training institutions.”

To ensure objectivity during exams 
marking, he says UAHEB introduced 
use of conveyor belt, a system where 
a candidate’s script is marked by a 
number of examiners, which helps to 
minimise bias and errors. 

According to Mr Agondua, the 
Board put in place stringent 
disciplinary measures on examination 
malpractice, which include 
cancelling the entire results of a 
candidate involved in the vice or 
suspending from UAHEB activities 
any tutor who aids cheating or 
malpractice in exams.

UAHEB promotes quality 
teaching and examinations

Mr Alexander Kato-Kimoga 
The Board executive secretary

Mr Joseph Agondua 
The UAHEB deputy executive secretary
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Situation before UAHEB was 
established

Mr Agondua says there were schools 
that had opened illegally and did 
not meet the minimum required 
standards. In some cases, training 
would be conducted in un-registered 
schools, and students transferred to 
registered centres for exams. 

Also, most of the Allied Health 
training institutions did not have 
common curricula, exams were 
based on content taught- this implied 
inadequate coverage of the training 

content and half-baked candidates.

“Institutions were recruiting large 
numbers of students despite the 
fact that they were ill-equipped with 
teaching, learning and practical 
materials. This compromised 
standards of training. Individuals 
had control over exams with high 
possibility of biasness and examination 
malpractices were rampant and 
characterised with allegations of 
corruption,” he explains.

Among other key achievements, 
Mr Kimoga says the Board has 

strengthened relationships with 
national and international bodies, 
adopted online registration of 
students for examinations, and built 
capacity of training institutions, 
especially in management of training 
and examinations through regular 
supervision. 

He says the Board has successfully 
managed to conduct examinations 
based on a semester system, a 
practice that had failed before its 
establishment.

Mr Kimoga notes that is no 

An artistic Impression of UAHEB headquarters
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harmonised period of recruitment 
for the health training institutions; the 
government owned schools and the 
private institutions recruit students at 
different times, which poses a challenge 
of harmonising time table for exams.

Vision
UAHEB vision is to be a centre of 
excellence in the provision and 
management of quality Allied Health 
examinations and awards in the region 
by 2018.

Mission

and effectively conduct Allied Health 
examinations, accredit examination 

Core value
The core values are integrity, 

professionalism, transparency and 
accountability.

Functions
The functions of the Board include:-

Conducts examinations for the 
AHTIS in Uganda

Accredits centres for conducting 
Allied Health examinations

Formulates rules regulating the 
conduct of the Allied Health 
examinations

Establishes and oversees practical 
and theoretical question bank

Maintains a database of 
examination results

Collaborates with other bodies 
relevant to its functions

Provides feedback to training 
institutions on examinations

to successful candidates

Publishes past examination 
papers.

The Board has 111 examination centres 
in 47 institutions, nine of which are 

average, it marks between 34,000 and 
45,000 scripts per semester.

The Board comprises 13 members from 
the following constituencies:-

ii. Uganda Catholic Medical Bureau 
(representative).

iii. Uganda Protestant Medical 
Bureau (representative).

iv. Uganda Muslim Medical Bureau 
(representative).

Board (representative).

vi. Ministry of Health (representative).

vii. Directorate of Industrial Training 
(representative).

viii. Tutors (representative).

ix. Allied Health Professionals Council 
(representative).

x. Ministry of Education & Sports 
(representative).

xi. Executive Secretary 

xii. Public universities (representative)

Outstanding Person in service 
delivery.

The activities of the Board mainly 
revolve around the management of 
examinations and awards in the country. 
The examination process includes, 
developing test items, moderation and 
editing of the test items, labelling of 
packing bags, printing question papers, 
packing and distribution of examination 
materials, collection of the exams 
from the various centres, marking and 
processing the results.

After the release of the results, 

successful candidates in the respective 
disciplines of study.

The table below shows a summary of 
candidates assessed in Allied Health 
programmes since 2009/2010 [including 

starting second semester in 2009/2010. 

Academic 
Year

Semester 
One

Semester 
Two

2009/2010 - 6,012

2010/2011 7,389 6,239

2011/2012 7,828 6,828

2012/2013 7,668 7,035

2013/2014 7,399 7,158

2014/2015 8,208 8,103

2015/2016 9,340 8,343
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Water and Sanitation
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Water and sanitation is one of  the priority 
areas for the National Resistance 
Movement (NRM) government under 
the responsibility of  the Ministry of  

Water and Environment.

As the NRM marks its 31st year in power, this is one of  
the sectors where progress has been registered despite 
the area having some funding gaps.

Information from the Water Ministry indicates that 
access to safe water in urban areas is 72.8 per cent while 
the rural population with access to safe water remains 
stagnant at 68 per cent.

According to the State Minister for Water, Mr Ronald 
Kibuule, the current national water coverage is at 65 per 
cent; this means that about 65 per cent of  Ugandans 

walk one kilometre to access water in urban areas 
while 35 per cent of  Ugandans in rural areas walk one 
kilometre to access a borehole.

In rural areas, access to piped water is still a challenge. 
Nevertheless; boreholes are being constructed to enable 
people access clean and safe water.

The Ministry of  Water and Environment performance 

that a total of  698,477 persons were served by new 
water supplies through central and local government 
investments, including United Nations Children’s 
Fund and Northern Uganda Social Action Fund II 
interventions.

A total of  5,607 new water sources were reported and 
entered in the water supply database system for the 

Clean, safe water provision; 
NRM top priority

Local Water Hole
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Mr Kibuule says government is working towards 
having 100 per cent water coverage as stipulated 
in the Vision 2040; “Until we have 100 per cent 
clean and safe water coverage, government will 
not give up on plans of  providing water to every 
Ugandan,” he says. 

According to the Ministry of  Water, the 
cumulative storage capacity for water for 
production facilities has been increased from 
27.5 million m3 (as of  June 2011) to 28.4 million 
m3 (out of  a total demand of  49.9 million m3). 

The Ministry of  Water and Environment 
has prioritized the provision of  water for 

of  investments and cost sharing arrangements 
with farmers.

 “The compliance to waste water discharge 
permit conditions has improved from 46 
per cent as of  June 2011 to 50 per cent. The 
Ministry has de-concentrated some water 
resources management functions to regionally 
based water management zones in order to 

improve monitoring and compliance to the 
permit conditions,” Mr Kibuule says.

More than 4,000 environmental inspections 
and monitoring have been carried out, which 
has resulted into improved environmental 
compliance level by industries and facilities 
from 43 per cent in June, 2011 to 65 per cent in 

“The Environment Impact Assessment has 
been approved to ensure environmental 
compliance and safeguards by industries, 
projects, facilities and industries. Upto 65-70 
per cent of  the approved projects are compliant 
to the environment, especially the Oil and Gas 
Companies, Breweries, Cement Industries, 
among others,” a document from the ministry 
reads in apart.

The ministry is also upgrading the water supply 
technology option from hand-pumped deep 
wells to small piped water systems for rural 
growth centre.

A recent statement issued to the media 
indicates that the government’s second 

the provision of  water supply and improved 
sanitation as one of  the key priority areas 
for promoting sustainable wealth creation 
and inclusive growth. To achieve this, the 
government secured funding from African 
Development Bank under the Water Supply and 
Sanitation Programme II (WSSP II) amounting 
to US$98m.

The WSSP II programme funding will support 
different components, including rural water 
supply and sanitation which will enable 
the implementation of  rural water supply 
infrastructure, focusing on 10 Large Gravity 
Flow Schemes namely Lirima, Bududa, Bukedea, 
Nyarwodho, Orom, Lukalu-Kabasanda, 
Nyabuhikye-Kikyenkye, Ntoroko, Masyoro-
Shuuku and Bukwo and 70 solar powered water 
mini schemes located across the country.

Another component is small towns supply and 
sanitation, which involves the implementation 
of  25 new and rehabilitation/expansion of  town 
water supply systems in Kagadi, Kyakatwanga, 
Walukuba, Gombe,Kyabadaza, Zigoti, and 
Kabembe.

A protected spring
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Lake Victoria Environmental 
Management Project Phase Two 
(LVEMP II) is a regional initiative 
implemented by the East African 

Community partner states of Burundi, 
Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda.

The institutional and implementation 
arrangements of LVEMP II are based 
on the principle of “subsidiarity”. At a 
regional level, the project is coordinated 
by Lake Victoria Basin Commission 
(LVBC), an organ of EAC and overseen 
by the Regional Policy Steering 
Committee (RPSC). 

In Uganda, the Ministry of Water and 
Environment spearheads the project. 

supervises and guides the project, 
which is managed on daily basis by the 

The project also enters into a 
Memorandum of Understanding with 
some specialized institutions and District 
Local Governments within the Lake 
Victoria Basin to ensure its effective 
implementation. 

The overall development objective 
of the project is to contribute to the 
vision and strategic framework of the 
East African Community (EAC) for the 
management and development of 
the Lake Victoria Basin, which is “a 
prosperous population living in a healthy 
and sustainably managed environment 
providing equitable opportunities and 

to the improvement of the collaborative 
management of the trans-boundary 
natural resources of the Lake Victoria 
basin among the partner states, and 

the improvement of environmental 
management of targeted pollution 
hotspots and selected degraded 

communities who depend on the natural 
resources of Lake Victoria basin. 

Considering that over 98 percent of 
Uganda’s water resources are trans-
boundary in nature, Uganda is keen 
on fostering close collaboration with 
her neighbours in the joint planning, 
management and development of the 

communities that depend on it. 

The Lake and its Basin play a major role 

fauna. With a surface area of 68,000 km2, 
the Lake is shared by three countries: 
Kenya (6%), Uganda (43%) and Tanzania 
(51%). The catchment area of the Lake, 
which is 193,000km2 extends into the 
Republics of Rwanda and Burundi. 

people live within the Basin. In Uganda, 
the project focuses on Katonga River 
Catchment area, covering nine districts 
of Masaka, Rakai, Mpigi, Gomba, 
Kalungu, Kalangala, Mubende, Mityana 

The World Bank and development 
partners, including Global Environment 
Facility (GEF) and Sweden International 

the project. 

Project progress

The overall progress stands at 74 percent 
towards key performance indicators as 
summarized under four major project 
components below:

Strengthening of institutional 
capacity: 

The objective of this component is to 
enhance collaboration among the 
East African Community partner states 
in the management of shared natural 
resources. Progress is measured by the 
extent to which countries adopt and 
use harmonized policies, legislations and 
regulatory frameworks for water and 

Accordingly LVEMP II- Uganda has 
contributed towards the review and 
harmonization of regional policies and 
regulations governing the utilization 

include the development and approval 
of Lake Victoria Water Resources 
Management Policy, Lake Victoria Basin 
Harmonized Standards for Industrial 

River Systems, and Integrated Water 
Resources Management Plan (IWRMP) 
for the Lake Victoria Basin.

Others are Lake Victoria Fisheries 
Management Plan, Lake Victoria Basin 

Strategy, Options for Establishing the 
Lake Victoria Environmental Trust Fund 
(LVETF), Water Hyacinth Management 
Strategy, Data, Information and 
Knowledge Sharing Protocol in the Lake 
Victoria Basin, Operationalization of the 
Fish Levy Trust Fund.

Under the Ecosystem Monitoring and 
Applied Research sub component , 
LVEMP II has contributed towards the 
supply, installation and commissioning 
of water analysis and monitoring 

at the Directorate of Water Resources 

Water and Sewerage Corporation 

Contribution towards Water Resource Management, Environmental 
Protection and Regional Integration 

MINISTRY OF WATER AND ENVIRONMENT
Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project Phase II

THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA
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Pollution control and prevention 

One of the objective of the project is to reduce pollution from 
municipal waste by supporting public investments through 
the rehabilitation and improvement of selected waste water 

discharge to constructed or restored wetlands and provision 
of improved on-site sanitation facilities. 

study and engineering design to rehabilitate Gaba and Kirinya 
Waste Water Treatment Facilities. The Environmental and Social 
Impact Assessment (ESIA) for Kirinya has been completed and 
work has progressed by 40 percent. 

Kampala, LVEMP II has procured and handed equipment worth 
UGX 4.2billion to Kampala Capital City Authority (KCCA) for 
solid waste management and maintenance of storm-water 
drainage systems. 

These are six excavators, three compactor garbage trucks 
and six tipper trucks, each with a capacity of 15 tons and two 
double cabin pickups.

Because of this intervention, 324,924 tons of silt have been 

LVEMP II has also established a resource centre for the 
coordination of sensitization activities and providing feedback 

by KCCA. Further, Environmental Clubs have been initiated in 13 
KCCA supported schools. 

To improve the safety of navigation for both cargo and 
passenger ferries, and prevent marine vessel accidents, which 
could be a major source of pollution including oil spills. LVEMP 
II, in   collaboration with Lake Victoria Basin Commission (LVBC) 
have supported the Ministry of Works and Transport (MoWT) with 
12 Aids to navigation facilities in and around Lake Victoria, plus 
a rigid speed boat worth US$52,000 (UGX 171m) to facilitate the 
implementation of a contingency plan for oil spills and hazardous 
waste management in Lake Victoria and a construction of 

The project also implements cleaner production technologies, 
which seeks to reduce industrial pollution by promoting on site 

utilization through sorting, re-use and re-cycling activities. In 
so doing, the industries are expected to reduce on wastage, 

Lake Victoria Catchment. As a result of this intervention, 135 

Production (RECP) technologies, attracting private sector 
investment worth US$ 57.1million in cleaner production. 

To control and prevent a further spread of water hyacinth, 
LVEMP II in collaboration with the Directorate of Fisheries 
Resources (DFR) has removed 2,640 tons of Water hyacinth from 
Lake Victoria at 22 hotspots through community mobilization. As 
a result, the Lake is much cleaner than before the interventions.
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Watershed Management
Under this component, the project aims at reducing 
environmental stress from the Lake Basin by implementing non-
point sources pollution mitigation and prevention measures 
through Community Driven Development (CDDs) and Strategic 
Intervention sub projects. 

Accordingly LVEMP II has disbursed UGX 5.5billion (100% of 
unconditional grants) to 46 community driven development 
sub projects and 23 strategic interventions in nine districts, 
including Mityana, Mubende, Gomba, Mpigi, Masaka, Rakai, 

of the sub projects stands at 76 percent.

Apiary development project supported by LVEMP II in

A concrete pillar demarcating Wakitundu wetland boundary, 
in Mityana district

To contribute towards sustainable land management practices 
within the Lake Victoria basin, 557 individuals have been 
trained and 2,066 hectares of land planted with trees through 
community initiatives; 438 hectares hectares of degraded 
lands have been restored and rehabilitated by communities in 
targeted sub-catchments. 

Waste plastic collection centre and tri-cycles for persons with 
disability sub project supported by LVEMPII at Kijabwemi cell, 

Masaka Municipality

Project Coordination and Management
This component provides the necessary resources for effective 
coordination and communication, and the monitoring and 
evaluation of project activities. 

The key achievements under this component include: 

and circulation of 10 e-newsletters, hosting of regional 
exchange visits for benchmarking project implementations 
and the establishment of project website linked to the ministry 
website. A web-based Document Management System has 

procurement services improved.

For details, please contact: 

Plot 17 Mpigi Road | P.O Box 5, Entebbe | Telephone: +256 414 320 417, +256 414 329 940        
Fax: +256 414 321 385 | Email: adminstrator@lavemp.or.ug |Website: www.lavemp.or.go
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ational Water and Sewerage 

that is 100% owned by 
government of Uganda and provides 
water and sewerage services in 
urban centres across the country 

the Corporation operated within 
175 urban centres with an estimated 
population of over 7 million people. 
The number of towns is envisaged to 
grow as the corporation continues 
to pursue increased geographical 
expansion in order to deliver water 
for all.

Change in strategic focus

In 2013 under the leadership of a 
new Managing Director, Dr. Eng. 
Silver Mugisha, the Corporation 
changed its strategic focus and 

aimed at gearing the Corporation 
for transformational changes in 
its operational and geographical 
mandate and highlights the 
Corporation’s contribution towards 

Uganda from a Peasant to a self-
sustaining economy. In line with 

and implemented a plethora of 
innovative managerial programs 
aimed at achieving sustainable 
service delivery. Key among the 
programmes is the Infrastructure 
Service Delivery Programme (ISDP) 
currently implemented in all the 
operational areas. The ISDP’s main 

mains extensions to ensure increased 
accessibility to water and sewerage 
services. In addition, the Corporation 
is implementing Water Supply 
Stabilization Programme (WSSP) in all 
the areas as a means to increased 
water production and supply. 

“Water for All” program whose 
objective is expanding the mandate 
of the Corporation to cover all major 
urban centres within Uganda in a 
bid to ensure accelerated service 
delivery and provide water for all. In 

formulated a Five Year Strategic 
Direction 2015-2018 (SD) in 2013. 
Within the framework of the Water for 

the following initiatives;  

Geographical expansion

The Corporation has systematically 
and aggressively expanded its 
geographical coverage to increase 

from 24 towns in 2013 to 175 towns 

transformation in the business and 
service model of the Corporation 

Uganda Water Sector and service 
delivery; 

Infrastructure service delivery

In order to step-up water production 
and improve water supply reliability 

initiated the systematic rehabilitation, 
upgrade and expansion of 
infrastructure through bi-annual 

Infrastructure Service Delivery Plans 
(ISDP) and annual Water Stabilization 
Plans (WSP). These two initiatives aim 
at providing for network expansion 
and reducing water supply shortages 
in the short to medium term. In The 

extended 1448kms of water mains. 
This is a transformational re-alignment 
of strategy considering that the 
corporation used to extend between 
80km to 100km per year. At this 
pace of infrastructure growth, the 
Corporation will be able to double 
the size of its current network in the 
next 4 years.

Water Loss Prevention

with many water utility companies 
especially in developing countries, 

hurdle to effective service delivery. 
In 2014, programs were enacted to 

33% to 31.6% in the space of a year. 
Among the programmes was the pro-
active community-based illegal use 
reduction programme code named 
WALOPU (Water Loss Prevention Unit) 
where the Corporation partnered 
with the police and community to 

reduce water theft. 

Community Engagement 

As a company that seeks to be a 
part of the communities in which 

message of “Water for all” to 
every community. This has been 
majorly through Water Community 

NATIONAL WATER AND SEWERAGE 
CORPORATION

Accelerated Infrastructure Development for Service Delivery:

NWSC gearing for Increased Access to Water for All

 
Find us on Facebook on www.facebook.com/waterug Visit our Website on: www.nwsc.co.ug
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Communication Clubs (WACOCO), 
effective engagement with religious 
institutions and centres, opinion 
pieces in local dailies and airtime 
on radio and Television stations. This 
has improved the corporation’s 
reputation and reduced incidences 
of misunderstandings between the 
corporation and its customers. Bi-
Annual Water Baraza have also 
been introduced in order to improve 

and the communities, and also 

successes and failures.

Innovation 

has developed a number of in-
house innovations that have greatly 
enhanced customer services. Among 
these innovations included:

(a) The E-Water Payment System 

with banks and the telecom 
companies and this has greatly 
enhanced the customer 
convenience when settling 
water bills;

(b) The new billing system developed 
in-house, which in addition 
to saving the Corporation 
money, is more interactive 
and with improved interfacing 
functionalities. With the new 
system application, processing 
and tracking of new water 
connections is done on-line; and 

(c) The Corporation has also 
developed a smart phone 
mobile application that enables 
customers check their accounts, 
pay bills and send queries 
through their smart phones. 

hour social media platform, 
readily responding to tweets 
from customers and keeping 

programs and developments. 
To deepen customer care 
and ensure consumer delight 
the corporation has launched 
the customer relationship 
programme where every 
customer is taken care of by a 

this is aimed at ensuring customer 
delight.

Pro-poor initiatives

Service to the urban poor remains one 
of the biggest challenges for most 
utilities in Africa. The Corporation has 
systematically increased the number 
of pre-paid public water points in a 
bid to improve services for the urban 
poor communities. A total of 1,600 
pre-paid public water points have 
been installed and the technology 
has proved successful due to the 
community involvement from project 
conception, implementation and 
operation. Public Sanitation facilities 
have also been built to complete the 
water and sanitation chain.  

Water and Sanitation in schools

The Corporation launched School 
Water and Sanitation (SWAS) clubs; 
a very novel initiative that targets the 
next generation (school children).

creates awareness about water and 
sanitation in the country through 
sensitization and empowerment of 
children who become water and 
sanitation ambassadors. The SWAS 
clubs have been rolled out in over 150 

 
Find us on Facebook on www.facebook.com/waterug Visit our Website on: www.nwsc.co.ug

A view of the newly constructed Kampala water treatment plant at Ggaba, Kampala
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schools across the country and each 
school holds water and sanitation 
days with activities including; Poems, 
games, debates, essays, quizzes, 
skits, drama, green campaign (tree 
planting), WASH tech innovations, 
and school talks. 

As a result of the good performance, 
the Corporation has won several 
regional and global awards 

improvements in revenue collection, 
excellence and innovation, 
infrastructure service delivery, and 
replicating good practices to other 
utilities through the external services 
wing of the Corporation. 

External services unit

Through its External Service unit 

has created synergies within utility 
providers that result in an uplift of 
performance.  The ESU has partners 
with several utilities in Ethiopia, 
India, Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, 

South Sudan, Bangladesh, Trinidad 
and Tobago and Uganda amongst 
others. This is made possible by the 
existence of a well-balanced and 
motivated professional workforce. 

Big Projects

The corporation us undertaking 
multiple large projects to improve 
water supply countrywide. 

The largest sewerage treatment 
plant in East Africa is being built 

the Lake Victoria Water and 
Sanitation Programme.

The expansion of Ggaba 
Water Works and associated 
transmission pipelines and 
reservoir to add 50 million liters of 
water per day to Kampala supply 
area has been completed and is 
undergoing technical tests. 

The corporation has also invited 
bids for expression of interest to 
build 160 million per day drinking 
water treatment plant in Katosi 
and water transmission pipeline 
to evacuate the water and 
boost supply to Mukono, Wakiso 
and Kampala. 

The Corporation has also signed a 
memorandum of Understanding 
with the Danish Embassy for a 
feasibility study for the provision of 
water and sewerage services for 
the area between Kampala and 
Entebbe, Kaazi, Kiigo, Kajjansi, 
Maya, Sizza up to Mityana areas

Other large water supply 
improvement projects are being 
undertaken in Arua, Bushenyi, 
Gulu and Mbale.  

Service Coverage Acceleration 
Project (SCAP100)

Going forward, the Ministry of Water 
and Environment has completed a 

plan to provide clean water for 12,000 
villages and serve an additional 
8.5 million people in 80 districts of 
Uganda over the next three years. 

According to the Minister of Water 
and environment Hon Sam Cheptoris, 
Government of Uganda is committed 
to ensure that every village in Uganda 
has a clean water source in order 

aspiration of achieving 100% service 
coverage by 2020.

The project will be implemented 

villages in its jurisdiction starting in the 
Financial Year 2017/18. 

The project will focus on villages with 

water points. It will also serve villages 
close to the network and villages 
that are far but could be served from 
the existing network. Additionally it 
will also serve villages that are far 
but can be served after ongoing or 
planned major capital development/
upgrades on the existing system.  The 
project will also improve functionality 
of all systems in line with the Assets 
management strategy. 

The project is estimated to cost 213.4 
billion of which 58% will be raised by 

NWSC performance 
overview         

   

Performance Indicator 1998 2011 2016
12 24 170

Service Coverage 48% 75% 76%
Total Connections 50,826 272,406 485,000

3,317 25,633 34,000
Proportion Metered Accounts 65% 99.8% 99.8%
Staff per 1000 Connections 36 6 6

60% 98% 105%
60% 33% 31.2%

Monthly Turnover (Billion UGX) 1.75 bn 11 bn 25.8 bn
8.0 (-) 30 (+) 62 (+)

 
Find us on Facebook on www.facebook.com/waterug Visit our Website on: www.nwsc.co.ug
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The Ministry of Water and 
Environment has completed 
a plan to provide clean water 
for 12,000 villages and serve 

an additional 8.5 million people in 
80 districts of Uganda over the next 
three years. 

Addressing the Water and 
Environment Sector Working Group 
meeting Munyonyo on Tuesday  
September 27, the Minister of Water 
and environment Hon Sam Cheptoris 
said the Government of Uganda 
is committed to ensure that every 
village in Uganda has a clean 
water source in order to achieve 

achieving 100% service coverage by 
2020.

The project will be implemented 

villages in its jurisdiction starting in the 
Financial Year 2017/18. 

The project will focus on villages with 

water points. It will also serve villages 
close to the network and villages 
that are far but could be served from 
the existing network. Additionally it 
will also serve villages that are far 
but can be served after ongoing or 

planned major capital development/
upgrades on the existing system.  The 
project will also improve functionality 
of all systems in line with the Assets 
management strategy. 

The project is estimated to cost 213.4 
billion of which 58% will be raised by 

In a letter dated September 28, 
2016, the PS Ministry of Water and 
Environment David O.O. Obong has 
written to the Permanent Secretary/
Secretary Ministry of Finance, Planning 
and Economic Development 
requesting the Government of 
Uganda to fund 42% of the project 
(i.e UGX 30 billion per annum for three 
years).

The project is aligned to the second 

and conforms to the strategic 
guidelines issued by HE the President 
for the period 2016-2021. 

In a report to the Parliamentary 

on Tuesday September 27, 2016, the 

corporation was working the Ministry 
of Water and Environment to increase 

through a village model codenamed 
Service Coverage Acceleration 
Project (SCAP100).

will provide 58% of the funding for the 
project from its internal revenues.  

ensuring universal and equitable 
access to safe water supply by the 

jurisdiction by the year 2020,” Dr. 
Mugisha said. 

towns spread over 62 districts, 400 sub 
counties and 15,500 villages.

The number of administrative areas 
are projected to grow to about 80 
districts with over 200 operational 
areas by 2020. The proposed 
SCAP100 project will target the 
12,000 villages (within the 80 districts 
across the country) that do not have 
100% access to reliable piped water 
supply. Table below summarizes the 
various administrative areas that will 
constitute the project area

 
Find us on Facebook on www.facebook.com/waterug Visit our Website on: www.nwsc.co.ug

Ministry of water completes plan to 
deliver water for all

# Region Districts No. Villages Population

1 Central 21 3,525 3,180,962

2 Western 20 4,140 2,573,049

3 21 2,944 1,957,621

4 Projected new districts/towns 18 1,391 788,368

 Total 80 12,000 8,500,000
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By September 2017, Uganda National 
Bureau of  Standards (UNBS) shall 
require that in addition to being 
inspected, each import will bear a sticker, 

a stamp of  proof  of  inspection before they were 
exported; hence suitable for our use/consumption. 
As of  now, there is no physical indication of  quality 

products. 

UNBS Executive Director, Dr.  Ben Manyindo 
revealed this to The Liberation Magazine in 

achievements and challenges the standards 
bureau has navigated in   execution of  the NRM 
government’s value addition and industrialization 
agenda.

According to Dr Manyindo, hence September 
2017, a product without an importation 

market. This will help the consumer and UNBS to 
determine compliance at a glance and should go a 
long way to reduce the importation and dumping 
of  noncompliant goods on the Ugandan market.

The measure builds upon  a programme,  the ‘Pre 

UNBS started in 2013, requiring products to be 

before they are shipped out. 

The interview:
Please introduce Uganda National 
Bureau of  Standards to Ugandans.

The Core mandate of  UNBS focuses on two areas; 
to ensure that the products on the local market 
are quality assured. Everything imported or locally 
manufactured needs to have UNBS’ approval of  

UNBS therefore ensures the standards of  all 
the goods on the market, which standards are 
developed every year. It works with manufacturers 
to ensure that the products put on the local market 
meet the requirements of  the standards and helps 
the Small and Medium Entreprises to comply with 
the standards.  

It subjects products, whether imported or local 
to tests to ensure they meet the standards. Thus, 
the standards and working with the manufacturers 
through quality assurance and the testing eventually 

process.  When the standards, the testing and the 
quality assurance are put together, their totality 
helps UNBS to put the approval of  quality on the 
products.

The other area of  responsibility is the 
measurements-metrology, which is the calibration 
of  equipment to ensure it accurately weighs or 
measures the right quantities. The weights and 
measures and counter machines ensure quantity 

getting on the market is quality approved and 

producer sells and gets the money-worth of  the 
quality and quantity he has delivered.

UNBS does this to protect the consumer who 
needs quality and also facilitate trade; the small and 
medium enterprises need to grow their businesses 
and trade. They need to meet the standards if  they 
are to trade. At the national level, standards ensure 
that the consumer is protected and the quality 
of  life is assured for Ugandans while promoting 
Uganda’s industrialization. 

Further, the NRM manifesto talks of  value 
addition, industrialization and attaining a mid-
income status by 2020; thus the UNBS role 
through standardization and quality assurance is to 
lift and promote the industrialization process and 
especially increase regional trade.

Some locally made bread brands 
contain sand, charcoal, pieces of  sack 
and are underweight; some juices 
and milk products are produced from 
unsuitable places while some of  the gin 
in sachets is too strong, unhealthy and 
debilitating. How come these products 
are on the market?

UNBS has serious concerns about imports if  they 
do not meet the requirements for standards. If  
the sub-standard products are local and most of  

UNBS to introduce  

Eng.Ben Manyindo  
Executive Director UNBS

Whether imported 
or local, tests ensure 
the products meet the 
standards. Thus, the 
standards and working 
with the manufacturers 
through quality 
assurance and the testing 
eventually cause the 

“
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them are, and produced by the Micro, Small and 
Medium Enterprises, they are welcome because 
the producers are trying in their own way to bring 
out something for survival. 

Nonetheless, for the last three or four years, 

manufacturers to engage with it and do the right 
thing. UNBS does not want to kill, but rather 

programme and an SME desk dedicated to getting 
the backyard producers sensitized to produce 
the right stuff. Currently, there are 150 backyard 
enterprises; producing juices, small foodstuff  and 
other items and many more are encouraged to 
come forth.  

The challenge with some of  the local better 
established manufacturers is that they are 
compliant to standardization and do the right 
thing when UNBS inspectors are visiting; they 
revert to shoddy practices once they know ‘no 
one’ is looking. They should rather care that 
meeting standards is for the competitiveness of  

Persisting with shady and dodgy processes could 
lead to losing business rather than growing it to 
competitive export levels. If  a producer does 
not reform, their product is suspended from 
the market until UNBS is certain that they are 
committed to doing the right thing; they suffer 
when the competition learns of  their fate.

UNBS also destroys the substandard imports 
so that they do not compete with the national 

be unfair competition. UNBS is against imports 

To regulate the market, UNBS looks at more 
than 2500products, many of  them produced 
from kitchens and backyards around the country; 
for instance the yoghurt in Masaka, Mbarara, 
Kalangala. Anyone could wake up to bake 
bread anywhere. The number of  products and 
enterprises UNBS has to regulate are over 8000 
and many start and fail; thus it can never have 
enough capacity to monitor and regulate all those 
products, neither can it have a presence at every 
street corner. 

Yet UNBS is required to have a presence at each 
of  the 160 entry points, whereas with Uganda 
Revenue Authority, one can clear goods from 
warehouses and container depots anywhere in the 
country, some of  which work 24/7 and UNBS 
personnel need to be there full time. 

The policing of  all these points and facilities 
is beyond the capacity of  UNBS…It should 
be matching URA at the ratio of  1:2 and when 
it comes to policing, match the capacity of  
Uganda Police in the market place--It should be 
everywhere, which no country can afford. 

Business people take advantage that UNBS 
presence is on very few borders to get their 
products into the country through inlets where 
it has no presence. UNBS has now got URA to 
assist, through a memorandum of  understanding, 
to address this issue. 

How is UNBS addressing the challenge 
of  sensitizing the importers who 
deliberately order substandard goods?
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UNBS awareness engagement of  its stakeholders 
is an ongoing process, however whenever one buys 
substandard products, the likelihood is that they 
will not return to that outlet for a similar product. 
One dealing in sub-standard products would be a 
cheat. This is the reason products’ quality should 

country. 

On the other hand, UNBS needs the government 
to facilitate its engagement of  more personnel 
needed to do the work. On the contrary, rather 
than recruit, personnel are being reduced to have 
a lean wage bill, yet institutions like health and the 
standards bureau require more employees. This 
calls for a review on agency by agency basis so that 
those that need many people have them. 

How does the bureau engage the 
consumers and business community

Compliance is a carrot and stick issue. UNBS could 
revert to the law that allows use the stick. However, 
the environment in which it operates requires that 
the stick is withheld for some time until the bureau 
is highly provoked; the adulteration of  a product 
calls for a swift application of  the stick. But if  
found struggling and you err because you do 
not know, it is the carrot that applies. We engage 
business people to appreciate why standards are 
required and the consumer to know how to tell a 
quality product from the one that is not. 

UNBS engages the consumer and empowers 
them to make the right decision in the market--
it is ongoing, though expensive as information 
through the media is not cheap. The contradiction 
is that it is the budget for Public Relations, travel, 

for work that are slashed.

UNBS’ appeals to the government is that, when 
certain measures are taken, there is need to take  
care that the measure does not apply uniformly 
across the board; it does not work that way—
UNBS is having a big challenge over inadequate 
personnel if  it is to meet Vision 2020 expectations.

UNBS requires 630 staffs, but has 260 and will 
have to work with that number despite an increase 
in business and products that are getting on 
the market. UNBS statistics show that imports 
constitute the highest number of  products that do 
not meet our requirements. It is the reason UNBS 
is being faulted for not getting more SMEs to put 
compliant products on the market—the focus of  
resources has been placed here because of  their 

impact on the market.

On the other hand, through our SME Desk, UNBS 

requests have outstripped the available resources. 
With few personnel on hand to serve the entire 
nation, UNBS has a serious public relations issue. 
It has no presence in the West Nile, despite its best 
intentions over the last four years.

The presence of  substandard 
products on the market could also be 
a consequence of  corruption initiated 

 

I cannot acquiesce to or deny the existence of  
corruption in the ranks of  UNBS personnel; 
the vice is a personal moral issue.  While one or 
two could be corrupt, I cannot say the Bureau is 
corrupt. It is a moral issue around the country 
and UNBS is not any different. However, while 
measures are in place to eliminate corruption, the 
challenge is to adduce proof  beyond reasonable 
doubt. 

Whenever an allegation is made, there must be 
proof  to enable action yet the informers do not 
come forward to provide evidence. Nevertheless, 
it is the business people who induce UNBS 
personnel into corruption--whereas a corruption-
free atmosphere would reduce their cost of  doing 
business. If  a civil servant seeks to be corrupted, 
the business community should object and report 
them, with evidence.

The pre shipment inspection of  vehicles is 
still on. Used motor vehicles importers are 
required to have the vehicles inspected and their 

to Uganda; defaulters pay a penalty to have their 
imports locally inspected.

Further, there is a move through the East African 
Community to completely stop the importation 
of  old automobiles--it is in the process of  being 
operationalised. We need not be a dumping 
ground, not even for electric appliances and used 
clothes; they obstruct our industrialization and in 
the process promote other people’s economies to 
the disadvantage of  our own.

Please rate the functionality success of  
the Bureau.

At UNBS, we believe in continuous improvement. 
We are a standards organization and the standards 
evolve; that of  water in 1990 is not a standard 

today. Standards are driven by technology, the 
consumers and the regulators. 

The rating of  the Bureau at the moment in respect 
of  its mandate is between 40 and 50 percent 
successful.  It should have been 70 per cent and 
above, but UNBS has serious capacity challenges.  

the expectation for its services. UNBS has created 
so much awareness in the last few years that many 
people need and ask for its services; hence the 
staff  available is constantly in meetings where 
their input is required. 

UNBS also has infrastructure challenges. UNBS 
has a master plan for the headquarters but has over 
the last four years only set up the administrative 
headquarters. Its existing laboratories are not 
commensurate with the demands to its role 
of  standards assurance. There is a need for 
laboratories for food safety, engineering materials, 
measurements and calibration; the three key 
laboratories will be built at UNBS headquarters at 
Bweyogerere as the national reference centre. 

The construction could start this year, the need for 
reference labs remain. They need to be serviced 

where the testing for most of  the parameters is 
done; only the complicated components need to 
be brought to the central laboratory.

requires training and retraining as technology 
is ever changing, calling for constant retooling. 
The staff  needs to be at the borders, with the 
manufacturers, business people engaging with 
them and helping them to comply, hence the 
requirement for facilitation which translates into 
budget.

For a population of  36m Ugandans, UNBS 
budget is equivalent to UShs500 to address an 
individual’s problems for a year. The ideal would 
be Ushs2500 per person per year to ensure 
consumer protection. 

years, everybody would appreciate the services 
of  the bureau including its contribution to the 
transformation of  Uganda’s economy.
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Roads transform the economy
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With the Works and Transport 
Ministry restructuring, Uganda 
National Roads Authority 
(UNRA) was established in 

2006. It has legally operated since July 1, 2008, 
having assumed the management of  national 
roads from a Roads Agency Formation Unit 
(RAFU) that had functioned for about 10yrs.  

This was an intervention by the NRM 
government, to enhance service delivery in the 
roads sector, bringing UNRA to the fore. The 
acronym ‘UNRA’ is hence synonymous with 
roads development, successes and challenges, 
yet it has since often been much admired and 
criticized in one breath for its handling of  
roads network strategic planning, regulation, 
feasibility studies, designs and construction 
oversight and monitoring functions. 

Assessing UNRA’s initial 5yrs’ performance 
in 2014, Eng. Ssebbugga-Kimeze (former) 
UNRA’s Acting Executive Director, 
recalled that the need for roads authority 
was determined by a 2001-2003 study; it 
was approved by cabinet and instituted by 
legislation. May 2006 UNRA Act established 
UNRA; it would be overseen by the Works and 
Transport Ministry. 

UNRA’s initial challenges

The additional 10, 000kms bringing the 
network to 21, 000kms, necessitated substantial 
efforts to realize a well-maintained national 
roads network. The initial funding translated 
into UShs5m/km, an inadequate amount to 
bring a poor road to a maintainable condition, 

whereas the organisational structure for 10, 
800kms had to handle the doubled network. 
UNRA also had to put up with a weak national 
construction industry. 

With US$69.9mn budget for road maintenance 

US$97.8mn for 2013-14, the Authority had 
to nurture and assist the local contractors it 
engaged, to build their capacity. They were 
characteristically ill-staffed, ill-equipped and 
most of  them could not access bank loans.

1st Five Years rating

noted the Authority’s, “tremendous success.” 
Soroti-Dokolo-Lira, Mattuga-Ssemuto-
Kapeeka, Kampala-Gayaza-Zirobwe, Kampala 
Northern Bypass, Kabale-Kisoro (save 
for 21kms of  asphalt that was being laid) 
Roads were completed. Portions of  103km 
Fort Portal-Bundibugyo were completed; 
reconstruction works had commenced on 
Vura-Arua-Koboko-Oraba, Gulu-Atiak, 
Mbarara-Isingiro-Kikagati, Nyakahita-Kazo-
Ibanda, Ibanda-Kamwenge and Tororo-Mbale-
Soroti. 

Other roads were designed for implementation, 
feasibility studies and upgrade plans were 
approved for Mpigi-Kanoni, Kanoni- Maddu- 
Sembabule-Villa Maria, Hoima-Kaiso Tonya, 
Ishaka-Kagamba, Kamwenge-Fort Portal, 
Moroto-Nakapiripirit, Musita-Lumino/Majanji-
Busia and Olwiyo-Gulu-Acholi Bur-Kitgum-
Musingo.

NRM promotes roads for 
national development

UNRA’s Executive Director, Ms Allen Kagina.
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Roads, development 

In cooperation with governments in the 
region, UNRA had a strategic plan entailing 

linking Uganda to her neighbours in 
support of  regional economic growth, Eng 
Ssebbugga-Kimeze noted. 

Roads infrastructure, the backbone of  
Uganda’s economy, still directly supporting 
the economy, enables access to agriculture, 
schools, health facilities and administration. 
By enabling its citizens to function as a unit, 
roads keep the country together and are 
a priority in the country, considering that 
about 15% of  the national budget would be 
committed to their development.  

“Over 90 per-cent of  Uganda’s freight 
and passengers move by road, accounting 
for 96.5 per-cent of  the freight vis-à-
vis the rail’s 3.5 per-cent,” Uganda’s 

National Development Plan reads in 
part. Roads network hence need to be 

meaningful to national economic and social 
transformation.

the management determined to maintain 
the national roads network upgrade and 
modernisation momentum. Among other 
objectives, UNRA would facilitate the 
regeneration and improvement of  Kampala 
and its satellites’ business climate by 
decongesting Kampala Central Business 
District. 

In keeping with the National Development 
Plan (NDP), the Roads Authority’s focus on 
facilitating the development of  the primary 
growth sectors’ comprising tourism, oil and 
gas and agriculture would be maintained. 

The development of  export corridors 

to facilitate exports evacuation and 
repatriation of  imports to improve Uganda’s 
economic health, UNRA’s focus since July 
1, 2008, facilitated by a core road network 
development that sustained Uganda’s 
business supply chain would be upheld. 

Under this program, the Northern Corridor 
Route from Malaba/Busia-Katuna and 
Kawempe-Kafu was refurbished, and 
Gulu-Nimule Road developed, Eng. David 

Director for Planning from its inception to 
2015. 

On the same basis, UNRA would facilitate 
the regeneration and improvement of  
Kampala and its satellites by decongesting 
the Central Business District. 

The construction of  arterial and circular 
roads around Kampala would create a road-
mesh that quickly distributes and dispatches 

A ceremonial ground breaking.
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increased the cost of  doing business in the 
City,” Eng. Luyimbazi argued.

It is with this consideration that Kampala-
Entebbe Expressway, and Kampala-Jinja, 
Kampala-Bombo and Kampala-Mpigi 
expressways were planned. Similarly, the 
second phase/completion of  Kampala 
Northern Bypass and an outer-belt way 
originating from Seeta through Namugongo, 
Kyaliwajjala, Kira, Kasangati, Mattugga, 
Buloba/Bulenga up to Nsangi and Entebbe 
Road will be constructed. 

UNRA also worked to refurbish Tororo-
Mbale-Soroti, Lira-Kamdini, pave Vura-
Arua-Oraba and upgraded to tarmac 
Moroto-Nakapiripirit road in north-eastern 
Uganda to open up Karamoja to the rest of  
Uganda.

Eng Luyimbazi said that the economic 

highway capacity upgrades were a major 
consideration for the planners of  the 
development of  expressways stemming 
from Kampala. Planning at UNRA had 
determined that the construction of  arterial 
and circular roads around Kampala would 

the mass movement high capacity trunk 
roads. 

One year down the road, the construction 
works on Kampala-Entebbe Expressway, a 
‘Design and Build’ 48 months Construction 
project executed by China Communication 
Construction Company, which commenced 
on July 25, 2012 was 27 per cent done. 

The project is consistent with the objectives 
of  Greater Kampala Metropolitan Area 

mass-transit route between the two vital 
cities in the central region and a critical 
part of  Government’s overall Kampala-
decongestion strategy. 

In his 2013/2014 State of  the Nation 
Address, President Yoweri Museveni 

roads network in economic development, 
as Uganda’s transportation is 92 per cent 
dependant on roads. 

In part, the project answers the effects 
of  Kampala’s increased motorization, 
which was estimated at 4.5% annually, a 
congestion rate increase that translates 

especially during the peak hours, rendering 

China’s Amb Zhao Yali said the US$350m 
China’s EXIM Bank soft loan for the project 
was, “A sign of  the existing cooperation 

between the two countries.” He summed 
up China’s philosophy driving the country’s 
support to Uganda’s roads sector, “You 

Now in advanced stages, the construction 
that began 2012 is in two parts; Kampala–
Entebbe Highway (36.94km) and Kajjansi 
Interchange-Munyonyo Highway (12.62km). 
Kampala–Entebbe route consists of  18 
overpass bridges, 16 underpass bridges, 4 
major bridge and 3 interchanges at Busega, 
Kajjansi and Abayita Ababiri. 

UNRA’s 2014 ‘resolution’  
UNRA set forth an elaborate roads 
development and maintenance programme. 
Five packages of  gravel roads were 
advertised for upgrading, three of  them in 
northern Uganda; Olwiyo-Anak-Customs 
Corner-Gulu; then Gulu-Acwa River- Acholi 
Bur and Acholi Bur-Kitgum-Musingo.

In the East, Musita-Mayuge-Nankoma-
Lumino, Majanji-Busia and in the Central, 
Kanoni-Madu-Sembabule-Villa Maria.
Bids for these projects were received in 
December and their evaluation started, 
targeting February for declaring the best 
bidders to enable the contractors to quickly 
mobilize and start work. Also advertised 
was Ntungamo-Kagitumba and Ntungamo-

Disembarking Mbulamuti Ferry.
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Mirama Hills.

UNRA signed the contracts to upgrade Mpigi-Kanoni Road 
and Mukono-Kyetume-Katosi-Nyenga-Njeru Road, starting in 
February.

Earmarked for upgrading was Mubende-Kakumiro-Kibale-Kagadi 
Road, while the evaluating of  the bids for Kigumba-Masindi-

number of  kilometers to the existing national paved network.

New Jinja Bridge 
When the 48months works on New Nile Bridge at Jinja are 

the African continent. 

Presiding over its UShs343.1bn contract signing ceremony, former 
Works and Transport State Minister Eng Byabagambi noted in 2014 
Uganda’s 95 per cent dependence on roads infrastructure for its 
freight, services and passengers is critical to national development. 
“Sound road infrastructure is critical to achieving the national 
aspiration of  strong, private sector-led growth, contributing to 
economic development and poverty eradication,” he stressed.

The ever increasing volumes of  trade between Kenya, Uganda, 
Rwanda, the DRC, Southern Sudan and Burundi and the attendant 

the attrition of  Nalubaale (Owen Falls commissioned in 1954) Dam 
and bridge structures, necessitating the construction of  another 
bridge. 

Hon Byabagambi appreciated Japan’s government for the soft 
loan for the construction, which at 0.01 per cent is near-interest-
free. Japan has supported Uganda’s transportation infrastructure 
development since 1998. US$92m loan agreement for this project 
was signed on November 1, 2010.

Joint venture contract

UNRA contracted Zenitaka (Japan) - Hyundai (Korea Republic) 
Joint Venture to construct the new bridge at Jinja. It will be 

and communicate the distress, stress and strains in the cable, to 
signal the maintenance requirements. 

The construction is on the basis of  a JICA funded a 15months 
feasibility study carried out from August 2008. It concluded that 
a cable-stayed bridge was the most feasible, with an alignment 
running 500metres upstream of  Nalubaale Dam across a river 
width of  300metres. 

The Northern Corridor Route, a national artery.
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A joint venture of  Ms Orient Consultants Co. 
Ltd/Eight Japan Engineering Consultants Inc. 
/Pyunghwa Engineering Consultants Ltd is 
the Supervising Consultants whose contract 
commenced on September 2, 2013.

JICA in Uganda 

Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)’s 
support was critical in the preparations for New 
Jinja Nile Bridge project. Dr Hoshi Hirofumi, 

the project and a loan agreement of  US$92m 
was signed on November 1, 2010. The contract 
agreement was signed in November 2013. 

Japan government is especially committed to the 
development of  international corridors in Africa 
of  which the Nile Bridge is a critical link in the 
Northern Corridor Route. 

Japan has supported the development of  
transportation infrastructure in Uganda since 

JICA has supported the upgrade of  Atiak-

with World Bank; and then the New Jinja Nile 
Bridge. JICA has contributed to a study of  
the reconstruction of  Northern Uganda roads 
infrastructure and supported the rehabilitation 
of  bridges, and district and community roads 
under the Northern Uganda Reconstruction 
Programme at US$13.4m. 

JICA has also carried out feasibility studies for 

Clock Tower and the improvement of  Mukwano 
round about.

upgrade

Kampala Northern Bypass (21km) capacity 
upgrade works commenced on July 14, 2014, 
with European Union – Euro 37 million (54.9%), 
Uganda government contribution of  Euro 
15.4 million (22.3%) and European Investment 

UNRA builds safe roads; a speed-control hump on a road through a settlement.
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Bank – Euro 15 million (22.8%) loan. It 
was constructed to assist relieve Kampala 

the transportation constraints along the 
Northern Corridor Route for national and 

The 21 stretch dual-carriageways from 
Busega roundabout to Nambole, connects 
to Kampala-Jinja Highway. Due to funding 
limitations, 17.5 km of  the road had been 
constructed as single carriageway road while 
3.5km between Hoima Road and Gayaza 
Road was dual. 

This stage was completed in 2009 with 

Union. The second stage of  construction is 
a capacity upgrade of  the 17.5km section to 
a dual two lane carriageway standard. 

The project is being implemented by 
Mota Engil at a contract amount of  Euros 
67,394,566.56. It is supervision by COWI 
A/s (Denmark) in consortium with COWI 
Uganda Ltd.

The works comprises the construction of  
17.5km two-lane highway adjacent to the 
existing highway along with associated 
earth and drainage works, with 2x3.5 metre 
lanes, 2 metre paved shoulders and 5 metre 
median. 

Four grade separated junctions will be 
constructed at Ntinda, Hoima, Gayaza and 
Kyebando roads and improvements made 
to the existing grade separated junction at 
Bombo Road. It will comprise three new 
pedestrian bridges and a number of  bus 
stands. 

It will have road safety equipment; vehicle 
restraint barriers, horizontal and vertical 
markings, a segregated footway throughout 
the alignment, service lanes, pedestrian 
fencing and full length lighting.

Partners support UNRA

As UNRA entered the seventh year of  
its mission, ‘developing and maintaining 
safe national roads that foster Uganda’s 
economic development’, a Representative of  
the European Union Head of  Delegation 
in Uganda, Giorgio Ficarreli recalled that 
UNRA’s partners have supported the 
introduction and use of  an Independent 
Parallel Bid Evaluation System. It had a 
positive impact by reducing the incidence 
of  Administrative Reviews of  UNRA’s 
procurement process in previous years. 

Corporate Communications; Elizabeth Kusasira hands the President a copy 
of  UNRA’s monthly publication, ‘The Roads Magazine’.
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He argued for the introduction of  ‘output 
and performance based contracts’ to further 
streamline procurement, and improve the 

road maintenance and works. 

“Development Partners are supportive of  
the development of  a UNRA Procurement 
Manual, to enable transparent and 
streamlined procurement under PPDA 
regulations--all geared at positive reforms,” 
Ficarreli said. 

He urged UNRA’s new management, “To 
capitalize on the positive lessons of  the 
past, while decisively and quickly ensuring 

procurement rules and availability of  

The partners argued for Public Private 

mechanisms. 

Ficarreli also assured UNRA of  support 
in developing the necessary institutional 
capacities and processes. He also argued for 
Road Reserve Gazetting.  

Roads infrastructure 
preservation

The European Union’s support to Uganda’s 
infrastructure development focuses on 
transportation, one of  the EU-Uganda 
major areas of  Co-operation. According 
to Ambassador Kristian Schmidt, the EU 
has supported Uganda’s transport sector, 
in particular the road sub-sector since the 
1970’s. Transport is a focal sector in the 
National Indicative Programme (NIP) of  
the 9th and 10th European Development 
Fund (EDF). 

Support to road sector institutions is 
critical to ensuring that past, ongoing, and 
foreseen investments in road infrastructure 
are preserved through improved 

maintenance. 

The commitment to road projects amounts 
to €155m including €122m committed 
under the 10th EDF. A further €10m has 
been committed to technical assistance 
programmes to Uganda National Roads 
Authority (UNRA), the Uganda Road Fund 
(URF) and strengthening of  the Local 
construction industry.  

The EU has also supported urgent repairs to 
Kampala-Malaba railway line including the 
rehabilitation of  Jinja-Nile railway bridge.

Awoja Bridge ceremonial commissioning; EU Head of  Delegation H.E. Kristian Schimit and Hon Abraham Byandala (the Minister for works and transport at the time ) 
performed the ceremony. Eng Ssebbugga Kimeze looked on from the left.
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UNRA Bridges and 
Structures 

Advanced age, coupled with low load 
carrying capacities, more frequent and 

capacity upgrading. 

Uganda National Roads Authority (UNRA)’s 
more than 22’000km roads network has 520 
bridges, most of  them built before 1960 and 
hence characterized by low load carrying 
capacity in the face of  the much bigger 
loads of  the modern transport needs. 

Uganda government has made substantial 
investments in public structures through 
UNRA that in 2014-15 Financial Year 
built 32 bridges of  which 12 have been 
completed, and 8 constructions were on-
going. 

UNRA’s main corridors are Malaba-
Kampala-Kabale; Kampala-Gulu-Nimule 
and Karuma-Sudan/Congo. Along the 

secondary corridors, the former Ministry of  
Works roads, the conditions of  most bridges 
are fair to good, but some are very poor. 

UNRA’s tertiary corridors, the roads recently 
taken over from local governments need 
urgent attention. Their hydraulic capacity--

roads are washed away--the bridges are 
damaged and roads closed. 

European Union responds 

The European Union (EU) responded 
to Uganda’s need to keep its vital roads 
communications open by supporting the 
upgrading of  the bridges at Aswa on Gulu-
Kitgum Road and Awoja along Mbale-Soroti 
Road which the el-Niño rains of  2012 had 
threatened. 

With EU funding support, the new 
constructions are now wider at 7m with 
1.5m either side walk-ways and have much 

Aswa Bridge was completed in March 2012 
and Awoja Bridge in September 2013, with 
the EU contributing 51.3% and Uganda 
government 48.7%; Aswa Bridge cost is 
about 60% that of  Awoja on account of  the 
differences in the foundations requirements, 
translating into the substantial costs 
variation margins--two construction sites are 
never alike. 

Awoja Bridge lies on the corridor through 
Soroti used by freight transiting the Kenya, 
Northern Uganda, Sudan/Congo route. Its 
construction has relieved the Jinja corridor 
of  congestion, saves time by nearly a day 
of  truck/motoring, well over 200km. Aswa 
on the other hand is the main link between 
Gulu and Kitgum, key towns towns in 
Acholi sub-region; thus a critical need to 
keep open.

Artistic impression; Njeru approach to New Jinja Nile Bridge.
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EU advice on roads

“Uganda needs a sustainable modern 
transport sector, catering for an optimised 
mix of  the various transport modes; the 
road, rail and waterways,” Amb. Kristian 
Schmidt, European Union Head of  
Delegation to Uganda said at the February 
23, 2015 launch of  Kampala Northern 
Bypass capacity upgrade works. 

The EU signed the 2015-2020 EU-Uganda 
development co-operation programme with 
Uganda’s Finance Ministry, thus increasing 
EU-Uganda co-operation to € 578m. 

Over the past 20 years, Europe has used 
grants from the European taxpayers to 
rehabilitate this Bypass, Bugiri- Jinja, 
Masaka-Mbarara and the funding of  the 
rehabilitation of  Mbarara-Ntungamo-
Katuna Section  of  the Northern Corridor 
Route, thus disbursing €600million over 
20 years. With € 200million, the EU is 
supporting Uganda’s transport sector 
ambitions and needs until 2020. 

The EU wants its grants used to buy 

markets; Kampala- Jinja road, a congested 
crucial artery and a perfect candidate for a 

through “blending”, a mix of  grants and 
loans. 

The EU is keen to support Uganda’s 
modernization of  its transport sector when 
it comes to multi-modal transportation 
whose scope is great, whether on Lake 
Victoria or other internal waterways. 
For road safety, a combination of  better 
roads, better maintenance, better designs, 
awareness campaigns and enforcement is 
critical, as more reckless drivers in unsafe 

Paved roads promote 
change

It is amazing how much change a road 
upgrade from gravel to bitumen can trigger 

an increase in people’s income. A typical 
example is the paving of  Nyakahita-
Kamwenge Road where communities 
attest that the income from milk and meat 
has more than doubled since the road 

investment in this sector, especially the 
upgrading of  roads,” Hon Abraham 
Byandala said when he was still minister for 
Works and Transport.

He noted, “The President said the drive 
from Kampala to Rwakitura is so smooth 
that before he realizes, he is branching off  
Masaka-Mbarara road. Indeed everybody 
travelling around this country realizes that 
we have built; we are building and intend to 
build more roads.”

Think of  Olwio-Arua-Pakwatch Road to 
Anaka-Gulu-Acholibur-Kitgum, to join 
Musingo at South Sudan border; the 200km 
road opens up the entire northern Uganda 
region.  You connect to Gulu onto a paved 
Gulu-Atiak-Nimule Road. Olwio to Arua 
is tarmac road on to either Vurra at DRC 
border or to Oraba Post at South Sudan 
border.

With the completion of  Kigumba-Masindi-
Hoima-Kabwoya-Kyenjojo Road, travelling 
has eased further; travelers from Northern 
Uganda choose between driving along Lira-
Soroti-Tororo road and along Kigumba-
Kawempe.

Roads development 
dictates

Roads development planners consider ‘the 
economic returns’: the agricultural, tourism 
and regional trade potential to prioritise the 
roads for upgrading.

Under an ambitious programme, UNRA 
with Works and Transport Ministry upgrade 
key roads supporting the primary growth 
sectors of  the economy including agriculture, 
tourism and the oil and gas industry. 

In terms of  Kilometre coverage, 29% of  
the projects are in Eastern Uganda, 26% 
in Northern Uganda, 21% Central region, 

20% Western and 4% Southern. Hon 
Abraham Byandala stated at the May 28, 
2015 commissioning of  the construction of  
Kampala Industrial Park at Namanve that 

viability. 

The Western Region has connectivity to 
Congo (DRC), Rwanda and Burundi where 
Uganda has a lot of  trade. The link from Gulu 
to Nimule, Vurra-Arua-Koboko-Oraba and 
Olwiyo-Gulu-Kitgum upgrades in Northern 

with South Sudan and Congo (DRC). 

Bugiri-Busia/Malaba road and Musiita-
Lumino-Busia/Majanji road upgrade in 
Eastern Uganda are critical to regional trade 
with the eastern neighbors.  

Next 5yrs; design, build 
contracting 

UNRA has increasingly adopted a design 
and build approach to contracting its roads 
development projects, rather than keeping 
to the traditional separate contracting 
of  the two services. The Director for 
Planning, Eng David Luyimbazi in June 
2014 explained that with the conventional 
approach, a ready design is a construction 
prerequisite that would take up to a year 
to prepare, followed by 12-18months of  
contactor procuring, hence 30months 
process before the works start. 

Under ‘design and build’ contracting, the 
risks and uncertainties in their entirety 
during implementation are transferred to the 
contractor affording the employer/UNRA 
a maximum guaranteed price for delivering 
the project, further to which the contractor 
designs as he constructs. 

By so doing, Eng Luyimbazi argued, “the 
employer enjoys an earlier delivery of  the 
project without exposure to uncertainties 
related to increases in the value of  the 
project due to unexpected/unplanned-for 

good material for the road.  
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Thus the onus is on the contractor to 
deliver the project in time and within 
budget, the very risks the approach guards 
UNRA against. 

‘Design and build’ contracting enhances 
the quality of  work as it gives warranties 
against premature defects (potholes, 
cracks and rutting). “To give this kind 
of  guarantee means you have built a 
very good road. UNRA would invoke 

and in some cases compensation to the 
employer,” Eng Luyimbazi noted. 

‘Design and build’ contracting compels 
the contractor to be innovative, optimize 
resource use, perform better and deliver 

a better product. Passing-on a risk is at a 
cost; yet while no risk is free, it is not the 
employer/UNRA that is best suited to 
manage it as traditional contracting has 
proved. 

Inquiring into UNRA

In a June 15, 2015 statement to the press, 
Works and Transport Minister Eng 
John Byabagambi said President Yoweri 
Museveni had instituted a Commission 
of  Inquiry into Uganda National Roads 
Authority. Chaired by Hon Lady Justice 
Catherine Bamugemereire, it would in 
three months inquire into, “Allegations 

corrupt practices in Uganda National 
Roads Authority,” and report to the 
president. 

The terms of  reference:

1) To investigate and inquire into 
the procurement and contract 
management processes by which 
UNRA awarded contracts for the 
national roads

2) To generally examine and investigate  
the procurement works, services and 
supplies by UNRA

3) To investigate and inquire into 
the management, supervision and 
administration of  the works by 

UNRA work translates into facilitating trade, commerce and economic travel times.
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UNRA 
4) To generally examine and inquire into 

the legal and corporate governance 
structures of  UNRA

5) To investigate and inquire into the 

UNRA 
6) To investigate and inquire into the 

acquisition of  land by UNRA and 
generally examine the basis and 

methodology employed by the 
Authority to compensate land owners 
and persons affected by UNRA road 
works.

7) To investigate and inquire into 
the management, supervision and 
administration of  public weigh bridges 
by UNRA

8) To generally inquire into any other 
matter that appears to the commission 

to be related to the matters above or in 
public interest

9) To make appropriate recommendations 

or any other actions against persons 
found to have acted inappropriately 
into the discharge of  their public duties 

10) To make appropriate recommendations 

MV Pearl prepares to dock at Kalangala.
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prosecution or other actions against 
any person  found to have engaged into 
criminal or improper conduct

11) To make any other recommendations 
it may consider appropriate in public 
interest.

On the basis of  UNRA Act, the Authority’s 

transactions are expected to be businesslike; 
it was an opportunity for UNRA to enhance 
its public trust. 

reforms 

At the onset of  its seventh year, a reform 

programme, supported by the government 
and UNRA’s development partners was 
drawn. The Roads Authority’s new look 
would be realized through, “Process re-
engineering, contract management in the 
procurement process, contract supervision, 
rebranding and stakeholder engagement,” 
Executive Director Allen Kagina promised 
at the June 30, 2015 UNRA-partners’ 
dialogue. 

Kagina noted that critical to UNRA’s needs 
was effective supervision of  its contractors 
to deliver the quality work they are paid 
for and determined that, “The supervision 
function will be enhanced to create a new 
approach to serving the public. The internal 
reviews on how we have delivered services 
in the past were therefore necessary.” 

The restructuring and the inquiry into 
corruption and mismanagement, would 
deliver a new UNRA that would work as it 
should, responding to the public need to 
deliver the roads Ugandans deserve.

Assuming the authority of  UNRA’s 
Executive Director on May 1, 2015, Kagina 
caused a massive quake in the six-year old 
organization. She promptly terminated the 
contracts of  80 managers in June 2015, lay 
off  another 58 staff  in September 2015, 

staff  positions. 

In January 2016, staff  allocation for the 
organization had been increased to 1,740. 
At the beginning of, 2016, Ms Kagina 
reiterated UNRA resolve, “to ensure that 
government gets “value for money from the 
investments in the ongoing projects through 
improved management and supervision of  
projects while continuing engagements with 
development partners.”

She said works would continue on at 
least 1,000km of  ongoing projects with 
funds already allocated, adding 200km of  
paved roads to the national network and 
rehabilitating another 185km.

Contracts would be signed for projects 
whose funding was available and designs 
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updates or new designs work for other 
roads would continue so that when funding 
becomes available, work would promptly 
start.

Donor-funded projects would nevertheless 
continue, and others start immediately when 
money was available. Out of  the UShs1.2 
trillion allocated to UNRA in the previous 

Shs1 trillion had been released; UShs58 
billion was outstanding.

The road works; ongoing: 

spur to Munyonyo (51Km)

capacity upgrade

(104Km) 40%

Constructions due to start: 

(208km)

Kamdini (66km)

Masaka-Bukakata (41km).

Others: Kyenjojo-Hoima-Masindi-Kigumba 
(238km): Tirinyi-Pallisa-Kumi/Pallisa-Mbale 
(111km): Mbale-Bubulo-Magale/Lwakhakha 
(45km): Rukungiri-Kihihi-Ishasha/
Kanungu (78km): Kapchorwa-Suam (77km): 
Muyembe-Nakapiripirit (92km): Buhuka-
Kabwoya (43km): Ntoroko-Karugutu 
(53km): Mbale-Nkokonjeru (21km), and 
Luuku-Kalangala (60km) phase II.

 

The superhighways 
Kampala-Jinja Expressway (77km) an 8-4 
lane super highway designs are complete 
and procurement for a contractor should 
start. Kampala-Mpigi Expressway (32km)-a 
4 lane super highway designs were complete.  

loan from the African Development Bank. 
Kampala Bombo Expressway (50km) 
designs were set to be completed anytime. 

the road network increased from 10,800km 
(6,700mls) to 21,000klm (13,000mls). 
According to a published report in July 
2015, 4,000km (2,500mls) (19 percent) of  
the 21,000km (13,000mls) national road 
network was paved.  

A total of  1,500km (930mls) of  roads were 
improved from gravel to bituminous surface 
between 2005 and 2010. A total of  5,000km 
(3,107mls) of  roads had been earmarked for 
tarmac before December 2016. 

European Union, European Investment Bank Executives in a discussion on Kampala 
Northern Bypass completion.

Ease of  transport enhances economic development.
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Ease of  transport enhances economic development.

UNRA’s maintenance 
units

Each UNRA Station would have a fully 
constituted road maintenance unit by end of  
2015, including the supervision vehicles.

UNRA Executive Director pledged, in 
response to UNRA Moyo Station’s report of  
a series of  challenges that typically included 
inadequate and aged equipment, low staff  

levels and un-programmed work due to 
requests for emergency interventions.

“We live in a community where roads are 
critical to service delivery. The police, 
health services, tax collection, education, 
agriculture and even social life are all 
dependent on roads communication,” Ms 
Allen Kagina said.

UNRA is called upon to intervene because 
others cannot work before UNRA does. 

“That is how important it is that UNRA is 
fully functional...if  there is no demand for 
your services then you have no value, you 
are not relevant,” she warned. 

UNRA Stations should always be prepared 
that there will always be un-programmed 
work. “There could be an unforeseen 
disaster. When you plan, give room for the 
unexpected, for maneuvering, including 

Former district roads need intense investment to attain national roads standards. Ibanda-Kamwenge Road.
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Urban planning and its implementation 
is a growing challenge as cities strive 

is to check chaotic, irregular and 
haphazard development, giving rise to abhorrent 
living conditions characterized by poor hygiene, 
poor transportation, and lack of  drainage; an 
incongruous mess.  

Urban planning refers to a technical and political 

use of  the environment and its protection, public 
welfare and the design of  the urban environment, 
including air, water, and the infrastructure passing 
into and out of  urban areas, such as that for 

of  the people.

To ensure the above is achieved, the NRM 
government set out a Vision for the Ministry 
of  Lands, Housing and Urban Development, 

“Sustainable land use, land tenure security, 
affordable, decent housing and organized urban 
development,” with a mission, “To ensure 
sustainable land management, planned urban and 
rural development and decent housing for all”.

Over the years, plans have been set with the 
support of  development partners, to provide 
decent accommodation in the country.  Such 
projects include the low-cost decent houses project 
that was launched in Mpumudde, Jinja District in 
2004. 

Kampala was established on June 26, 1906, as a 
township under the 1903 Township Ordinance. 
On January 1, 1949, it became a municipality and 
on October 8, 1962 it was declared the capital City 
of  Uganda. 

The Urban planning 
challenge; Kampala City
The Urban planning 
challenge; Kampala City
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Nonetheless, the history and evolution of  
Kampala City can be traced further back to 

as a local Colonial Administrative Post by a 

Hence 1890, Kampala has gone through 
much transformation.

in Uganda under the colonial government, 

the authorities were concerned about its 
sanitation. Kampala District Resident 
Commissioner, Dr Ansorge wrote to the 
British Commissioner to Uganda, Lt Col 
Evatts Colville, in a 1894 report titled: “The 
Swahili Town”. In part, the letter reads: 
“There are a few good buildings (mud walls 
and nice enclosures) erected by Sadalla 
and Dajade but as a whole, the place is an 
incongruous mess with scarcely any paths; 

The 1905-10 cotton boom attracted more 

Kampala, which now included Nakivubo 
Valley, Old Kampala Hill and Nakasero Hill, 
eventually leading to a cholera outbreak. 

conducted when the colonial government 
hired a British urban planner, Professor 
Simpson, to draw an urban plan for Kampala. 
Professor Simpson’s report was released 
on November 3, 1913 pointing out among 
others the need for the rail, the earliest quick 
means of  transport in Uganda. 

Thus by 1909, Kampala had a mono-rail 
system, introduced during British colonial 
Governor Sir Hesketh Bell’s era. Bell became 
the Governor of  Uganda from 1907 to 1911 
and was replaced by Governor F.J. Jackson. A 
mono-train is a locomotive engine that uses 
a railway system where a train travels along a 
track consisting of  a single rail line.

Kampala is a congested City both in terms of  

is a nightmare for any motorist and traveler 
in the City, apparently the reason motorists 
and, especially the boda-boda, break almost 

nearly 50 years ago. Kampala City Engineer 
Alfred Luba, in his July 1967 report, predicted 
the current congestion in the City. He wrote: 
“Unless there is a Master Plan for Kampala, 
the capital City of  Uganda could become 
a place that will be undesirable to live in.” 
What a forecast? 

No wonder that Kampala Capital City 
Authority (KCCA) Executive Director, 
Jennifer Musisi has recently noted that Rift 
Valley Railways (RVR) and Kenya Railways 
are currently working on a programme 
to help the authority establish high-tech 

cargo transit within the City.

Provisionally, a Kampala passenger train 
service plies from Namanve to Railway 
Grounds daily, which many people have said 
is assisting in the reduction of  congestion in 
the City.

Housing

Presently, an estimated 64 per cent of  
residents in Kampala City live in the slums 
sprouting in all divisions of  Kampala, 
originally as a result of  lack of  planning, a 
housing planning challenge to the authorities.

Under the NRM, the Kampala Physical 
Development Plan (KPDP), the City’s 
blue print for the years from 2012 to 2040, 
envisage the construction of  high and basic 
housing units in the City by 2021. In 2013, 

KCCA unveiled plans to construct 800,000 
housing units for low income earners between 
2014 and 2017. According to this plan, the 
government would offer land, infrastructure 
and technical support. 

Dr Chris Baryomunsi, the State Minister for 
Housing, blames the existence of  slums in 
the City on the land tenure system, explaining 
that much of  the land is privately owned by 
individuals who cannot redevelop it. He says 
even if  the government was to improve the 
housing planning in the City, many people 
have already built permanent houses without 
approved plans and their relocation would 
not be easy.

The KCCA Acting Director for physical 
planning, Mr Moses Atwiine Kanunira, says 
the problem of  poor housing in the City is 
a function of  the lack of  money. He says 
without money, the Authority cannot do 
anything to improve housing for the poor. 
He however adds that City Hall has been 
advising investors to partner with land 
owners in slums to build better housing units 
and share the proceeds.

Mr Atwine says that notwithstanding that the 
KCCA Act requires that land use in the City 
and the metropolitan area follows designated 
plans, many buildings in the City are still 
constructed without City Hall’s approved 

The 2014 Housing and Population Census 
indicate the number of  people in Kampala 
to be more than 1.5 million. However, the 
social amenities such as water and sewerage 
treatment, housing, health centres and roads 
do not match the said population. Statistics 
from KCCA indicate that 90 per cent of  the 
516,210 households in Kampala do not have 
access to sewerage lines provided by National 
Water and Sewerage Corporation. 

“That alone means the population is using 
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septic tanks and pit-latrines, which renders 
the disposal of  human waste a challenge, 
says KCCA environment manager, Dr Najib 
Lukooya.

The Standard Gauge Railway (SGR) that 
will run from Kenya, through Uganda to 
Rwanda and South Sudan is a development 
the City authorities look to, in part to alter 
infrastructure development in Kampala for 
the better. 

For his part, President Museveni looks 

that transportation costs would reduce; an 
18-tonne goods container from the port 
of  Mombasa port to Kampala presently 

costs $4,000 (about Shs10.4m). By using the 
railway, the same container will cost $2,300 
(about Shs6m). 

Whereas KCCA envisages the SGR 
implementation that includes US$175m 
(about Shs484.23b) funds for the Kampala 
Institutional and Infrastructure Development 
Project (KIIDP)-II to assist some of  its 
development plans.

Under the KIIDP funds, KCCA is thus 
working on upgrading the tributary drainage 
channels in Kampala suburbs and reshape 
some of  the road junctions in the City to 

are set to be restricted to certain zones and 

the process of  City zone mapping for the 
cyclists has been completed.

including one at Kitgum House junction on 
Jinja Road and the other at the Clock Tower. 

KCCA spokesperson Peter Kauju, stresses 
that while most of  the development 
challenges including the slums and unplanned 
structures were inherited from Kampala City 
Council, no building can now be erected 
in the City without the Authority’s express 
approval.

An informal settlement burgeoning not far from the city centre. 
KCCA spokesperson Mr. Peter Kauju says this is not allowed
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Over the 31 years of  
political stability 
under the NRM, 

Uganda Police Force (UPF) 
has transformed it’s self  
qualitatively and quantitatively 
as exclusively expressed by the 
Inspector General of  Police, 
Gen. Kale Kayihura. 

Do you think police 
has executed its 
Constitutional 
mandate of  
ensuring law 
and order since 
1986?

First I would like to clarify that 
the Constitutional mandate of  the 
Uganda Police Force is not limited to 
law and order. Police is also mandated 
to protect life and property, ensure law 
and order, detect and prevent crime and 
work with the civilian authorities.In terms 
of  protection of  life and property,I can give 
you a proper account from 2006 when I 
came to Police as IGP. 

The police have done better. We are at a 
better place than we were. At the time I 
came the crime rate was going up butnow 

decline throughout the country. For 

against terrorism, Uganda is rated as one of  
the countries that have done so well. After 
the July 2010 terror attacks, there have been 
many attempts that we have systematically 
foiled. Moreover, we successfully prosecuted 
all the terror suspects in connection with the 
2010 twine attacks.

We have also done well in ensuring public 
order including managing violent and 
unlawful demonstrations such as the 2007 
Mabira riots, the 2009 Kayunga riots, 
walk to work demonstrations, numerous 
university riots, tensions among the Muslim 

community to mention but a few. 
As we talk now the country has 
never enjoyed the kind of  peace 

and order than we are doing now. It’s 
unprecedented.

As the Inspector General of  Police, I can 

challenges notwithstanding. 
We have also managed 

three general elections in a democratic 
dispensation.

How far have the police 
evolved in terms of  numbers 
and professionalism since you 
took over?

When I came in the police strength was 
14,000 but we have managed to expand it to 
over 44,670 at present. Secondly, at the time 
I came in there was hardly any 
in-house apart from 

leadership 
courses at 

Police evolves into 
a pro-people force
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the Uganda Management Institute and a few 
exercises in public order management which 
were not serious. Today, we have established 
a number of  training schools. We have 
Kabalye Police training school in Masindi, 
Olilim for Counter terrorism in Katakwi and 
Ikafe for Public Order Management.

Above all we have started a top notch Senior 
Command and Staff  College at Bwebajja, 

established in 1906. Training is a top priority 
among all priorities and we look at it the 
foundation of  professionalism.

How have you equipped the police to 
respond to the sophisticated nature 
of  crime and criminal who are using 
technology?

It is true that contemporary crime has 
become sophisticated and is mostly 
manifested through cyber in the form of  
3 D printing, internet abuse, computer 
hacking and criminals taking advantage 
of  global networks and modern 
communication systems. The President 
has given clear directives on investing and 
building forensics labs for both for the 
police and for the Government laboratory in 
Wandegeya. In collaboration with the Italian 
Carabinieri, we are in advanced stages of  
expanding the forensic center of  excellence 
and soon it will be one of  the most 
advanced forensic complexes in Africa. We 
have also acquired the most modern ballistic 
analysis equipment through partnership with 
the East African Community and the

European Union. This technology will help 
us in analyzing and investigating gun related 
crimes.

 The police is also acquiring an automated 

at an advanced stage of  the CCTV camera 
surveillance project which will simplify 
police work.

The CCTV Cameras will further be linked 
with the national database and the ballistic 
technology. Important to note, we have 
expanded the operational space. We are no 
longer restricted to operating on land but 

crime on the water through our marine unit, 
our

air wing has been revived and now in the 
process of  investing in drones. I can proudly 
say that we are four dimensional. However, 
we must anchor technology on the vigilance 
of  our people. You cannot replace the 

The residents of  Ndejje Lubugumu conduct the IGP around the local black spots.
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How many options does the 
police have in public order 
management and how have you 
addressed the public concern 
on police brutality?

Our strategy in handling public disorders 
and violence has been preventive. That 
has been our thrust and that has largely 
informed the options that we have 
exercised. We are not naïve, however, to 
think that the police will at all times manage 
to convince disgruntled people and elements 
of  outlaws in our society. In that regard we 
continue to substantially invest in public 
order management equipment. Riot control 
vehicles, basic public order equipment like 
batons, shields and so on. We have held 
constructive engagements before. When 
we detect that certain disgruntled groups 
are about to stage a demonstration, we 
preventively engage them. Some media 
houses have been unfair to us claiming 
that our principle weapon of  dealing with 

demonstrations is brutality and teargas 
because of  the few mistakes made by 

is a complete misrepresentation of  facts. 
Our major weapon is actually peaceful 
engagement. This characterization of  the 
police as being brutal has really been unfair 
just because of  a few incidents here and 
there. Watch and see what plays out in 
the developed worlds. I am not excusing 

don’t characterize it to the whole force. As 
we talk for instance, the standing order in 
regarding to responding to demonstrations 
is baton charge. Target the real trouble 
maker; don’t use teargas which will affect 
people who are not part of  the problem.

You are rated as the IGP 
that has pulled resources to 
the police. How come the 
accommodation and welfare is 
still a challenge?

By the way that is not the full story. Yes 
I have pulled resources to the police but 
I have also made initiatives that are cost 
effective. Use the little that we have to 
achieve as much as we can. The President 
has on a number of  times commended 
us for using little to achieve much, which 
comes down to our management strategies. 
We are able to put arrangements in place to 
acquire equipment even with little resources. 
It’s that approach that we are using to solve 
the accommodation problem. 

 We have started solving the daunting 
problem of  accommodation in a very 
strategic and effective way. By the way when 
we talk about the accommodation problem, 
it’s only in the lower half  of  Uganda but 
in many parts of  the North we have built 
modern stations and barracks. 

The police has built its in-house engineering 
capacity through the recruitment of  

engineers in the force. Using this in-house 

An artistic Impression of  Police of  accommodation at Naguru barracks currently under construction.
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capacity and with the support of  crime 
preventers, we have embarked on building 
120 apartments

on 17 blocks at the Nakawa-Ntinda 
barracks. We need a minimum of  10,000 
apartments Kampala Metropolitan alone. 
These apartments are being built by our 
construction units.

Apart from accommodating staff, we 

my tenure as IGP, the police has built a 
state-of-art headquarters and through PRDP 
the program also built several police stations 
across the country, especially in the North. 

We also score highly in terms of  health 
facilities. For instance, we have recruited

6 police surgeons built a 40 bed polyclinic 
at Naguru in partnership with Iranian police 

cancer treatment center at Kololo.

On Many occasions, Police 
is seen operating with other 
security agencies especially 
the UPDF. Does this mean the 
police is incapable of  protecting 
Ugandans?

That is a complete misrepresentation. 
Security agencies working together means 
that Uganda has a strategy to employ all its 
capabilities to deal

with internal security. Moreover, this is 
global phenomenon. In many advanced 
countries all security apparatus are put 
together to respond to life threatening 
complex crimes and disorders such 
as terrorism. We actually have a Joint 
Operational Command (JOC) security 
architecture that is police led. As you can 
see, this is not a problem but rather a 
strength of  ensuring maximum security in 
the country.

What measures has the police put 
in place to address the question 
of  human Rights violations by its 

Rights Reports

First of  all, let me put the record straight. 
I was recently at a JLOS meeting and the 
reports were showing that there were lesser 
complaints of  human rights violations 
against the police and that the police was 
the most recognizable and appreciated 
institution of  government.

This story of  human rights violations is 
that of  the past. Yes there might be a few 
bad apples but we have got the Professional 
Standard Unit which is supposed to 
investigate all violations and whoever 
is found to be culpable is taken to the 
disciplinary courts of  police and if  the 
offense is criminal in nature handed over to 
CID and the courts of  law.

Police demonstrates anti-terrorism capabilities
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Our strategy is to as much as possible 
prevent any violations. We are achieving this 
through emphasizing professionalism and 
training. Moreover, our community policing 
philosophy also focuses on making the 
police accountable to the people they serve.

quoted in the media instructing 

things done. Have the police been 
sleeping on duty?

That was my New Year resolution. To 
reemphasize, I want to push myself  to get 
things done. What I meant is that starting 
with myself, and I expect every to follow 
suite, we must push ourselves harder to 

serve the people. If  you about to fall 
asleep on your job, wake yourself  up or 
your supervisor wakes you up. If  you are 
investigating a case put in more efforts. 
If  you are in charge of  the welfare of  the 
police in terms of  providing logistics make 
sure they have them. I don’t want to go to 

If  you are in charge of   projects like the 
housing project push yourself. I can tell you 
we are working day and night, we have no 
room for mediocrity.

For the last few years, police 
recruitment has continued 
to attract many professional 
graduates. What explains this?

This is true during my tenure time as IGP. 
This is an indication that the police brand 
has grown because of  the efforts we have 
put in to professionalize and modernize it. 
It is not by accident that we are attracting 
the young graduates. The young people see a 
future in the force. By the way the numbers 
are overwhelming and we are turning many 
away.

Recently there have been media 
reports that you had been 
replaced. Does this mean that 
your job is attractive and that 
there are those that are scheming 
to replace you?

Police has stepped up the enforcement of  speed limit
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First of  all this is laughable. Replacing an 
IGP is not something that is done in secrecy. 
When the appointing authority decides 
that he needs someone else he will do it 
publicly. Changes in security agencies or 
public service are not something you need 
to speculate about. They are normal as you 
have seen over the years. The public should 
also know there is a new phenomenon of  
fake news which is speculative and full of  

and my assignments are a tour of  duty.

To what extend has the new 
concept of  community policing 

reduce crime?

Frankly it has greatly contributed in the 

as a philosophy is built on three major 
principles—Prevention, partnership and 
problem solving. The Uganda Community 
policing model has been voted to be a center 
of  excellence. This model is unique in the 
sense that its anchored in the traditions like 
Gwanga Mujje (come together) and Bulunji 
bwansi (voluntarism).

Under the prevention principle, the concept 
of  crime prevention has been introduced 
and nationally supported by millions of  
crime preventers who have enthusiastically 

against crime. Our philosophy draws from 
our legacy going back to Mayumba kumi 
system. It also draws from the NRA bush 

war security crime management system. 

defense of  the community. This security 

model. The president continues to give us 
full support to enable us secure the country.

How has the Government 
contributed to the growth of  
police during your term tenure in 
terms of  budget allocations?

I must extend my gratitude to His 
Excellency the President and Government 
for the unending visionary support.
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How has the police performed in 
regard to family related crimes 
that have recently taken a center 
stage?

It is still a challenge. Our Child and family 
unit has done a great job and I demand 
of  them to do much more. We plan to 
upgrade this unit to a one stop center to 
handle cases related to domestic violence, 

disagreement. In appreciation of  this efforts 
Uganda is hosting a summit of  prevention 
of  violence against women and girl child 
in March this 2017. We shall launch a 
nationwide campaign using the media and 
our crime preventers structures to sensitize 
communities on the rights of  women and 
children and also protect the family from 
family related crimes.

Are you comfortable with the level 

to perform their duties?

emphasizing. Apart from training which 

and wellness. This unit organizes weekly 
marathons and sports activities. This is a fair 

start though in my opinion more should be 

time I am not discouraged because certainly 

and what is there today is much better.

What measures have you put in 

transborder and transnational 
crimes?

When you talk about transnational crimes, 

national level, we are putting in place 
specialized units to deal with kind of  
challenges. To deal with these organized 
crimes you have to use different approaches 
from the traditional ones through 
cooperation at the EAPCO level, Interpol 
level, using the databases that have managed 
to pro-actively prevent and successfully 
investigated such crimes. We are building 
more capacity and partnerships at bilateral 
and multinational levels to strengthen our 
capacities.

The Police Canine unit shows off  their skills.

The Marine Police speed boats
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UPF in the next 5 years?

I could categorize them into four: Building 

is somebody who understands his mission 
and is convinced about it and driven. He 
moves in his own steam. When I talk 
about patriotism I mean someone who 
sees his mission in the broader context of  
the national and historical mission of  his 
generation as well as the national vision 
articulated by our leadership of  attaining a 
middle income status in other words he see 
his work at an individual level and links it to 
all this. A police force that is close and one 
with the people through the communities 
they work in through community policing.

 Modernization, continuing to attract 
specialists like these young engineers and 
specialists which in the modern police are 
critical as well as investing in technologies 
that we need to deal with the sophisticated 
modern day security threats. Improving the 

the places where they live with their families.

What legacy would you wish to 
leave the police when that time 
comes?

It is really building a professional and 
patriotic force which is respected by the 
people and feared by criminals. I would like 
to leave a legacy of  individual professional 

are living in modern housing apartments. 
I want to see a concrete expression of  a 
middle income status. I want a safe country 
and a police force that is able to eliminate 
unnecessary deaths through criminal 
violence. 

how is your average day like as 
IGP?

You know I don’t agree with the notion 

what I do. Of  course there are frustrations 
especially when you don’t achieve, but 

largely I am happy and I don’t feel any 
pressure. I don’t think I would be happier 
doing anything else but public service. I will 

in a community to make a difference. That 
sense of  community service is what gives 

My whole life is my work I can tell you. I 
am consumed with what I do. I have no 
other diversions. My work is not part-time 
but its full time. Actually it’s my mission. To 

sometimes. I would want to do it every day 
but I don’t succeed.

Sometimes I play tennis in the evening. It’s 
part of  stress management and improving 
my productivity just like I talked about 

out that I don’t work alone. I delegate some 
of  my responsibilities to my Deputy and 
other Directors.

Uganda Police SACCO leadership
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Assembling an armoured vehicle

UPDF prosthetic limb workshop in Mubende

UPDF 
Professionalises
UPDF 
Professionalises
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ABUBAKER TECHNICAL SERVICES & 
GENERAL SUPPLIES LTD

Plot 1508, Mukono Kigombya P.O. Box 29087, Kampala-Uganda, Tel:+256393-518493, Kenya: +254-714-233667,  
Dubai: +971-527-584004, Email: abutech2002@yahoo.com,  jkalema@abubakertech.com,  

Mob: 0393-949990, 0702-949990, 0772-577781, 0790-528728, Fax: +256 -414-288938 Website:www.abubakertech.com

VISION
To be the most sought-after contractor in which 

meeting the challenges of execution, Quality, 
safety and schedule set us apart from our 

competitors.

MISSION STATEMENT

a timely manner and maintain the highest standards 
of service to always exceed client satisfaction. 

Upgrading Seguku - Kasenge - Buddo 
 - Masaka Road

CAA Perimeter road Entebbe Installed solar lights

Congratulations

We have constructed roads and drainages on Seeta – Namugongo  Road, Nsambya Road, 
Makidye Road, and Rehabilitated Kampala –Jinja Road, Nakawa Road, Namugongo Road, 
Nsambya Road. We have also done street lighting on Nakawa Road.

Our commitment to quality, integrity, ethical conduct, has led to our rapid growth in the 
construction industry. We are strongly committed to providing reliable and high quality products 
i.e the right products in the right time at the right cost

WE BUILD ROADS THAT LAST
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In power for 31years, a central instrumental of  
the National Resistance Movement (NRM) 
in delivering its (Government’s) regional 
integration agenda has been the Regional 

Cooperation Ministry. In commemoration of  
the NRM’s historic ascent to power, Manifesto 
Publications engaged the Minister, Prof. Hon. 
Philemon Mateke in a discussion of  aspects of  this 
cooperation.

The excerpts:   
Please remind the Ugandan public of  
the arguments for regional cooperation.

The NRM Government has prioritized the fast 
tracking and deepening of  regional cooperation 
and integration for two main reasons. 

Regional integration creates a bigger market for 
our products and services, more opportunities 
for investment attraction, promotion of  tourism, 
creation of  employment especially for the youth 
and improvement in the livelihoods of  our people. 

The East African Community, which comprises 
Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, South Sudan 
and Uganda, has a combined population of  over 
170 million and a total GDP of  over US$157billion. 
The Tripartite EAC-SADC-COMESA Free Trade 
Area comprises 26 countries, with a combined 
population of  nearly 600 million people, and total 
GDP of  about US$1trillion; these are very big and 
attractive markets.

By working together with the countries in the 
region, it is easier to reduce the cost of  doing 
business,  boost our competitiveness and derive 

infrastructure, tourism, education, agriculture, and 
peace and security, to mention a few. 

Please point out the steps Uganda 
has taken towards the realization of  
the regional integration ideal and the 
achievements derived from the effort 
this far.

Remarkable progress continues to be made in 
advancing regional integration. The East African 
Community (EAC) Treaty outlines four stages 
for the realization of  the integration agenda: the 
Customs Union, Common Market, Monetary 
Union and ultimately a Political Federation.

The EAC Customs Union, which facilitates 
duty-free movement of  goods, was established 
in 2005 and since then intra-regional trade has 
increased from around US$1billion in 2004 to over 
US$7billion currently. 

We have, for instance, reduced the transit time for 
cargo from the Port of  Mombasa to Kampala from 
18 days to between 4 to 5 days currently. This has 
been achieved partly due to reducing non-tariff  
barriers to trade including unnecessary road blocks, 
setting up of  one-stop border posts, and improving 
road and railway infrastructure. 

In terms of  the charges, from about US$3500 
transport cost of  a 20 foot container from 
Mombasa to Kampala before the interventions, the 
cost is about US$2500 now; we envisage further 
reduction once the Standard Gauge Railway project 

well as the earnings for the Revenue Authorities 
and private sector operators.

The EAC Common Market that facilitates the 
free movement of  people, capital, goods, labour 
and services was launched in 2010 and is being 
implemented in a gradual manner. It has enabled 
free movement of  people within the EAC for 
business, employment and tourism. 

Preparations are ongoing for a Monetary Union, 
and a decision on when to establish a political 
federation or confederation will be made by the 
Summit of  Heads of  State in due course.

Uganda has been involved in Congo 
Democratic Republic, Somalia and 
South Sudan militarily. Ugandans are 
proud of  these robust expeditions, but 

Uganda deepens 
regional cooperation

Regional integration 
creates a bigger market 
for our products 
and services, more 
opportunities for 
investment attraction, 
promotion of  
tourism, creation of  
employment...

“
Hon. Phelemon Mateke-  
Minister of  state for Regional Cooperation
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a great majority do not understand 
the context of  the deployment abroad. 
Please educate us. 

I have indicated that Uganda prioritizes regional 
cooperation, including seeking regional solutions 
to any challenges we may face. The deployments 
in question were in the context of  securing 
stability, peace and security, the prerequisites for 
economic growth and development. Uganda has 
faced the challenge of  negative forces such as the 
Allied Democratic Front (ADF) and the Lord’s 
Resistance Army (LRA), for some times, that 
operated from the DRC. The activities of  these 
armed groups constitute a threat to our national 
security. 

The deployment of  Uganda People’s Defence 
Forces (UPDF) in South Sudan in 2013 was at the 
request of  the South Sudan Government to avert 
possible genocide, and facilitate the evacuation 
of  foreign nationals including Ugandans. Many 
Ugandans who were doing business in South 
Sudan had been trapped in the insurgency. 

The UPDF did a commendable job and left when 
the situation got better and regional security 
arrangements were in place.

Uganda’s deployment in Somalia, since 2007, 
is under the African Union Mission in Somalia 
(AMISOM), which was mandated by the United 
Nations Security Council. Again the UPDF, 
together with troops from Burundi, Kenya 
and Sierra Leone, has done a remarkable job in 

the country. 

AMISOM is building the capacity of  the Somali 
security forces and supports them to eventually 
take over the responsibility for securing their 
country when it leaves. 

Uganda’s role has been applauded by the African 
Union, the United Nations Security Council and 
the wider international community.

A prominent physical element of  
regional cooperation is the upgrade of  
the Northern Corridor route. Please tell 
us of  the reciprocity of  the other States 
in the region; talk of  the expected 

common man.

The Northern corridor is the transport corridor 
linking the land locked countries of  Uganda, 
Rwanda and Burundi with the port of  Mombasa. 
It also serves the Eastern part of  the Democratic 
Republic of  Congo, South Sudan and Northern 
Tanzania. 

Under the Northern Corridor Transit Agreement, 
States agreed to collaborate on transit 
transport; customs control and development of  
infrastructure including roads, and railways. The 
other States in the region are also upgrading their 
infrastructure. 

infrastructure network, reduction of  the cost of  
doing business, easing access of  goods to national 
and regional markets, and improving the region’s 
competitiveness in trade, investment and tourism. 

For individuals, or the common man and 

commodities, especially agricultural products, and 
reduced cost and travel time.  

How is the Ministry set to assist 
“transform Ugandan society from a 
peasant to a modern and prosperous 
country within 30 years” raising the 
country’s per capita income from 
US$506 (in 2010) to US$9,500 in 2040? 

President Yoweri Museveni has reiterated his 
commitment and that of  the NRM Government 
to ensure that Uganda, in the medium term, 
becomes a lower middle-income country by 
2020, which implies attaining a per capita income 
of  about US$1,045. Our per capita income 
is about US$790. This target is ambitious but 
attainable, and achieving the goal of  a modern 
and prosperous country within 30 years is feasible.

The Ministry has re-oriented its focus and that of  
its Missions abroad, on economic and commercial 
diplomacy to better contribute to the economic 
transformation of  the country. 

We are working with line Ministries, Departments 
and Agencies and other stakeholders to promote 
Uganda’s exports, attract Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDI), attract more tourists, promote 
the transfer of  technology and innovation, and 
mobilize bilateral and multilateral resources for 
national development. 

In conclusion, please educate the 
public on elements of  regional 
cooperation that may not be obvious 

ultimately its people.

Under the Northern Corridor Integration Projects 
(NCIP), which brings together Kenya, Uganda, 
Rwanda, South Sudan, the DRC and Ethiopia, a 

initiatives and decisions taken by our political 
leaders. 

Some of  the achievements so far are: 

*The development of  strategic infrastructure 
projects such as the Standard Gauge Railway, 

crude oil pipeline which will boost the energy pool 
in the region, reduce our import bill and increase 
foreign exchange earnings.

*Issuance of  a single visa for tourists to the East 
African Region covering Kenya, Rwanda and 
Uganda, and use of  National IDs to ease travel 
within the region;

*The establishment of  a One Network Area 
(ONA) for telephone/voice communication, sms 
and data as well as ongoing work on cross border 

reducing the costs of  doing business

*Upgrading power transmission lines to facilitate 
cross-border export/sale, enabling Partner States 

thereby contributing to stable power supply in the 
region and acceleration of  industrialization

*Signing of  Mutual Defence and Mutual Peace 
and Security Pacts by Kenya, Uganda and Rwanda 
guaranteeing a secure environment conducive to 
economic growth and development, and

*Enhancement of  the participation of  the private 
sector in the projects, inclusive of  through 
increased local content and public-private 
partnerships.
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ENTEBBE AIRPORT EXPANSION 
AND UPGRADE ON COURSE

C
ivil Aviation Authority (CAA) has 
commenced the implementation 
programme for upgrade and 
expansion of Entebbe International 

Airport.  The programme emanates from the 
20-year Development Master Plan (2014-
2033) launched in January, 2015. 

The major projects, to be implemented in 
three phases, include the installation of 
a new and modern Baggage Handling 
System, landside expansion of the passenger 
terminal building and erection of a new 
Cargo Centre.
 

Baggage Handling System:

A new Baggage Handling System (BHS) 
has been installed in the check-in area 
and is already being tested. The installation 
started in May and ended in September 
2016. Installation of the new system was 
in response to, inter alia, the anticipated 
increase in Passenger throughput, which 
called for enhanced Passenger handling 
capacity. 

 
The BHS was installed by the Manufacturer 
and Project Contractor, Vanderlande 

USD 4.8 million. The new system;

· supports 24-hour continuous operations

· provides for easy maintenance and 
parts replacement

· is equipped with two identical integrated 
systems; each of them able to operate 
independently as the other is under 
maintenance.

· is able to handle between 1200-1800 
bags per hour (compared to the old, 
which handled 500-700 bags per hour) 

· provides for future upgrade options
 

The new system also has an extra 6 check-
in counters, automated with enhanced 
security capabilities.

 

Landside expansion of the 
Passenger Terminal

The existing Passenger Terminal building 

250 arriving and departing passengers. The 
Terminal got some limited improvements as 
the country prepared for the Commonwealth 
Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) in 
2007, elevating it to the current capacity of 
410 arriving and 360 departing passengers. 

 
The Master Plan projects 930 arriving 
passengers and 820 departing passengers 

during peak hours, by 2033. The expansion 
is critical in providing for the growth and 
ensuring good customer experience.
 
The landside expansion project seeks to 
provide more room and comfort for service 
users, especially passengers. The project will 
have new Arrivals and Departure blocks. 
The project site was handed over to the 
Contractor, M/s Seyani Brothers (U) Ltd, 
on Tuesday 19th April 2016. The 42.6 billion 
project is expected to be delivered in 2017; 
fully funded by CAA.

 

Cargo Centre

Works for the new Cargo Centre were 
commissioned by H.E. The President on 
29th August, 2015, at Entebbe.  The Project 
commenced smoothly and 60 percent 
of the preliminary earthworks have been 
completed. Effort has also been expended 
in planning for relocation of various services 
and facilities like the Police Barracks at 

Police houses have been constructed in 
Kigungu and they are nearing completion. 
The purpose is to relocate the current Police 
Barracks from part of the project site to pave 
way for the works. The project contractor 
is China Construction Communications 
Company (CCCC). 
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Cargo volumes have grown from 5200 metric 
tons recorded in 1991 to 55,000 tons at the 
turn of 2015. Projections put the tonnage at 
172,000 by 2033. In order to accommodate 
the growth, a new Cargo project was 
mooted and is a substantial component of 
the Master Plan.

The growth is a good pointer to what 
the Airport will require 18 years down the 
“Runway,” hence the new Cargo Centre. 
Estimates put the Cargo volumes through 
Entebbe at 100,000 metric tones per annum 
by 2023.
 
The proposed new 100,000 tones capacity 
Cargo Centre will be a self-contained facility 
with a Parking Apron, landslide and airside 
access roads, cooling facilities, a Freight 
Forwarders Parlor and ancillary business 
outlets.  It is part of the US Dollars 200 million 
loan to Uganda by China through the Exim 
Bank of China. Part of the loan will be used 
to re-surface the Runways, Taxiways and 
strengthen and expand the Aprons under 
the same contractor.

 

KOICA Projects
The Government of South Korea extended 
a Grant worth US Dollars 9.5 million for 

Entebbe International Airport. The projects 
will involve;

 Installation of Instrument Landing Systems 
(ILS)/Distance Measuring Equipment 
(DME) at Runway 17/35

(ATS) Message Handling System
 A Computerized Maintenance 

Management System
 Airport Operational Database

 

Other measures taken to 
promote air transport growth 
in Uganda 
Besides the infrastructural upgrade projects, 
CAA has created an enabling environment 
for attraction of local and foreign Airlines 
to operate within and out of Uganda. The 
measures taken include liberalization of the 
air transport market access, which provides 
for, inter alia:-

(i) Removal of capacity restrictions 

relating to aircraft size.

(ii) Removal of limitations on a number of 

frequencies.

(iii) Granting airlines 5th

rights.

(iv) Full liberalization of cargo services.

The Authority has further put in place the 
following incentive schemes for both local 
and foreign operators:

Local and Foreign Airlines
Any Airline that operates scheduled services 
into Entebbe Airport at a frequency equal or 

discount on landing fees and air navigation 

Local Airlines
Depending on the nature of the capital 
investment, a local Airline is given 2.5% of 
the total capital outlay. This is spread over 
a 10-year period. It is reimbursed in form of 
landing fees and air navigation charges.

The above measures have encouraged:

(i) Existing airlines to increase their 

frequencies to and from Entebbe 

Airport.

Entebbe Airport

Key historic milestones 
1927 -
on Lake Victoria’s shoreline to deliver mail 
from Wilson Airport in Kenya.

1947 – Entebbe International Airport (EIA) 
constructed.
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1952 – Entebbe International Airport was 

1962 – At Independence, the Airport had 
27,000 passengers compared to 118,000 
passengers at the establishment of CAA in 
1991 and 1.5 million passengers in 2015.

1971 – East African Community opened 
an aviation training academy in Soroti, 
graduating Pilots and Aircraft Maintenance 
Engineers.

1991 – CAA was established.

2002 - The CAA Master Plan was reviewed 
following a study by the LPA Group.

2005 –
and most staff shifted from the Airport, 
freeing up space at the terminal building for 
airlines and other concessionaires.

2006 -
Control (ATC) system currently used in Gulu.

2007 – Two passenger boarding bridges 
were installed, Arrivals Hall expanded and 
equipped with longer baggage reclaim 

Radar was procured. Rescue and Fire-

rescue boat. Departures concourse was 
refurbished and a Departure Passenger 

Handling System (DPHS) installed. A VVIP 
facility was constructed with a 40 executive 
jet Parking Apron.

2008 - Entebbe Airport, Kasese, Arua and 
Gulu Aerodromes were mapped using 
the World Geodetic System (WGS, 84) in 
preparation for the introduction of satellite 

2009 – Installed an automated car parking 
management system.

2012 – Implemented Mode S radar 
surveillance systems which provide 
enhanced surveillance capabilities 
and reduce controller-pilot workload. 

and Aeronautical Information Management 
Operations through implementation of 
Automatic Terminal Information Systems 

Observation Systems (AWOS). Deployed 
an automated Passenger Tracking System 
to enhance passenger database using 
boarding passes. 

2013 – CAA revenues registered an average 
growth of 58.9%.

2014 – 
Master Plan was promulgated.

2015 – 30 scheduled and non scheduled 
air operators up from 9 in 1991. H.E. the 
President presided over a ground breaking 
ceremony for upgrade and expansion of EIA 
following acquisition of a US Dollar 200 million 
loan from Exim Bank of China. 

2016 – Implemented Electronic Terrain 
Obstacle Data (ETOD) to facilitate 
Performance-based navigation to enable 

limitations of obstacles. Installed a new 
Baggage Handling System (BHS) at Entebbe 
Airport and upgraded the automated car 
park management system. 

FLIGHT THROUGH THE TIMES
More than a century ago, the world was 
a very different place. Transportation was 
making strenuous steps that were to see 
the world a changed place. The internal 
combustion engine was invented in the late 
19th century, unveiling possibilities of motive 
force. The automobile was to replace the 
horse, and later, the steam engine which was 
the primary means of transport traversing 
long overland distances.

There was a more dramatic invention by 1903 

the two brothers, Orville and Wilber Wright 
saw human kind take to the skies.  They 
started in frail craft.  Soon however, they 
developed sturdy and reliable machines 
that shattered the long-standing challenges 
of distance and time. Millions of people 
in Asia and Europe were using steamship 
to foster trade and expand their colonial 
dreams.

ENTER AFRICA
Africa largely remained undisturbed by the 
technological advancements in aviation.  
Much of the continent was under colonial 

African continent were futile. A number 
of them crashed on the continent due to 
undeveloped technologies required for the 

The 1940s saw the face of air travel change, 

Africa disappearing.  The war-time land-
operating aircraft gave way to new airlines 
designed for commercial purposes.  The 

independence in Africa had begun.  The 
colonial state was aware of the presence 
of thousands of war veterans on the 
continent.  It became necessary to develop 
aeronautical infrastructure that would 
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facilitate quick movement of colonial troops 
to quell any riots in the colonies.  Africa was 

at locations strategic to the colonial masters. 
The airports were located near the colonial 
administrative centres.

UGANDA JOINS THE FRAY
In 1947 Entebbe peninsula rumbled with 
earth moving equipment to prepare the 
country’s gateway to the world- Entebbe 
International Airport. 

Major infrastructure developments followed 
over the years. A national aerodromes 

starting with an airstrip at Kololo in Kampala.

However, the political turbulence in the 
subsequent years and the breakup of the 
East African Community, in 1977, left the 
country’s aeronautical infrastructure in dire 
state. 

By 1986 the air transport industry in Uganda 
was in a discreditable form. The aeronautical 
infrastructure such as taxiways, runways, 
air navigation equipment, communication 
and surveillance equipment were operating 
below the recommended standards. 
International airlines had shunned Entebbe 
Airport over safety and security standards, 

by 1986. Annual international passenger 
numbers dropped to 118,000 travelers and 
cargo declined to a paltry 5200 metric 
tonnes. 

Besides, airport staff were demoralized due 
to lack of training and poor pay. Confusion 
in the management and control of the civil 
aviation industry was reigning high. Airport 
operations were under a disaggregated 
system. The Ministry of Finance was handling 
customs and revenue collection.  Ministry of 
Works was in charge of infrastructure; Ministry 
of Internal Affairs was controlling Immigration 
while security of the Airport was provided by 

The revenue realized from the airport 
would not be ploughed back to improve 
aeronautical infrastruture, leading to its 
dilapidation.

As a result, Uganda was facing isolation by 
the global air transport industry.  With the 
national carrier, Uganda Airlines, registering 
losses, a quick solution was needed.

established the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) 
with a mandate to revamp the air transport 
sub-sector. 

The CAA was to operate on commercial 
principles, be self-sustaining and promote 
the safe and orderly growth of civil aviation 
in and outside the country. 

The Authority was not immediately 
capitalized, posing big challenges to 
redirecting the basics such as restructuring 
the historic set up, including staff re-skilling 
and re-orientation.  

resistance to change by the existing staff 
who feared for their employment and 
a suspicious future. Soon however, logic 
prevailed over resistance. The desired turn-
around began in earnest. 

The Danish and Spanish governments gave 
support to Uganda worth US$52 in 1992, 
to revamp Entebbe Airport aeronautical 
infrastructure and equipment. 

The funding support caused resurfacing 
of Runway 17/35, and the Taxi ways.  It 
also refurbished passenger facilities and 
caused upgrade of the Communication, 
Surveillance and air navigation and  control 
equipment.

The industry responded.  International 

and security of aviation operations in 
the country.  The turn around registered 

upswing, CAA was faced with ever-growing 
demand for better services. The tide and the 
times had, in reality, changed.

Following completion of the rehabilitation 
and refurbishment of some facilities at 
Entebbe Airport between 1991 and 2001, 
the CAA embarked on capacity building. 
A study carried out in 2001 by an American 

identify strategies to develop the airport 

a Master Plan that CAA adopted in 2002. 
The study recommended expansion of the 
Arrivals and Departures areas, construction of 
a Domestic Operations passenger terminal, 
a modern Cargo Centre with capacity to 
handle 100,000 metric tonnes annually. The 

was recommended for replacement. A 
comprehensive training programme for staff 
was also strongly expressed.

Limited works started with the expansion 
of the Arrivals Hall in 2006 to provide better 
and hassle-free Immigration and Customs 
services. Modern longer baggage conveyor 
belts were installed to smoothen the 
baggage reclaim process. 

Besides enlargement of the check-in area, 
the Departure facilities had a Departing 

Passengers Handling System (DPHS) installed 
to expedite the formalities.

Aircraft parking capacity was boosted with 
construction of a new 60,000 square feet 
apron.  Entebbe Airport can now pack 
60 medium-size jets at its four aprons. The 
expanded apron accommodated all the 
CHOGM aircraft in 2007. 

An ultra-modern VVIP Terminal was 
constructed, enhancing the country’s 
ability to receive several State guests 

was installed in October 2007, enhancing 

airspace. 

As is the norm, improved airport facilities 
and services attract new air operators who 

This explains why Uganda’s exports to world 
markets by air recorded an impressive 24% 
annual average growth for the period 2008 
to 2012.

An automated car-parking management 
system was installed in 2010 to ease vehicle 

movements in and out of the airport. The 
long term plan is to construct a storeyed 
parking to accommodate more vehicles.  

Under the short-term phase, Immigration 
Counters were increased from 4 to 14. Two 
Passenger Boarding Bridges were installed 

the airport to enhance surveillance.  

Due to the infrastructural improvements, the 

Airport increased from 118,000 by 1991 to 1.4 
million by December 2014.  Airlines operating 
to Entebbe increased from 9 in 1991 to 17 in 
the same period, while staff strength grew 
from 320 to 1028 by the turn of 2015.

However the transformation created 
capacity challenges, prompting a review 
of the 2002/2022 master plan. The Authority, 
working with the International Civil Aviation 
Organization, procured a Consultancy Firm, 

the Uganda Civil Aviation Master Plan.  The 
20-Year Master plan was launched in January 
2015 and is currently under implementation.

CAPACITY BUILDING PHASE
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Renewable energy; constructing a biogas generation pit.

Renewable energy; Solar water heater

Energy
Alternative

Promotion
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Soroti solar photo voltaic power generation facility.

Karuma hydro power plant water inlet.
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Today’s young people who have 
not had adequate opportunity to 
learn our country’s history must be 
wondering what motivated the few 

of  us to wage a “bush war” in 1981. 

They must be wondering why against all odds, 
a huge majority of  Ugandans followed the 
leadership of  Y.K Museveni, overwhelming 
evidence of  certain victory! Was it reckless 
blind ambition of  the young men and women 
activists, adventurism or madness?

The launch of  the NRM Struggle was 
provoked by the circumstances surrounding 
the rigged 1980 general elections. These had 
been designed by the Military Commission 
led by Paulo Muwanga to return Milton 
Obote to power for a Second time by all 
means at all costs! On April 21, 1980, with 
full knowledge of  Obote, UPC held a press 
conference and announced Obote’s return 
before June. Indeed on May 27th, Obote 
returned to Uganda using two planes, one 
Tanzanian and another Zambian and was 

received by Paulo Muwanga in Bushenyi with 
pomp!

We who understood Obote’s intrigues as 
exhibited in previous regimes knew well what 
to expect. It should be remembered that by 
the time the country went to the polls in 
1980, no African country had suffered more 
than Uganda. 

In1966, Obote came into direct confrontation 
with his conspirators in cabinet and his once 

NRM/NRA
Armed struggle; 

the origin

Veteran politician Rt Hon Al-Haji Dr Kirunda Kivejinja 
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political ally Sir Edward Muteesa, the adored Kabaka of  Buganda, 
leading to the abolition of  the Independence Constitution and later, 
Idi Amin coup in 1971 plunged the country into crisis after crisis. 

Uganda’s socio-economic and physical infrastructure had collapsed. 
Famine prevailed in Karamoja and a good part of  Eastern Uganda. 
State-inspired violence was at its climax. There was helplessness, 
universal fear and a sense of  despair epitomized by the rule of  the 
gun. We then resolved never to accept another round of  Obote’s 
fascist dictatorship. 

Therefore, when Obote rigged the 1980 elections and forced himself  
back into power despite our threat to wage war, he did not know he 

defend the people was irreversible, hence the NRM/NRA Liberation 
war.

We had understood Chairman Mao Zedong’s view that, “War can 
only be abolished through war, and in order to get rid of  the 
gun, it is necessary to take up the gun”. We took up arms because 

The rigging of  the 1980 general elections was the spark for the NRM 
liberation war rather than the cause, considering the fact that things 

We got into the 1980 general elections with the UPC boasting of  
FULL GOVERNMENT support behind it! They asserted, “In Africa, 
what matters is to have power”! At the same time, UPC analysts woke 
up to the reality that they could not win a free and fair election given 
the prevailing political landscape; in Buganda, their position was 
unsustainable. Obote at the helm of  UPC had personally broken the 
HOLY TESTAMENT with the people of  Buganda through Kabaka 
Mutesa, and become a lifetime enemy.

Arrogant UPC Stalwarts, including the top leadership who had always 
taken Ugandans for granted, told the people at every opportunity that 
even without their vote, UPC would still ascend to power. This was a 
serious policy and intention statement of  the UPC leadership under 
Obote! The UPM leadership under Yoweri Museveni gave a pledge to 
lead the people into a resistance of  anybody who imposed themselves 
over an unwilling population.

For the DP, it was an irrelevant debate as they were preoccupied with 
an anticipation of  victory and the dreams of  going to “State House”. 
The Conservative Party took an “I-do-not-care attitude”. As events 
proved, the UPM leadership warning proved to the country that the 
two most serious politicians (Yoweri Museveni and Milton Obote) 
meant what they said; to go all the way to uphold their public pledges.

Among the areas where the UPC claimed total victory, all the UPC 
candidates were returned unopposed in West Nile. This was effected 
through massive slaughter and ransacking of  the area by the UNLA 

refugees into neighbouring Sudan. There had been no registration of  
voters and no voting took place. 

In the world history of  protracted peoples’ warfare, the NRM/NRA 
story stands in a class of  its own. It was a liberation war fought 
without a base in a neighbouring country. It was launched in Luwero, 
which is in the centre of  the country from where it spread to the 

resources for arms’ supply from external sources; instead, the enemy 

in the post-colonial Africa. When everybody in Africa was saying it 
is not possible, it has never happened; the NRM leadership and the 
people of  Uganda successfully insisted that it is possible and it will 
happen. 

Yoweri Museveni

Youthful Janet Kataha Museveni and husband Yoweri K. Museveni. The young 
Museveni left his wife and three children for a bush war (in 1981) to reverse the 
catastrophic events created by the post independence leaders.

To understand Museveni’s ambivalence, it is necessary to go into some 
detail about his character and behavior viewed against the events of  
the time. For indeed his decision at this point and at a later stage 
contributed a great deal to the consolidation of  events during the 
period between Idi Amin ouster and the 1980 elections.
He had been portrayed as militaristic, erratic, adventurous and highly 
ambitious, even a bandit; anyone combining all these attributes and 
insists on using them to shape critical events is no ordinary individual.

Born to a pastoralist Hima family that subscribed to a revivalist 
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Church, young Museveni was impressed with 
his parents’ life-style and took up transparent 
honesty as a viable proposition in life. Those 
who shared a desk with him in his school 
days vividly recall his analytical mind and 
how it explained the life around him. 

concepts that perceived the faults in the 
prevailing political structures and the need 
for proper restructuring to secure peoples’ 
free democratic expression for their own 
betterment. To this cause, he became his own 
convert and committed disciple of  a political 
will. He has exhibited an unbeaten record in 
the country’s political history as a persistent 
organizer towards this end despite practically 
constant obstacles. 

His greatest achievement was his motivation 
of  the people to undertake enterprises 
where the dividends are not a ministerial 
appointment or state of  patronage BUT 
DEATH; the armed resistance.

The people engaged by Museveni for these 
enterprises possessed unprecedented self-

motivated discipline and loyalty; in his own 
words, “support what is right and oppose 
what is wrong”. He stared nature in the face 
as events unfolded, without mythical notions 
of  how to solve problems. His starting 
point was as he emphasized, “a bird in the 
hand”. To him, there was no task that does 
not require serious resolution and detailed 
implementation. 

In his clandestine political activities, Museveni 
had been saved many times by simple 
peasants, while his successful operations 
depended on the meticulous guidance and 
knowledge of  different people. Making a 
life-long impression on him, he does not 
regard a single individual as a repository 
of  all knowledge; in solving problems, he 
considered himself  only as part of  the 
solution. He felt strongly that those who set 
out to handle issues should adopt this mental 
attitude towards others if  the country was to 
overcome challengs of  underdevelopment.

Yoweri Kaguta Museveni regarded armed 

the avenues of  political debate in which 

the people are the ultimate arbiters are 
completely closed. He was not the type to 
precipitate action before other avenues had 
been exhausted.

It is prudent to conclude that with the 1980 
general elections, power over the people 
was by forces other than their votes as had 
been since colonialism. Neither a coup, nor a 
liberation war, nor a peaceful demonstration, 
nor an “election” had any relevance to the 
wishes of  the people. 

landscape had only escalated. With this 
realization, the people sought to reclaim 
their power by recourse to the age old and 

declared war on the UPC in 1981 under the 
leadership of  Y.K Museveni.

The writer is Author of  Uganda; 

Historical Leaders’ Forum, the Second 
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of  
East African Community Affairs

Rt. Hon A. M Kirunda Kivejinja (left) and  
H.E Yoweri Kaguta Museveni at recent a function.
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District Name

Yumbe Madrid Aniku

Zombo  John Orwiny Birombo

Otuke  Justus Okengo

Sheema Dr. EliodaTumwesigye

Rukungiri Jim Muhwezi

Buhweju Evalisto  Bakaija

Oyam Patrick Ojok Ogwal

Jimmy Tebonyang

Luwero

Mityana Enock Kato

Lwengo Mulindwa Birimumaso

Lyantonde Peter Sewankangi

Mukono Twahri Ssebagala

Muhammed Gubya

Mubende

Mpigi Josco Bosco Lubyayi

Kyankwazi

Kumi Sam Opolot

Terego Mario Kania

Kiboga

Kaberamaido Charles Dickens Enepu

Jinja

Kaliro Gagawala Wambuzi

Katakwi Opio Edeket

Kapchorwa  Cheptoris Sam

Kamuli  Bamwole Samuel

Iganga Abubaker Walubi

District Name

Tororo Apollo Ofwono

Sironko Suleiman Mafabi

Soroti Charles Elasu

Serere Charles Olobo

Pallisa  Issa Bantalib Taligola

Michael Okello

Hussein Gasongoire

Busia Eng. Erick Masiga

Kabale David Bahati

Kabarole John Kusemererwa

Kanungu Godfrey Karabenda

Kasese Dr. Chrispus Kiyonga

Bukedea

Bukomansimbi

Arua Gabriel  Aridru

Apac Okapo Trip

Amolatar Did not vote

Alebtong Francis Owino

Mbale Mahmoud Masaba

Manafwa Charles Walimbwa

Sironko Suliaman Mafabi

Buduuda Steven Wakyaya

Bulambuli Paul Kimamati

Budaka Arthur Mboiza

Kayunga  Karangwa Moses

Kampala  

Kalungu Twaha Abdu

Sembambule Sam Kutesa

Wakiso  Kiyimba Abdul 

District Name

Rakai Haruna Kyeyune Kasolo

Gulu  Douglas Peter Okello

Amuria Isaac Omiat

Bundibugyo IsayaMumbere

Kamwenge Frank Tumwebaze

Kisoro  Dr. Philimone Mateke

Kiryandongo     Fred Basome

Kyegegwa          Wilson Byabona

Kyenjojo Sam Magezi

Kiruhura              

Mbarara              Jomo Mugabe

Masindi Kabakumba Masiko

Kibaale Ali Mulumba

Hoima Henry Muganwa Kajura

Amurata Postponed

Dokolo Results withheld

Mitooma Wilberforce Byaboneka

Mesach Kawamala

Janet Museveni

Rubirizi                Mikidada Katinama

Kitgum  Ayela Jimmy

Koboko

Lira Sam Engola

Maracha Gabriel Ofeku

Moroto Micheal Otee

Bushenyi Hassan Basajjabalaba

Ibanda Dr. Andrew Musiime 
Musebeni

Isingiro Lillian Ruteraho

Buikwe Godfrey Sserunjogi

NRM district chairpersons 
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PEOPLE AWARDED MEDALS ON NRM/NRA 
VICTORY DAY 2017

NALUBAALE MEDAL
1. Mzee Munyete Elephazi Kimengo
2. Kasolo Elisania Kimengo
3. Monday Esahu
4. John Kaija Kimengo
5. Mzee Kishunju Festo Kimengo
6. Besisira Earnest
7. Tundura Robert Pakanyi
8. Mzee Matayo Byaruhanga Pakanyi
9. Bikaire John Kigulya
10. Kabagambe Francis Budongo
11. Kabagambe Moses Kimengo
12. Steven Kajubi Kimengo
13. Central Division
14. Komwiswa Donozio Kimengo
15. Rwakaikara Ballam Kimengo
16. Kameraho Godfrey (RIP) Kimengo
17. Zakayo Byamani Bwijanga
18. Gaitano Bitalimwaja Bwijanga
19. Mzee Magambo Victor Central Division
20. Yahaya Kaiga Central Division
21. Akio Kamesa (RIP) Mirya
22. Mukasa William Pakanyi
23. Galimaka Yokosofati Pakanyi
24. Kyakuhaire Jane(Ms) Bwijanga
25. Hadija Bakari (Ms) Bwijanga
26. Kataraiha Andrea (RIP) Mirya
27. Haji Siringi (RIP)
28. William Wandera Bujenje
29. Frank Byakagaba Mirya
30. Mzee Festo Kasunzu Kimengo
31. Asiimwe Francis(RIP) Kimengo
32. Miidi Josephine Kimengo
33. Buteera Sam Kimengo
34. Yosea Katairaha (RIP) Pakanyi
35. Wandera Chrizistom Kimengo
36. Joseph Mugisha Jinja
37. Ahamed M. Doka Kampala
38. Kabarole
39. Kasenene Joseph Bunyangabu
40. Teresa Kasenene Bunyangabu
41. Bunyangabu
42. Mzee Yakobo R. Kyomya Kigorobya T/Council
43. Yosia Sabiiti (RIP) Kigorobya T/Council
44. Yosuha Tinkamanyire (RIP) Kigorobya T/Council
45. Shaban Kwebiiha Kitoba
46. Bahiiga Gabriel Kitoba
47. Mbabazi Joyce Byenkya Kahoora

LUWERO TRIANGLE MEDALS (UPDF)

ROV/0816 Lt. Godfrey Mugisa
ROV/04607 Lt. William Ssemakula (RIP)
ROV/05121 Lt. Matayo Butere
ROV/JOII Lt. Godfrey Mukasa
ROV/1078 Lt. Banturaki George (RIP)
ROV/2268 Lt. Karyamarwaki Lev (RIP)
ROV/3208
ROV/6715 Lt. Musiime Jossy (RIP)
RO/02018 Lt. Sebuliba Paul
URO/012 Lt. Evule Swaibu Juma
ROV/6429 2Lt. Muhimbura Perez
UAV/012947 WO1 Kabagambe Francis
WO1 Mushabe Fred
RA/049819 WO1 Kifulugunyu Stephen
RAV/04348 WO11 Birungi Ahmed
UAV/004792 Sgt. Basaswa Musa (RIP)
RAV/020518 Sgt Musisi Simon
RA/ 13845 Sgt. Byaruhanga Leo
RA/4001 Sgt. Turunuga Geofrey
RA/16383 Sgt.Bajenja Isingoma Yowasi
RAV/10859 Sgt. Byaruhanga Benjamen
RAV/126468 Sgt. Kansiime Runombe
RAV/15146 Sgt. Musasizi Christopher
RAV/18256 Sgt. Mugisha Kenneth
RAV/24777 Sgt. Mutungyi Y. Shaban
RAV/8503
RAV/04645 Cpl. Mulindwa Homisdas
RAV/020294 Cpl. Irumba Yesero
RA/041953 Cpl. Mugisha Milton
RA/7617 Cpl. Lukwago Sunday
RA/3613
Cpl. Uwimana Joy
RAV/8372 Cpl. Rwomushojwa Iginitious (RIP)
RAV/8224 L/Cpl. Sentamu Godfrey (RIP)
UAV/016794 L/Cpl Byabagambi Joshua
RAV/042618 Pte. Bategeka Misaki
RO/40573 Pte. Mwebaze Onoth
RAV/33167 Pte Bwiriza Akileo
Pte. Musisi Francis
RA/9529 Kanyomozi Johnson
Bahindi Slyvester (RIP)

RO/986 Peter Lubega
L4LRO28 Rwajja John
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GOLDEN JUBILEE MEDAL
Florence Mugasha (Mrs) Kampala
Dr. Clement Rogers Kazikwera 
Kakomo
Barigye Dennis Bank of Uganda

Makerere University
Makerere University

Eng. Dr. Wana Etyem Makerere University
Prof. Anthony Mugisha Makerere University
Dr. Emmanuel Mugisha Makerere University
Prof. Eliya Hisali Makerere University
Prof. Elly Sabiiti Makerere University
Prof. Murindwa Rutanga Makerere University
Prof. Peter Baguma Makerere University
Prof. Edward Kirumira Makerere University
Canon Bernice Joyce Ademere

Mzee Wamala Jos Masindi

GOLDEN JUBILEE MEDALS (UPDF)
RO/04165 Maj. Ivan Mworozi

RO/8257 Maj. Eliab Mubangizi
RO/08717 Maj. Frank Mugisa
RO/08821 Maj. Peter Mugisa
RO/19276 Maj. Robert B. Ainamani
RO/11076 Maj. Patrick R. Mubanda
RO/12130 
RO/09178 Capt. David Byabona Byabazire
RO/11109 Capt. Richard Amooti Kiiza
ROV/Lt. Patrick Kasumba

GOLDEN JUBILEE MEDAL (POLICE)
SCP Ochaya James
CP Muhatane Cleophas
CP Lavuma Samuel
CP  Arinaitwe P.K
ASP Rwijja Charles Francis (RIP)
SP Akullo Okello Esther
ASP Agwang Hellen Christine
IP Mutabazi Juliet
AIP Kabirisi Constatine(Rtd)
Mr. Wanani Moses

POLICE MEDALS (SENIOR POLICE OFFICERS)
Honorary Medal
Mr. Kiddawalime Bakery
Mrs. Kumusana
Dr. Canon Mutabazi Godfrey
Mr. Olet Patrick
Mr. Abudalla Kelil

POLICE MEDALS (SENIOR POLICE OFFICERS)
Mr. Omar Doka
Special Service Medal
Sankala Sonko
Akasa Dudu

Kawuki Yasin
Agaba K.M Andrew

Silver Centenary Medal

SP Alemu John Mark (Rtd)
SP Okello John Simon
SP Okello John Simon
SP Kwetegereza Adrian
ASP Kedi Robert
ASP Emoot George
ASP Bakyenga Damiano
ASP Kyasama Peter Tenywa
IP Mbabazi Beatrice 
IP Baike John
AIP Ogwara Fred Achatu
AIP Odocan John
AIP Kabikuru Joyce
AIP Kakuru Mawazi

AIP Birite Samson
AIP Orega Jorem Martin
21229 Sgt/ Driver Kisembo Julius
18952 Sgt. Mubezi Isaac
20688 Sgt. 
24980 Sgt. Mugisha Bonny
21011 Sgt. Erumbi Jesca
44986 Cpl. Karere Milton
20133 Cpl . Opio Frank
22429 PC Musungule Abdulla
43104 PC Kyarigonza Elieza
42741 PC Ruhweza Vincent
W/SPC 

Centenary Plus Medal
SACP Kayongo Abas (Rtd)
Dr. Kakembo Jackson (Rtd)

HC Tinkamanyire Livingston (Rtd)
HC Kasana Henry (Rtd)
S/Sgt. Kaheru George (Rtd)

Uganda @ 54  |   99 

T E C H N O L O G I E S      L I M I T E D

◉ ◉ ◉ ◉ S E R V I C E S ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉

◉  Geophysical investigation 
drilling of hand pumps, 
production and geo thermal 
wells. (Supply and installation 
of custom designs).

◉  Electric, solar, wind powered 
water pumps, roof top 
solutions, energy saving 

LEDs’ along with generators 
and grid power to provide 
hybrid solutions.

◉  Supply, installation and 
service of engineering 
equipment, trucks, tractors, 
earth moving equipment from 
across the globe.

◉  Construction of urban and 
rural water supply systems, 
group housing projects, 
technical schools and health 
centers etc

◉  Over the years Sumadhura 
has earned a special 
recognition for its top notch

Sumadhura 
Technologies Limited 
Plot No. 83 Chorey Crescent Port 
Bell, Luzira, Kampala, Uganda
E: response@sumadhura.co.ug
www.sumadhuratechnologies.com
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